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Counties get
additional
flu vaccines
Seven Purchase counties
serviced by the Purchase District Health Department, including Calloway County, received
3,000 additional doses of flu
vaccine on Tuesday.
Nursing director Sharon
Goden said, the additional _vaccine will enable the staff to
continue immunization efforts.
The vaccine will be available in Calloway County Thursday from 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at the Calloway County Health
Center in Murray.

Recycling
option added
to events
On Oct. 24. the Make A Difference Day efforts from 9 a.m.
to I p.m. at Stewart Stadium
will include a new recycling
optiory the collection of adult
clothing. Clothing should be
secured in plastic bags.
The Morganfield recycler will
pay S.03 per pound for the
clothing. Proceeds will benefit
the Santa Project. The recycled clothing will be sold to
inner city missions for thrift
shop-type programs and to thirdworld countries for wearing, rugs.
rags, etc.
Children's clothing is needed locally to supply the year
round clothing closets of the
Calloway Family Resource Center at East Elementary arid the
Murray Family/Youth Resource
Center at 812 Poplar.
This Make a Difference Day
is scheduled on National Make
A Difference Day and will include
the usual collections of all types
of paper, cardboard, newspapers, aluminum cans, glass,
plastics, used motor oil, and
old eyeglasses. A special collection to benefit the United
Way campaign is also scheduled.
For more information contact the Murray Family/Youth
Resource Center at 759-9592
or the Calloway Family Resource
Center at 762-7333.
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Second
fake $20
found
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
City police have received a second report of a counterfeit $20
bill being passed at a local convenience store.
Murray --Police - Detective Mark
McCuiston said a Union Planters
Bank employee noticed the old-style
bill among the deposit made by
the Coastal Mart on Chestnut Street
on Oct. 7.
That was the same day a worker at the Ashland convenience store
on North 12th Street reported
receiving a bogus bill from a city
man.
The man, whom police have
refused to identify, claimed he
received that bill in change from
the Uncle Lucky's Kwik Mart at
North Fourth and Chestnut streets,
according to previous police reports.
Both bills had the same serial
number - B 90974655 C - Detective Mike Jump said.
Jump said Tuesday that Union
Planters Bank has already shipped
the bill it found to the Secret Service.
•••

In other crime reports, the Cal-

BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo
BLAZING BARN: Calloway County Fire-Rescue personnel hose down a Peach Orchard Road barn that was heavily damaged
by fire Tuesday afternoon. Three CCFR trucks responded to the fire, which was reported just after 1:30 p.m. Tuesday by the
state police post in Mayfield.(Further details were unavailable at press time.)

II See Page 2

County looking at adult-entertainment ban
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
County officials hope to have
a public hearing soon to discuss
temporarily banning the establishment of adult entertainment businesses in the county until they
can form a permanent policy for
dealing with similar issues.
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott and Randy Hutchens, the
county attorney-elect, said Tuesday they could gather cost estimates and legal research in less
than two weeks to prepare for a
special meeting.
That information would be the
basis for a moratorium on the
•

"You can't pick and choose what you're going to
zone out of existence."
-Randy Hutchens
County Attorney-Elect
establishment of adult entertainment, which Hutchens suggested
Tuesday during the monthly meeting of the Calloway County Fiscal Court.
Hutchens said a nine-month ban
would give the three new magistrates and judge-executive, who take
office Jan. 1, time to study the
issue.
Scott said after Tuesday's meet-

ing that recent rumors have circulated that someone has checked
into the possibility of opening an
adult-oriented business in the county.
If that happens, "It's going to
be a strain on us," Scott told magistrates, noting his office usually
only has two deputies on the night
shift.
Scott said that, based on talks

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee says some the 15 potential grounds for impeachment of
President Clinton outlined last week
may be pared down to meet his
self-imposed deadline.
frankly don't see how we
can deal with all 15 charges," Rep.
Henry J. Hyde told The Washington Post."We need to think about
narrowing the charges down .to the
ones that are the most provable."
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to gather solid evidence that would
support the county's banning adult
businesses.
They both warned that a permanent ban would have to be carefully worded to avoid possible
court challenges that it might violate the First Amendment right to
free speech.
The county needs a comprehensive lane-use plan that would
address issues such as adult entertainment, hog farms or cellular
phone towers, he added.
Otherwise; "you're picking on
one induStiy." Hutchens said. "You

II See Page 2

David P. Schippers, the panel's
chief counsel, outlined the 15 separate/allegations last week, adopting 10. of the 11 grounds for
impeachment recommended by
Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr
and offering four from the panel's
GOP staff for the committee to
consider.
Those recommended grounds
included conspiracy, obstructing

• See Page 2

Authorities break
auto theft ring
BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photc
Candidates Melvin Henley, Dr. Dan Miller, Larry Elkins and Freed Curd met in a forum Tuesday organized by the Downtown Business Association at the Weaks Center.

WEATHER
Tonight... Becoming partly
cloudy Low 45 to 50. Wind
becoming light southeast.
Thursday... Partly sunny
High near 80

with law enforcement in cities with
adult businesses, he foresees problems with fights and drug-relate4
incidents. That problem would be
worse if a business allowed alcohol to be brought in. he said.
"The big issue is is this what
the people of Calloway County
want," Scott said.
The county has a "strong religious base" but still has problems
with drugs and alcohol, he said,
adding, -Do we want to compound
it?"
Hutchens and Jeanne Carroll,/
an assistant to outgoing County
Attorney David Harrington, said a
- public hearing Would be one way

Chairman says list
may be trimmed down

Cronkite to
lead CNN
coverage
NEW YORK (AP) — When
it comes to landing the most
trusted man in America, the
early bird gets the worm.
Walter Cronkite will lead
CNN's coverage of John Glenn's
return to space later this month.
The anchorman said the cable
news network's coup caught his
former employers at CBS by
surprise.
"Their reaction was 'Gosh,
we wish we'd thought of it," he
said Tuesday.
"This is all giving me the
chance to play the game again
the way we used to play it at
the networks." he said. But he
said he couldn't criticize CBS
for not spending as much time
on the flight.

MURRAY, KY 42071

Growth key topic offorum
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Dealing with community growth
was the key item discussed Tuesday at a candidate forum sponsored by the Downtown Merchants
Association.
And the candidates for Calloway County judge-executive and
mayor of Murray have different
wth
views on how to address gro—
both in the city and county.
'Asked about their views on
annexation. Republican judge-executive nominee Melvin Henley con-

tinued to voice opposition to Murray's attempt to annex property
south and west of the city.
"We're not addressing some of
the problems that we already have,"
said Henley, who currently sits on
the city council.
Henley said the city needs to
address annexation in smaller increments.
Democratic nominee Larry
Elkins said he thinks the city will
have a difficult. time providing
services to the proposed annexation area.

He also said citizens in the area
should have the right to vote to
approve annexation.
:1 think the. people have the
right to vote," Elkins said.
Both Henley and Elkins. said
there needs to be more countycity cooperation.
"There needs to be a commitment- to extend water and sewer
lines into the county and that's
going to be a problem." Henley
said. "We'ri: going to have get

II See Page
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Police plucked mud-filled cars out
of the Ohio River and said they
have cracked three auto-theft rings
suspected of stealing millions of
dollars - worth of vehicles across
the region.
The vehicles were resokl intact.
chopped into parts — or in some
instances dumped into the river.
Kentucky State Police said Tuesday.
Louisville police divers located
vehicles submerged deep in the
Ohio River along Gallatin County, and six had been pulled out.
said Detective Jim Devashtr ith
the state police vehicle investigation unjt.
The joint investigation by state
police and Louisville police spanned
IS months and netted 12 arrests
by Tuesday. ith another (liven
arrests expected. Devasher said. The
names were not itninediatel‘

released.
"These are players who have
been in this for years," he said.
Police expected to retrieve an
estimated $1 million worth of vehicles — ranging from Corvettes to
heavy construction equipment, he
.said. Police had begun contacting
the vehicles' owners.
"Tivo of the rings were very
dangerous.- Devasher said. "They
had a violent history. 'They were
career criminals."
The suspected theft rings reached
across Kentucky into portions of
Indiana. Ohio. and Tennessee.
Devasher said in a telephone interview.
Three .undercover Louisville
police officers' infiltrated the rings..
and confidential informants supplied information to help expose
.the operations.. Devasher said. Some

III See Page 2
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•Fake $20...
From Page 1
loway County Sheriff's Department has charged Kenneth Story
of Farmington with felony offenses for allegedly entering a county home uninvited and pointing a
shotgun at some of the people
there.
Story, 56, remained in the Calloway County Detention Center
without bond Wednesday morning
on three counts of first-degree
wanton endangerment and possession of a handgun by a convicted felon.
Sheriff Stan Scott said Story
was arrested at home Tuesday night
after witnesses filed complaints
earlier that day.
Story appeared to be drunk
when he entered the Coldwater
Road home with a 12-gauge shotgun and a handgun, yelled at the
eight people - including three children - in the home and pointed
the shotgun, threatening to shoot,
Scott said.

• Chairman...

Elsewhere, the sheriff's department has received a report of a
Yamaha four-wheeler said to be
taken from a county man's shop.
Billy Duncan of Old Newbury
Road reported the $3,000 vehicle
missing Monday morning, according to sheriff's records. The theft
reportedly happened between Saturday night and 8:30 a.m. Monday.
The sheriff's department has
also received a report Monday afternoon of a break-in at the Ellen
Fender home on Surfway Drive.
Someone reportedly entered the
home by breaking out a rear window, but nothing was reported
missing.
In other burglary reports, Jennifer Glasscow said someone took
a videocassette recorder, 200 compact discs and a videotape with a
combined value of $2,600 from
her Carlton Road home last Thursday after breaking out the glass
on a back door.

it didn't further identify as saying
Hyde may consider streamlining
the allegations into as few as two
charges: that Clinton repeatedly
lied under oath and that he tried
to obstruct justice.

From Page 1

justice, perjury. withholding evidence and tampering with witnesses, all arising out of Clinton's
affair with former White House
intern Monica Lewinksy.
Hyde said he wants to focus
Hyde, R-111., has said he would on the charges "that look the most
like to finish the committee's profitable, I should say producinquiry by the end of the year tive, for an impeachment inquiry."
but House Republicans rejected
Democratic demands to set a firm
Clinton denied having a sexual relationship with Ms. Lewinsky
deadline.
"There is a limited amount of in a sworn deposition last Janutime, and we can't spend all the ary in the now-dismissed sexual
time we would like on all of the harassment lawsuit by Paula Jones.
charges," Hyde told the Post in
He denied to a federal grand
an interview appearing today.
in August that he committed
jury
consolidasome
be
"There may
tion of these counts to accommo- perjury in the January deposition
date the time constraints. But we but has admitted to an "inappropriate" relationship with Ms.
aren't there yet."
The newspaper quoted sources Lewinsky.

• Theft ring....
The undercover officers, from
the Louisville police department's
criminal intelligence unit, purchased
stolen cars as well as drugs such
as cocaine, crack, methamphetamine and methadone, Devasher
said.
Some stolen cars also were
dumped into the Ohio River at
two or three sites along the Gallatin County shore in northern
Kentucky, he said. The informants
as well as suspects pointed police
to the locations.

From Page 1

informants were members of the
rings, he said.
One suspected ring concentrated on stealing Corvettes, mainly
tant county attorney earlier this year. in the Louisville and Lexington
From Page 1
"I have been amazed at the amount areas, northern Kentucky and southcan't pick and choose what you're of work you have to do."
ern Ohio, Devasher said. The group,
going to zone out of existence."
1-1utchens said he also made the based in northern Kentucky, either
well
as
Magistrate Dan Miller,
suggestion so the salary could be
sold the vehicles intact or chopped
as others at the meeting, balked competitive.
the cars and sold parts to an interat the possibility of zoning in the
"I'm not trying to be moneystate network, he said.
terms
the
county and didn't want
hungry," Hutchens said. "It's just
Another ring focused on heists
"land-use" and "zoning" confused. a question of reasonableness."
heavy construction equipment,
of
But Miller also said he opposed
In other matters, the court:
said. The group, run out of
he
having adult businesses established
• Awarded a two-year exten- southern Indiana across the river
county.
the
in
sion of the county cable televi"We may have to decide which sion system to Mediacom LLC of from Louisville, resold the machinery intact, Devasher said.
one we want," Miller said.
Middletown, N.Y., provided it comThe third ring, based in Jefland-use
any
said
Hutchens
pletes the rebuilding of the cable ferson County, stole personal vehirestrictions in the county could be system within two years. It would
cles and also was involved in illedifferent than those used in the then get an eight-year extension.
gal drug activity, he said.
city.
Company officials have said the
The current and future issue of four-month $3 million project
adult entertainment were among would boost the system up to 80
several factors Hutchens mentioned channels and provide better piclater when he asked the court to
and reliability by From Page 1
increase the county attorney's salary ture quality
optics technology. away from this city vs. county
fiber
installing
for calendar year 1999.
a committee as a stuff."
•
Appointed
He said a state law requires
Elkins said he wants to devela $5,064,..
for
receiving
prerequisite
place
in
the court to have a salary
for
a long-range plan for the counop
grant
t
law
enforcemen
before a new attorney takes office. federal
the incoming fiscal court.
with
to
ty
use
to
department
the
sheriff's
The current salary is about
stressed public safety
also
He
equipment.
dispatching
its
update
to
intended
is
$13,500 for what
concerns.
$565
be a part-time job, Hutchens said. The county will contribute
"There's no more important
But the increased workload from in matching funds, Scott said.
for government than profunction
Judge-ExecuCounty
Heard
•
fiscal
on
county
representing the
the public safety," Elkins
for
viding
he
that
court matters and in Calloway Dis- tive J.D. Williams report
going to have to put
"We're
said.
the
to
Williams
Chuck
reappointed
trict Court has made it more of
in
place for our young
programs
board.
3
District
Water
who
Hutchens,
said
job,
full-time
people."
Road,
• Accepted Fox Chase
asked for the salary to be raised
Both Henley and Elkins cited
to between $20,000 and $25,000.. located in the Fox Chase Subditenures as mayor and police
their
the
into
732,
on
Kentucky
vision
job,"
full-time
a
definitely
"It is
of Murray respectively in
chief
said Carroll, who became an assis- county's road system.
their qualifications for the judge's
post.
Henley said he supports a proposed tax to aid the Murray-Calloway County Parks, while Elkins
3029 Butterworth Rd.(299 South)
said the people should decide that
North
121
Hwy.
off
just
Near Stella,
issue. Elkins said regardless of the
19 Varieties •Potted & Dig-Your-Own
vote in November on the park tax,
489-2462
he would push for a strong park
as county judge.
Mayoral candidates Dr. Dan
Also available at The Garden Path
and Freed Curd also
Miller
1608 Hwy. 121 N. Bypass • 753-0508
problems brought along
addressed
(In Limited Quantities)
by growth.
remains
he
said
Miller
"unabashedly- in support of annexation.
U
.
"Murray needs to grow," Miller
said. "I think Kern Alexander has
shown at Murray State that when
there is growth, you get the state's
attention."
Miller also said he would provide leadership in the mayor's
office.

• Entertainment...
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BOOKS TO GO: Kagan Walker and his mother Kenna look at
some books at the book fair held at the Calloway County
Public Library. The fair closed Tuesday.
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Truck driver
reportedly
hurt in wreck
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Murray man was injured Tuesday afternoon when a tractor-trailer truck loaded with corn slipped
off Kentucky 94 East and overturned, according to a Calloway
County Sheriff's Department report.
Jeffery Emory, age and address
unknown, suffered a cut hand and
a possible dislocated shoulder. Sheriff Stan Scott said.
The truck's right rear wheel
went off the road about 2:15 p.m..
causing the accident that blocked
the road for about two hours, Scott
said.

FALL FAVORITES
'Candles 'Baskets 'Picture Frames
'Decorative Accessories 'Throws "House Flags
and more!
( Re MeMber HOSSeS

DOW, October 16th!)

HOLLAND DRUGS
Downtown • Murray • 753-1462

• Forum...

Thursday, October 15
JCPenney - Murray, Ky. Only

ONE DAY ONLY!
I w%
- 30
:1
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0 OFF INCLUDING SALON

stock on hand. This discount does not apply to the folDiscount applies to regular-priced merchandise, and is limited to JCPenney
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lowing: Catalog (Catalog Dept., Catalog Phone Orders, Catalog Outlet Stores),
, Royal Velvet* by Fieldcrest*, JNCO", items sold
Merchandise, All Services. Aerosoles", Easy Spirit', Hanes', No Fear* Sportswear
JCPenney offer. As always, credit purchases are subject to
every day in multiples of two or more, or in combination with any other
for payment on accdunt or on any prior purchase.
available credit limit. Cash value 1/20th of one cent. Cannot be used
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"These vehicles ... possibly had
not been sold fast enough," he
said. "They got a little paranoid
and dumped them."
The six vehicles recovered by
included
afternoon
Tuesday
Chevrolets, a sport-utility vehicle
and a Nissan.

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
Mon -Sat. 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sun. 12:30 to 6:00 p.m.

STYLE"'

"I'm not afraid to stand up and
speak my mind," Miller said. "I
think that's the type of leadership
skills people are looking for."
Miller also expressed strong
support for the park tax.
Curd said mistakes have been
made on both sides of the annexation debate and that the people
will decide just exactly what kind
of park system they want.
He also stressed his record in
the state legislature, where he has
served for 19 years before retiring this year.
"I enjoy working with the people," Curd said. "I think it is
important to be a team player. I
think some perfect examples of
that was the new I & T building
at Murray State and the new special events center."
Curd said the environment
should be an important factor in
the city's long-term growth.
He also said the city needs
some cheaper housing.
"We have some developers building $200,000 to $300,000 homes,"
Curd said. "And working people
can't afford those. We need to be
more realistic and have some areas
for working people."
Editor's Note: The candidates
will face off again at 7 p.m., Oct.
26 at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. In addition to candidates
for mayor and county judge/executive, candidates for coroner will
also be present. The event is sponsored by the Murray Woman's
Club.
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Monica moves out of Watergate
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Monica Lewinsky is moving out of
her mother's Watergate apartment and apologizing to neighbors for
any inconvenience brought on by the swirl of media attention surrounding her relationship with President Clinton.
Ms. Lewinsky sent fellow residents of the Watergate South a
printed, hand-signed card Tuesday informing them of her departure, The Washington Post reported today.
The downtown condominium complex has several other wellknown tenants, including former Republican presidential nominee
Bob Dole and his wife.

XU-

Panel makes testing recommendation

iky

WASHINGTON (AP) — Testing for the AIDS 'virus should
become a routine part of pregnant women's prenatal care, a policy change that could help more mothers-to-be get treatment that
can protect their babies from infection, a panel of medical experts
told Congress today.
The recommendation by the Institute of Medicine is sure to be
controversial.
The idea is for HIV testing to be just another one of the battery of tests, such as the test for syphilis, that pregnant women
normally get, said the institute, which advises the federal government.
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N.Y. vet charged in death of woman
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been charged
NEW YORK (AP) — A Manhattan veterinarian
in the mercy killing of a former employee with 'terminal breast
cancer.
Dr. Marco Zancope, 43, was arrested Tuesday - at the Animal
Clinic of New York and charged with manslaughter, police spokesman
Joseph Cavitolo said.
•
Zancope allegedly injected Cara Biegel, 33, with"a drug used
by veterinarians to euthanize animals, police said.
Biegel died in August 1997 after Zancope allegedly administered the drug to her at Memorial Sloan Kettering Hospital, where
she had been a patient.
Biegel, who had worked for several years as Zancope's receptionist at the clinic, was dying of breast cancer, police said.
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Judi Patton
has court date
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BACK IN TIME: Guidance counselor Emily Apperson helps North Calloway County Elementary School celebrate School
Lunch Week by dressing in a 1950s style outfit Tuesday

Sprinkler heads to be
recalled by company

Mother pleads guilty to baby's death
SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP) — A woman whose infant son died
after drinking her drug-tainted breast milk has been sentenced to
four years in prison.
Cynthia Ann Pinson, 39, was septenced Tuesday after pleading
guilty to felony child endangerment.
Ms. Pinson originally was charged with involuntary manslaughter and child cruelty after her 6-week-old son Robert Henry Sage
was found dead in his crib in October 1996.
Robert's death initially was attributed to Sudden Infant Death
Syndrome but tests later determined he died of a methampheta-mine overdose, authorities said. Ms. Pinson surrendered to authorities in January.
She is expected to serve about 16 more months in jail because
she has been credited with time served.

RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — The
nations_ second-largest manufacturer of fire sprinklers has agreed
to recall millions of sprinkler heads
in use across the country that federal safety officials say are defective.
The Omega sprinkler heads have
failed to activate in at least nine
fires in the past three years and
have high failure rates in laboratory tests.
The U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission in March filed
a lawsuit seeking the recall of
about 10 million Omega heads
used in schools, hospitals, hotels,
homes, apartment complexes, office
buildings and prisons. They were
also in the White House, the U.S.
Capitol and 80 other federal buildAILIRIL11:

Ledger &Times
1001 Whiffle!' Dr.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

Foster mother charged with rape
PALMYRA, Pa. (AP) — A foster mother has been charged
with rape and other sexual offenses after the 13-year-old boy who
used to be in her care fathered her child, according to court
papers.
Esther Boyle, 33, has admitted to police "to having had a sexual relationship" with the teen beginning about two months after
the boy was placed • hi her care in tate 1992, the documents said.
At that time, the boy was 7 years old.
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ings.
Central Sprinkler Co. of Lansdale, Pa., dropped its opposition
to a recall Tuesday "because we
wanted .to be certain our consumers were confident with our
products," said Carmine Schiavone,
the company's vice president for
customer relations.
Central Sprinkler stopped making Omegas last month, Schiavone
said.
Central has said it would fight
the recall, arguing that Omegas
work and have successfully controlled hundreds of fires since they
went on the market 15 years ago.
The company remains convinced
the head works properly.

VIRGIL Ky. IAP) — Gov. Paul al years, court documents show
Johnson was ambushed, robbed
Patton's wife, Judi. and the woman
and
murdered in 1975 at Payne
she sued in a property dispute
have an Oct. 29 court date for a Gap in Letcher County. Spurlock
trial involving a 30-year-old deed, Adkins committed suicide in 1980.
The deed to the land is in Judi
how it was acquired and who owns
Patton's name, and she has been
the land.
The lawsuit was filed in 1996 paying property taxes on 27.6 of
after Althedia Adkins blocked • an the 30 acres in recent years. counattempt by the Pattons to have ty records show.
Ms. Adkins has been paying
free dirt deposited on the properproperty
taxes on one acre and
ty which includes her Mobile home,
her beauty shop and her mother's her mother, on another acre where
she lives, the records show.
home.
The assessed market value of
Mrs. Patton contends
.that her
the
27 acres Judi Patton has been
Harvey
Johnhusband,
-Bill
first
son, purchased the 30-acres from paying taxes on is listed as S8,200.
Ms. Adkins and her first husband, according to county tax records.
The witness list for the case.
Spurlock Adkins, for $750 in 1968.
Ms. Adkins claims that John- which will be heard by a Pike
son actually gave her and her hus- Circuit Court jury, goes on for
band a motorcycle and car in trade pages. It includes much of the
for the land. In return, the Adkins populace of Virgie, where Paul
signed over the deed to the prop- Patton's coil company was once
based and where he courted Judi
erty.
But Ms. Adkins said that two Patton. then his secretary.
Married four times. Ms. Adkins
weeks later, the FBI showed up
and repossessed both vehicles, lists in court papers 59 relatives
telling the ccrupte that they hact"--livittg -in- Pike—County—who are
first cousins or closer.
been stolen.
In court documents, Judi PatCourt documents show that Johnson was indicted in June 1970 on ton's attorney. Pamela Robinettecharges of stealing a motorcycle May, denied that Johnson had paid
and "selling same to Spurlock for the property with a car and
Adkins without the written con- motorcycle. Also, she noted that
sent of the person in whom the the Adkinses should have sued to
title was vested," The Courier- get their deed returned to them if
Journal of Louisville reported Tues- they believed they had not been
day.
properly paid.
There is no record that he was
But the statute of limitations
convicted. Nor does the FBI have for such a suit says such 'claims
any record of the repossessions; must be filed within 15 years,
however, the agency routinely Robinette-May argued. So the land
destroys such records after sever- rightfully belongs to Judi Patton.
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AROUND THE STATE
Strip-search suit expanded
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A federal lawsuit that accuses the
Franklin County jail of unlawfully strip-searching inmates has been
expanded to include as many as 1,500 more prisoners.
Brent Caldwell, an attorney who is defending the jail, said hundreds of inmates brought to the jail between April 1996 and June
1997 could be eligible to join the class-action lawsuit. The number who actually were forced to remove their clothes, however, is
likely much lower, he said.
Judy Wilson of Lawrenceburg sued the Franklin County Correction Complex in May 1997, claiming she was strip-searched in
April 1996 following her arrest on bad check charges and failure
to pay a fine. She is seeking unspecified damages.

Country singer wins fight
LANCASTER, Ky. (AP) — A circuit judge has upheld country singer John Michael Montgomery's right to use his father's
image in a music video.
The lawsuit was filed last year by Montgomery's stepmother,
Barbara Montgomery, the administrator of Harold Montgomery's
estate.
She charged that her stepson, his record company and video
co-producer did not have written consent to use Harold Montgomery's likeness, name or voice in a music video for the song
"I Miss You a Little."
Garrard Circuit Judge Robert Jackson granted a motion for
summary judgment, accepting the argument from John Michael
Montgomery's attorney that Harold Montgomery wasn't a public
figure because he wasn't nationally known.
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Can A Busy Doctor
Be A Full-Time Mayor?
Can a successful business woman be a devoted, caring mom?
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OfCourse They Can!
During the past five years, Dr. Dan Miller has attended to
a busy medical practice. He has also found time to be an
active City Councilman. He has chaired the Long Range
Committee, served on the Planning
Planning
Commission, the Insurance Committee and the Public
Safety Committee.
There's a wise, old saying..."if you want to get the job done ask a busy man."
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Changes hit testing arena

FROM OUR READERS
Schools celebrate
annual lunch week
Dear Editor:
Schools across the country are jazzed about
celebrating the 35th annual National School Lunch
Week. This year's fun, musical theme, "School
Lunch: It's A Hit!" will play out in schools across
the Commonwealth the week of Oct. 12-16. There is much to celebrate. According to the
September issue of "Consumer Reports," schools
are doing a solid job in providing students with
nutritious meals. Schools in Kentucky serve approximately a half millioUunches daily: School lunch
-1 --tife,''Iviginat fast food outlet."
This 52-year-old program is known for providing Fast-Fresh-and Friendly meals.
The National School Lunch Act was passed in
.October 1946 and is celebrated annually the second full week of October.
This is a federally funded program which is
administered through the Kentucky Department of
Education. The Child Nutrition Program in Kentucky is jointly sponsored by the Division- of
Child Nutrition Services and the Kentucky Department of Agriculture.
This is the only program that provides a safety net for food and nutrition services for school
age children.
According to the American School Food Service Association survey, schools will commemorate this annual event in many different ways.
The Kentucky School Food Service Association is an affiliate of the American School Food
Service association. The Kentucky Association is
a group of 1,200 persons who are dedicated to
Child Nutrition Service in Kentucky.

This is the only professional organizatihn which
includes cafeteria managers. cooks, assistants, local
and state school food service directors, industry
personnel, educators and other persons interested
in child nutrition.
As coordinator of marketing and member services of KSFSA, I would like to take this opportunity to salute all of the people who have worked
hard throughout the 52 years to make school
lunch work for children.
I can assure you, the people involved in this
endeavor are the most dedicated, generous and
loving group you will ever find. I hope that you
will take this opportunity to thank someone who
has made "school lunch" special!
Sherry P. Benson
KSFSA Marketing and
Member Services Coordinator
1505 Roosevelt Road
Owensboro, KY 42301

Values important
during election
Dear Editor:
Some men say adultery is a private matter;
it's nothing to be ashamed of.
God tells us adultery, "Is a heinous crime;
yea, it is an iniquity to be punished by the
judges" (Job 31:11).
Don't be ashamed to vote for someone that
upholds family values.
Isaac Colvin
1599 Kennedy Bridge Road
Harrodsburg, KY 40330

Outside voices make difference
Occasionally. in the heat of
rhetorical battle, an outside voice
can help clarify a contentious issue.
Tv.o such voices came to me this
eek. One was the voice of the
House Judiciary Committee's chief
Republican investigator, David P.
Schippers.
What makes him an outsider!
He's a life-long Democrat who
has a record of putting principle
above partisanship and country
before self-interest.
It is as true now as it was 30
ears ago when he was fighting
organized crime and some of those
in Congress were waving Viet
Cong flags during antiwar demonstrations.
The second voice is an older
one. It is found in an ancient
Proverb: "To show partiality in
judging is not good: Whiriever says
to the guilty. You are innocent'
peoples will curse him and nations
denounce him. But it will go well
with those who convict the guilty,
and rich blessing will come upon
them" (Pros'. 24:23-25).
. Someone' should hang this in
the House and Senate chambers during the coming 'days of impeachtnent and possible trial of Presitient Clinton.
_ Schippers succinctly and powerfully .outlined the case against
the president. listing 15 potential
offenses against the law and his
constitutional oath of office. All
of it Schippers found "substantial
and credible."
Democrats were reduced to substantially incredible defenses. None
of them denied the charges, but
all. of them claimed the charges
do not rise to the *level of an
impeachable offense. Democrats are
in danger of becoming known as

Attention
Washington!
Let your elected officials
know what you think.

U.S. REP ED WHITFIELD
236 Cannon House Office Building.
Washington. D.C. 20510
202-225-3547 (Washington)

CAL'S THOUGHTS

U.S. SEN. MITCH *CONNELL
361A Russel Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-2244541 (Washington

TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
Ho‘k much the hoard will decide
before the end of the year.
This decision especially will be
good news for parents, who have
been understandably confused if
not bewildered by the complex
scores and rankings under the discarded testing system.
— It may have been understand=
able to most educators, but it left
many non-educators with glassy
eyes.
The board also decided to spread
high school testing over all grades
rather than concentrate on the 11th,
which turned into a tedious process
that took students away from classroom work for too long and heaped
a heavy burden on their teachers.
Under the revised testing schedule, 9th graders will take the standardized test, 10th graders will be
given reading and practical living/vocational tests, juniors will
take tests in math, science, social
studies and arts/humanities, and
12th graders will " concentrate on
writing portfolios.
While still important, those writing portfolios will play a slightly
less important role in students'
lives in the future.
Because of the time students
and teachers were devoting to the
portfolios, critics worried that they
were undercutting basic Classroom
work.
Thus the state board reduced
the number of writing pieces

required in student portfolios from
six to four in the 4th grade and
five in the 7th and 12th grades.
By regulation, the board will
reduce the amount of time required
for teachers to work with students
on preparing their portfolio entries.
And those writing pieces will come
-from other couites thAn sirripTy-English classes.
The board has important work
left to do, and in December it
will consider proposals about the
weights of the various parts of
the new testing program, including the standardized test, in determining a school's progress.
There also are issues relating
to rewards for successful schools
and the distribution of school
improvement funds.
But the basic issues relating to
the new testing system have been
resolved, and the form of the system has a discernible shape that
teachers and parents can see.
That's pretty good work on a
very complex — and highly controversial — issue in only half a
year.
Now perhaps the testing and
accountability issues relating the
education reform will stop being
the focus of sometimes hysterical
debate, and the reformed school system across Kentucky can move
forward toward the goal of producing the best educated students
in the nation.
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the party of adultery, kinky sex
and moral relativity. Instead of
cutting their losses and rebuilding
their party on a foundation of
integrity, Democrats risk going
down with the ship and suffering
titanic losses because of a
debauched captain. It may take them
a generation to recoup.
• Schippers said,"You're not being
watched • only by the individuals
in this room or even by the
audience
television
immense
throughout the world. Fifteen generations of Americans, our fellow
Americans, many of whom are
reposing in military cemeteries
throughout the world, are looking
down on and judging what you
do today."
Is one man, Bill Clinton, worth
destroying a party for or, worse,
compromising a nation's integrity?
That is what each Democrat
will have to ask before casting a'
vote for or against ,the impeachment and removal of Bill Clinton
from office. Republicans thought
Richard Nixon wasn't worth that
price, so they dumped him. They
lost big in the 1976 election, but
returned to fight for their issues
and causes four years later and
may be on the verge of winning
complete control in 2000, which
is what really alarms liberal Democrats.
Twenty-four years ago, the cur-

rent ranking member of the House
Judiciary Committee, John Conysounded like a much
ers
wiser man when he said this about
impeachable acts during the Watergate inquiry: "By the same policies of secrecy and deception,
Richard Nixon also violated a principal tenet of democratic- government: that the president, like every
other elected official, is account'.
ableto the people."
Conyers worried about the precedent the Watergate inquiry might
set for future Congresses. He feared
they might "recoil from ever again
exercising this power. They may
read the history of our work and
conclude that impeachment can
never again succeed unless another president demonstrates the same,
almost uncanny ability to impeach
himself. If this is our legacy, our
future colleagues may well conclude that ours has been a pyrrhic
victory, and that impeachment will
never again justify the agony we
have endured. It is imperative.
therefore, that we speak to them
clearly: impeachment is difficult
and it is painful, but the courage
to do what must be done is the
price of remaining free."
Mr. Conyers, meet Mr. Conyers, or, better still, David Schippers, or, best of all, the Proverb .
writer who warned what happens
to people and nations that refuse
to convict, the guilty.

Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address and
telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be more
than 500 words. We reserve the right to condense or reject any
letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray
Ledger and Times. P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071. They may
also be faxed to (502) 753-1927.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

AMY WILSON
• Managing Editor

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.
I-

AGREE OR NOT

Cen
will

U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russel Senate Mee Building.
Washington, D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)

It has been barely six months
since the General Assembly charged
the Kentucky Board of Education
with developing an entirely new
test to be given students to assess
their education progress and to
hold their individual schools
accountable for that progress.
Legislators also mandated that
part of the overall testing program
must include a standardized portion that will allow a student's
progress in basic skills to be compared to other students across the
nation.
And all of this had to be accomplished quickly so the new test- _
ing program will be in place for'
the 1999 school year.
Since testing and school accountability play such core roles in the
1990 education reform initiative
in Kentucky, many people were
skeptical that the board and the
state's education bureaucracy could
accomplish what legislators ordered
and still come up with an effective system.
Government, after all, simply
doesn't do things quickly — or if
it does, the outcome generally isn't
especially impressive.
So far, the board and the state
Department of Education are keeping to the timetable, and what
they are producing appears to be
both what legislators and thoughtful KERA critics wanted.
Last week, the board decided
that the national standardized test
that will be given to students in
grades three, six and nine will be
part of the overall accountability
program for schools.
It may not play a really significant part, but individual student scores will be used to hold
that student's school accountable.
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Oct. 7 - The Sydney (Australia) Morning
Herald, on impeachment of Bill Clinton:
The political hurdles to impeachment are more
formidable than 'the procedural ones. With midterm congressional elections due on Nov. 3, it was
always likely that the Republicans would use their
majority in the House to keep as much pressure
on Clinton — and by implication the Democrats
— as possible. How much political mileage there
will be in the Lcwinsky affair post-Nov. 3 is anyone's guess. If the. House vote later this week
divides on party lines, there is a danger plat an
impeachment inquiry will begin to look like a
political scalp hunt. That may rebound on the
Republicans in the 2000 presidential campaign.
Perhaps it is for this reason that- support is
already building for a circuit-breaker that would
see the Congress censure Clinton but not impeach
him. That would wrap this whole tawdry business
up much quicker than impeachment proceedings,
limit the damage to the office of the presidency
and restore some perspective on misconduct which,
while reprehensible, on any objective test hears no
comparison to President Richard Nixon's behavior
in the Watergate affair. ...

Oct. 4 - Yomiuri Shimbun, Tokyo, on South
Korean president's visit to Japan:
This time expectations are high that Kim's visit
will establish a future-oriented bilateral relationship at a time when closer cooperation is required
between the two nations and when the situation
surrounding them has changed drastically.
Tokyo and Seoul have already agreed to issue
a joint statement at the time of Kim's visit. The
statement is expected to call for establishing a
biliteral partnership for the 21st century and spell
out specific action programs to this end.
To realize a new partnership, South Korea believes
that the two nations should settle historical issues
in a just way. For its part, Japan plans to spell
out its regret and apology in the joint statement
based on remarks made in 1995 by then-Prime
Minister Tomiichi Murayama, who expressed 'deep
regret and a heartfelt apology' about Japan's colonial rule and war of aggression in Asia.
In this connection, some quarters of, Japanese
society are criticizing the government, which has
repeatedly expressed regret every time a South
Korean president visited Japan. It is hoped that
Kim's visit will put and end to ill feelings.
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Tips for dealing with hyperactive children
QUESTION: It's no secret
that hyperactive children are difficult to handle at times. How,
then, is such a child to be managed?
DR. DOBSON: Let me share
.a- list of 18- suggestions that were
provided in a book by Dr. Domeena
Renshaw titled " The Hyperactive
Child." Though her book is now
out of print. Dr. Renshaw's advice
on this problem is still valid.
I. Be consistent in rules and

a

2. Keep your own voice quiet
and slow. Anger is normal. Anger
can be controlled. Anger does not

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY

DR. JAMES C. DOBSON
Syndicated Columnist
mean you do not love a child.
3. Try hard to keep your emotions cool by bracing for expectable
turmoil. Recognize and respond to
any positive behavior, however
small. If you search for good
things, you will find a few.
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Thomas Allen Kordes
Thomas Allen Kordes, 68, Melrose Drive, Murray, died Monday. Oct. 12, 1998, at his home.
A retired industrial engineer, he was a Korean War veteran. He
was a member of the United Methodist Church, lodge of Free and
Accepted Masons, Shrine Club, and Murray Kiwanis Club.
His wife, Mrs. Patricia Kordes, died April 12, 1997. Born May
7, 1430, in Jefferson--County,- Pa-, he was the. son of-the Jate_
William W. Kordes and Dora May Powell Kordes.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sandra Jean (Sandy) Cross
and husband, Greg, and one grandson, Matthew Cross, all of Ft.
Myers, Fla.; three sisters and two brothers including Robert Kordes
and wife, Barbara, of Murray.
Memorial services will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Thomas Yoder will officiate.
Shriners, and Kiwanis Club members will be honorary
groups. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be after noon Thursday at the funeral home.
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Prentice H. McClain, 80, Highland Street, Mayfield, died Tuesday. Oct. 13, 1998,, at 5:55 a.m. at Heritage Manor Healthcare,
Mayfield.
Owner of McClain Cleaners, he was a retired supervisor for
Campbell Tobacco Company and served as.an executive vice president of the Exchange Bank. He was a member of First Christian Church, Mayfield, where he served as treasurer, deacon, and
elder emeritus.
Mr. McClain was an Army Airborne veteran having served in
World War II and Korean Conflict. He was a former leader with
the Boy Scouts of America.
Born March 10, 1918, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Autrey Clayton McClain and Flossie Williams McClain.
One sister, Mrs. Virginia Bryant, and one brother, Hubert McClain,
also preceded him in death.
Survivon: include his wife, Mrs. Martha McClain; two sons,
Dr. Michael P. McClain, Murray, and Clay McClain, Mayfield;
two grandchildren. Christopher McClain and Corey McClain.
Graveside services will be Friday at 1 p.m. at Highland Park
Cemetery, Mayfield. Dr. Lester Palmer will officiate. Nephews
will be pallbearers.
. Visitation will be at the Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, from 6
to 9 p.m. Thursday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Christian Church,
Mayfield.
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4. Avoid a ceaselessly negative
approach: "Stop:" "Don't:" "No."
5. Separate behavior that you
may not like from the child, whom
you like; e.g., "I like you. I don't
like your tracking mud through
the house.
6. Have a very clear routine
for this child. Construct a timetable
for waking, eating, play, TV, study,
chores and bedtime. Follow it flexibly although he disrupts it. Slowly your structure will reassure him
until he develops his own.
7. Demonstrate new or difficult
tasks, using action accompanied
by short, clear, quiet explanations.
Repeat the demonstration ,until
learned. This uses audiovisual-sensory perceptions to reinforce the
-Learning.- The memory traces of a
hyperactive child take longer to
form. Be patient and repeat:
8. Designate a separate room
or a part of a room that is his
own special area. Avoid brilliant
colors or complex patterns in decor.
Simplicity, solid colors, minimal
clutter and a worktable facing a
blank wall away from distractions
assist concentration. A hyperactive
child cannot "filter" out overstimulation himself yet.
9. Do one thing at a time: Give
him one toy from a closed box;

Dr. Dobson is president of the
nonprofit .organiption Focus on
the Family, P.O. Box 444, Colorado Springs. Cob. 80903; or
and
www.fotf.org. Questions
answers are excerpted from "Solid
Answers," published by Tyndale
House.

QUESTION: Whether it be
on dramatic shows or the evening
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new s,"I'V seems to show case death
more than ever before. What do
you think it will do to us to
continue watching extreme violence night after night?
DR. DOBSON: Walter Lippmann once wrote that a saturation of this kind of sensationalism can actually destroy .a people
and 4-culture. I agree with him
completely. We've already come
to the point where decent people
are afraid to go outdoors at night.
We live in terror. No one is safe,
not even old people who have so
little that. criminals really want.
Television does have the power
to destroy us as a nation. I fear
it may already have damaged us
beyond repair.

14. Know the name and dom.'
of his medication. Give these regularly. Watch and remember the
effects to report back to your
physician.
IS. Openly discuss any fears
you have about the use of medications with your physician.
16. • Lock up all medications,
including these, to avoid accidental misuse.
17. Always supervise the taking of medication, even if it is
routine over a long period of years.
Responsibility remains with the parents! One day's. supply at a time
can be put in a regular. place and
checked routinely as he becomes
older and more self-reliant.
18. Share your successful
"helps" with ,his teacher. The outlined ways to help your hyperactive child are as important to him
as diet and insulin are to a diabetic child.
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Why Do Players
Prefer The Island?

Mrs. Peggy York Baker

Graveside services for Mrs. Peggy York Baker will be Friday
at 11 a.m. at Murray Memorial Gardens..The Rev. Glynn On will
officiate.
Visitation will be at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home after 4
p.m. Thursday.
• Mrs. Baker, 60, San Angelo, Texas, formerly of Marshall -Count!:, died Monday, Oct. 12, 1998. at 8:30 a.m. at Angelo Community Hospital.
She was of Baptist faith and was a bookkeeper for Duncan
Machanical, San Angelo, Texas. Born March 12, 1938, in Marshall County. she was the daughter of the late Louie York and
Euna Galloway York.
Survivors .include one daughter, Mrs. Kia Gary and husband.
Rick, and two grandchildren, Adam Gary and Nicholas Gary, Carrollton. Texas; one sister. Mrs. Marbeth Mathis and husband,
Edward, and one nephew, David Mathis, Murray; two nieces. Mrs.
Nancy Stinker, Murray, and Mrs. Patsy Bethel. St. Louis, Mo.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Concho Valley Girls
Home, P.O. Box 3772, An Angelo, TX- 76902.

clear the table 01 e+erything else
when coloring; turn off the radioTTV
when he is doing homework. Multiple stimuli prevent his concentration from focusing on his primary task.
10. Give him responsibility.
which is essential for growth. The
task should be within his capacity, although the assignment may
need much supervision. Acceptance
and recognition of his efforts (even
when imperfect) should not be forgotten.
11. Read his pre-explosive
warning signals. Quietly intervene
to avoid explosions by distracting
him or discussing the conflict calmly. Removal from the battle zone
to the sanctuary of his room for
a few minutes is useful.
12. Restrict playmates to one
or at most two at one time, because
he is so excitable. Your home is
more suitable, so you can provide
structure and supervision. Explain
your rules to the playmate and
briefly tell the other parent your
reasons.
13. Do not pity, tease, be
frightened by_ or overindulge._ this
child. He has a special condition
of the nervous system that is manageable.

"You couldn't askfor nicer..,it's as niee
as anything they have in Vegas!"
Bea C., Anna, IL

"I always have such good luck here!
les my favorite place to play"
Celeste C., Mt. Vernon, IL

if

"I love the excitement ofall the games
and thefriendly people. I alwaysfeel like
a winner at Players Island!"
Easy W.. Lebanon. TN

Because they win, that's why!
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James E. Garrison, 75, Benton, died Monday, Oct. 12. 1998.
at 5:44 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
A carpenter, he was a World War II Army veteran having
served in ;he South Pacific. He was the son of the late Hugh
Tillman Garrison and Myrtle Lee Harden Garrison. One brother
also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Ellen Smith Garrison; two sisters, Mrs. Jerry Ann Behrens, Hardin, and Mrs. Carolyn Standridge. Wappapello. Mo.; one brother, Gary Jack Garrison, Hardin:,
se‘eral nieces and nephews.
No services will he scheduled. Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangements.

'Oil D.
1,,, I WINNER'• (wit..
L
$40,200

Josuah Benton Adams

The funeral for Josuah Benton Adams will be today at 2 p.m
at Hardin Baptist Church. where he was a member. The Rev.
Ricky Cunningham will officiate. Clay Campbell )vill be in charge
of the music.
Pallbearers will he Chad Thorn, Mitchell Morgan. Craig Tabers,
Larry Benton. -David Benton. and Jeremy Ticknor. Burial %Olt follow in the Murray City Cemetery with. the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home in charge of arrangements. Visitation was at the funeral
home until noon today when the body will be taken to the church.
Mr. Adams, 20. Murray, died Sanday. Oct. II. 1998. in Nashville.
Tenn.
He was a graduate of Calloway County High School and a student at Murray State University. An outdoorsman, he loved hunting. fishing, and four-wheeling. He was horn Oct. 5, 1978. in
Houston. Texas. His paternal grandfather. .Ken Adams. preceded
him in death.
Survivors include his mother. Mrs. Jo Beth Ticknor and hus,
band. Bill; his father, Duane Adams and wife. Kathy; his fiancee.
Mechelle Woodall, brothers and sisters. Jason Christian Adams
and wife. Dana. Jeremy Ticknor and wile. Stacie, Alex Adams.
Ali Adams, and Ryan Domescik; his grandparents. Jack and Claire
Benton, and Mrs. Carolyn Ailams, his great-grandmother. Mrs.
Glenn Adams, all of Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Oiler-Danlos
National Foundation or to Nehemiah Ministries. Inc.
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Parks director speaks at chapter event

JO'S DATEBOOK

Alpha Mu Chapter #4760 oi
Epsilon -Sigma Alpha International Son 'insIllei at the home 01
Helen . t.'ampbell. past president.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

TORI DANIELLE DUVALL

Duvall baby
born Sept. 30

Iwas glani.ing through "NO./14
Woman" magazine the other day, one 01
the monthly features is "Good Advice"
Harriet • Lerner. Ph d. It is a Dear
.Xhby type column.
One of the readers had wnnen in and
wondenng why we get scared of
•ing older, and why decade birthdays
din to bother us more. Dr. Lerner says
.•.ade birthdays are scary because they
.ry symbolic significance for many
.rilen. It makes us stop and consider
•,A our lives have turned out so far and
.a "time doesn't stretch out ahead of us
lorever."
Our culture tends to put us into categories. and we all learn to do the satc
Victor Hugo. French novelist, made the
statement."The forties are the old age of
ruth. while the fifties are the youth of
r age" I really don't agree with that
..riement as recent research has added
25 years to so called "middle age."
rris means actually middle age is not
until our 60's. This being because people
are living longer and staying healthy and,
active up into their eighties and nineties.
Despite out culture's seeming obsession with everlasting youth. many.
•-s omen & men report being happier with
•ach passing decade.
This is because the older we get we
also have the wisdom, the expenence.
the confidence and the courage to know
what really matters in the scheme of
things.
As each year goes by. hopefully we
base more compassion, self-knowledge.
and we are less willing to compromise.
pretend or betray ourselves to keep relationships going or to settle for what is
not making us happy.
Dr. Lerner quotes author Carolyn
Heilbum "age inspires us to take on
risks. display a newfound vitality and
bid goodbye to conventional limitaions."
With each 10 year age span come different expenences. some good and some
had. but just because each passing year
we get older doesn't mean it has to be all
downhill. Actually for most of us the
opposite is true.
We now have the wisdom and inner
strength front weathering all the storms
tragedies and of course the happy times
that we are able to focus better and know
that our lite is just the beginning of an
unending journey. There are alsVay..,
many stops. starts, and detours and we
need to enjoy each phase of the journey
and not let each stop pass by unnoticed
Let us help make your Journey happr
er with great shoes..fashions and acces
sores to look special anywhere life take you Congratulations to Ruth Roger ho won the vest last week Don't forger
each Friday lunch from 11-2 and register
Ii our weekly door prize. Thanks for
your business and fnendship Stay tuned
to next week's fun & fashion report

Mr. and Mrs. Brian Duvall of
1875 Old Hickory Rd.. Kirksey,
Skipp Dobbs is pictured with members of Alpha Mu Chap- are the parents of a daughter, Ton
Danielle Duvall, born Wednesday,
ter at a recent meeting.
Sept. 30, 1998, at 12:51 p.m. at
was a new member present.
on Sept. 8.
Murray-Calloway County HospiAlso present were Susan Plun- tal.
The guest speaker was Skipp
Dobbs. director of Murray-Cal- kett. vice president. and Kathie
The baby weighed six pounds
loway County Parks. He discussed Fleming. past president of Kentucky 12 ounces and measured 19 3/4
the projects and needs for improve- State Council of ESA Internation- inches. The mother is the former
al.
ment at the local parks.
Michelle Green.
A potluck meal was served prior
Maria Song .was a rushee of
Grandparents are Ronnie and
Helen Boughton and Pat Osbron to the meeting.
Doris Green. and Cathy and Larry
Gooch, all of Kirksey, and Jack
and Denise Duvall of Pennsylvaa
nia.
report
to
27
Call 753-19/6 ext.
Great-grandparents are Red and
Lawrence of Kirksey, RobLillian
could earn $10!
news tip.
bie Brittian of Almo, Mary and
Sonny Clemons of Murray, and
Willis and Wilma Sanders of Coldwater.
A great-great-grandmother is
Mrs. Mary Butler of Almo.

you

Women's event
at Paris Landing

Rayann Butterworth
1206 Johnson

Heather Hutson

753-CREW
(2739)

Save

55
75%
to

On Manufacturer's
Suggested Retail

On Graber Custom Fit Blinds
We also offer...Name Brand Wallcovering & Borders.
Designer Fabrics, Gift Items & Framed Prints.

Wall aper
Vot
MURRAY
Next to Days Inn, 519 S 12th St
753-7575
M-F 9-5 Sa 9-3

305 SouttiVik
Murray, KY • 753-7441

,ls members of the Jackson Purchase
Physician Association, Certtiled Nurse
Midwives Candace Rich! and Lisa Ilvey are
participants in most of the Western Kentucky
PlallA.

Certified Nurse midwives have been
to provide that something "Si)e(101"
pat
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Obstetrical practices. 011ices in Pad:hob
Benton, and Maylield, Ky.
Tor that personaliied level 01 tare not Jouul 1(1
elsewhere, «intact N.%1 Candate 1?ielil or
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Chorus practice Thursday

The Chorus of the Music Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. for a practice at the club house.
Margie Shown, director, urges all members to attend. Accompanists
will be Beth Runnels and Pamela Sewell.

The "Fall Harvest of Women"
will :feature' nationally known
authors and speakers Becky Free'man and Lindsey O'Connor. This
will be at the Christian Women's
conference at the Paris Landing
-Convention Center at Paris Landing State Park Nov. 6 and 7.
Freeman is the author of Marriage 9-1-1 and Worms in My Tea
and Other Mixed Blessings. O'Connor is the author of Working at
'Home and If Mama Ain't Happy.
Ain't Nobody Happy,
Special music will be presented by .Christian recording artists
Lorraine Morris-Brown and Cind \
Cornette..
The event is being sponsored
by JC Conferences, a ministry of
Jones Chapel Baptist Church, Paris,
Tenn. Registration cost win- be
$45. For information and registration materials call 1-901-642.1. weekdays from I to 5 pan.
627

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St. VISA

753-4461

Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood will meet Thursday at 7 p.m.
at the home of Mrs. John Gregory. All members are urged to
attend.

Southwest Elementary School PTO w ill sponsor its Fall Carnival on Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the school. The cafeteria will be open for the event. Featured will be "Foggy," games.
etc. Tickets will be sold for $500 gift certificate at Wal-Mart.

North meeting Thursday
The North Elementary School 4th and 5th Grade Choir and Percussion Ensemble, directed by Tracey Leslie, will present a program at a meeting. of the North PTO on Thursday at 6 p.m. A
business meeting will be prior to the program. The public is urged
to attend, according to PTO co-presidents Pam Saddoris and Tammy
Thompson.

Home Department will meet
The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. Dr. Dan Miller will speak
about "Osteoporosis,' Hostesses will be Lillian Robertson, Freda
Lovett. and Clara Humphrey.

Sleeporees at scouting museum
The National Scouting Museum will have its Girl Scout Sleeporee
Friday and Saturday. and its Cub Scout Sleeporee on Oct. 30
and 31. Both sleeporees will have storytelling, pizza. games, crafts,
and movies for entertainment. Scouts will alsO receive a museum
patch for participating. To receive more information and to register for these events call Ann Buchanan, secretary at the museum.
at 762-3383 or 1-800-303-3047.
on

Crafters wanted for bazaar

Crafters are wanted for the Sugar Plutn Bazaar to be held Nos.
7 in the Parish Center of St. Leo Catholic Church. Tables are
available at $10 .each. Also featured will be a bake sale, a continental bteakfast, and lunch. For more information call 502-7530391 or 502-435-4328.

Woman's Club plans sale

Murray Woman's Club will have its annual Jewelry Sale Oct.
22 from 10 a.m. to •7 p.m. at the club house at 704 Vine St.. Murray. Selections for all ages will be featured at special prices. This
is one of the fundraisers of the club and the public is invited to
attend

The Flower Ladies

1-800-872-9295 FoR Appom MEW

Antique Crystal, Hydrangea
Botanicals Statuary

Hours:
Tues.-Fri. 10-5 p.m.

AA,
grog
40

Beat the El Nino winter
blues and worries. Enjoy
the winter with us at
Glendale Place. Come
check out our
four month
SNOWBIRD SPECIAL,
Call or stop by for
details about this
limited time offer.
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P.E.0 Chapter will meet

Kiehl.(!Of

PINELAKE WOMEN'S HtALTHCARE
CALL

An informal Alumni Homecoming reception honoring all graduates of a Calloway County school during the 1960s will be Friday from 5 to 7 p.m. in the cafeteria of Calloway County High
School. Door prizes will be given and refreshments served. This
will be prior to the homecoming football game with Fulton County and the crowning of the homecoming queen. The reception is
being sponsored by the Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools.

403 Chestnut St. • Murray • 502-759-2017

CERTIFIED NURSE-MIDWIVES PARTICIPATE IN
MAJOR WESTERN KENTUCKY HEALTH PLANS

Ikalth Insurance

Calloway homecoming Friday

Southwest Festival Saturday

Gary Murdock

40-ic-icaLET

Once again an angel alert has been issued by the Murray.
Resource Center and the Calloway Resource Center for help
with four different families.
One family of four is moving from a furnished mobile home
to an unfurnished house. They need all types of furniture (couch,
table and chairs, dressers, one full bed, and two twin beds).
Another family needs a washer and dryer. A family with a
nine-months old baby needs a baby bed as the baby has outgrown his bassinet and needs something larger. Also two pregnant mothers need maternity clothes, small and large.
These are urgent needs with the families. Anyone having any
of these items to donate, call the Murray Center at 759-9592
or the Calloway Center at 762-7333.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS

BIRTHS
Mr.. and

Alexander Payton Proctor -

Two newborn admissions, dismissals, and one expiration at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Oct. II have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Powell baby girl, parents, Ruble
and Daysha. Benton;
Delacru" baby boy. parent..
Hugo Delacruz and Mayra Alarcon, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Barbara J. -Faughn. Ben

Mrs. Walter Proctor of 40 Phill Dr..'Murray, are the parents of a son. Alexander Payton Proctor, born on Tuesday. Sept. I.
1998. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds three ounces and measured 201/2
inches. They have another son, Logan -Proctor, 1 1/2. The mother is
the former Tina Hamilton.
Grandparents are Jim and Pam Hamilton of Paris. Tenn.. and Hildegard Proctor. Murray.
Great-grandparents are George and Dorothy Diggs of Paris, Tenn

Special courses offered
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Murray State University/Paducah Campus is now offering the
Super Saturday Programs for gifted and talented children, grades
second through fifth.
These will be offered for four
Saturday mornings. Oct. 24 and
31 and Nov. 7 and 14 from 9
a.m. to noon.
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Come by & see our shott room todo%'
30 Yrs. Installation Experience
We Stand Behind Our Work

Miss Marlyn Louise Snyder.

Ms. Thelma Eugene Cavitt. and
Mrs. Lyda S. McMillen. all of
Murray.
Expiration
Mrs. Ruth O. Lee, Murray.

753-7728
641 S. PA air. right on Tom Taylor Tr!. 1500 yds.
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Brought To You
By LAURIE CRASS ROLLINS

Goshen United
Methodist Church
-Oct. 18, 19,20 • 7:00

YOU CAN CREATE AN
"OFFICE" AT HOME

The Preceptor Alpha Gamma Leah Darnell, a local accident vicChapter of Beta Sigma Phi met tim. One-half of the proceeds will
Oct. g in the home of Joanna Bai- benefit Darnell and the other onehalf will benefit other local organley with nine members present.
Discussion was held concern- izations. The chapter supports Girl
ing the fall fund-raiser currently Scouts, Family Resource Centers.
the Heart Fund, LifeHouse, Prounderway.
Members are selling tickets at ject Graduation, Walk for Life.
$2 each or three for $5 for a and many other community efforts.
Other items discussed included
chance to win three Ty Beanie
Babies: Princess, Peace, and Erin. plans for the Thanksgiving and
One whiner will receive all Christmas socials.
Members were -reminded that
three Beanie Babies with the drawservice project for the month
the
5.
Dec.
held
be
to
ing
Sandy Michael, chapter mem- of October was to bring items for
ber, donated the Beanie Babies. use as Bingo prizes to be given
Tickets are available at Mr. J.'s to West View Nursing Home.
After the business meeting, Joanand Lady l's or by contacting any
na Bailey, hostess, presented a
chapter member.
The chapter is raising money program on "Laughter" and served
to help with expenses incurred by refreshments.

Cooper named
for publication

NATALIE DENISE COOPER
Group, and Acteens.
She is the daughter of Roger

An "office.
at home IS a
good idea —
whether or not
wage earners •
in a family
need a place to
work at night
— because it's
also useful by
day as a convenient spot to
write letters,
keep family papers in good shape, write
checks, store recipes, and so forth.
If you don't have one now, you'll find
that an office at home can be a nice addition to your living.
And,the best thing is that it can be easy
to create, regardless of the space you
have in your home.
Some people use the dining room table
or some other make-shift place for their
office-at-home, but there are better alternatives.
By taking a close look at your existing
space, you can create a good spot for
your office from such places as space at
the top of the stairs, a corner of a living
room or bedroom, a part of a wall system, or guest room, or almost anywhere
you can fit a desk and some room for
storage.
Welt here to help you find the right
desk or table. In addition, we can help
you select the right chair and lamp if you
don't already have one that can be used.
as well as ideas on using various furniture pieces for storage.
Of course, we're also here to help you
with all your furniture needs — for all
your rooms — and we invite you to come
in

and Mary Janice Cooper. Her grandparents are 011ie and Inez Cooper and Dot Morton.

KEEP MURRAY CLEAN

Crass

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Speaker - Rev. Roger Hopson
Paris District Superintendent
EVERYONE WELCOME!
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What is acquaintance rape?
The word rape evokes images of being accosted by a strange man carrying a weapon,
attacked by an intruder in your home, or kidnapped and forced at knife point to perform
the
degrading sexual acts against your will. The reality however. is that in many cases
One
date.
a
or
member
family
a
likely
most
—
knows
victim
the
rapist is someone
or
researcher found in more than 40% of rape cases, the victim identified her husband
rapes
Many
attacker.
the
knew
84%
that
found
boyfriend as her attacker. Another study
occur at the place where the victim and the attacker meet — often one or the other's
home.

A

MELVIN HENLEY
Judge Executive
Calloway County

Should this be reported to police?
without
Rape is a felony crime in which a person is forced to have sexual intercourse
have
reported
cases
of
number
the
unreported,
giving consent. While most rapes are
victims
more
if
or
increased
has
rapes
of
number
the
if
known
not
is
It
greatly increased.
have been willing to come forward.
to abuse,
Rape is an act of violence — often extreme anger. Forced sex is intended
victim.
the
dehumanize
humiliate, and
make it
Only 1 in 10 rapes is reported to police. If you truly know the attacker this can

A

To ensure open and equal county government for all the residents
of Calloway County by:

difficult to report.
ten rapes
Fifty percent of all rapsts are under the age of 25 and most rapists average
before they are caught - usually because it is someone the victim knows.
be the
The crime should be reported soon after the attack. Making a police report may
The
well-being.
emotional
your
and
safety
personal
your
both
of
best course for the sake
and
police will atk you to give information about yourself, the person who assaulted you
shelters
or
homes
are
there
spouse
a
is
the place where the rape occurred. If the attacker
for women and children who are needing protection.

•Holding Fiscal Court meetings in the evening so most citizens have an
•
opportunity to attend.
"People need to know what their government is saying and doing, and government works better when the people have a chance to express their
opinions." — Melvin Henley

• Requiring all county departments and committees to make regular
reports to the Fiscal Court so that'all citizens have the opportunity to be
informed of county activities.

Should someone seek medical attention

•Working with the Fiscal Court to improve roads.

•We will establish a long-range road plan and let people know
,
what it is.
•We will prioritize county roads on the basis of need and
numbers of people served — not politics or personal power.

after an assault?

first priority
Yes. Even if you think you are all right, a visit to your doctor or ER should be
transmitted
After examining you thoroughly, the physician will perform tests for sexually
bones or
broken
cuts,
scratches,
bruises,
any
diseases and pregnancy. He will document
attack.
the
during
occurred
have
injuries which may
up since this
It is important not to shower, douche, change clothes or otherwise clean
could destroy evidence.
attack may
Take along a change of clothes since the ones you were wearing during the
evidence.
for
held
be

"Government must be an open book to the citizens.' I will offer a monthly
report to the press so that people will know, first-hand, what their tax dollars are doing for them." — Melvin Henley

"Our roads, streets and highways get us to school, to work and take our
products to market. They are not conveniences; they can be the difference
between life and death, between poverty and economic growth." — Melvin
Henley

often does this occur?

of sexual
The odds are that one of every four women you know has been the victim
been
have
women
million
12
abuse or assault at some time in her life. Surveys reveal that
were
29°0
and
18,
of
age
the
under
youths
of
were
raped at least once, that 61% of rapes
surstudents
600
of
third
a
nearly
that
found
1996
in
held
survey
A
11.
than
girls younger
form
some
experienced
veyed interpreted violence as "love," 12-35% of teenagers have
even causing
of violence in dating relationships — from pushing and shoving to hitting,
injury

A
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Acquaintance Rape

Sherry Freeman
RNC, ARNP

FURNITURE,INC.
103 S. Third Street
Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-3621
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HOME MAKERS

Preceptor Alpha Gamma meets

Natalie Denise Cooper has been
named to appear in the publication of Who's Who Among American High School Students for 199798.
She is a sophomore at Calloway County High School. Previously she had received the National Mathematics Award.
Cooper is a member of the Beta
Club, Future Homemakers of America, Drama Club, and Speech Team.
A member of First Baptist Church,
she is an active member of S.I.P.
(Students in Praise), the Youth

CARPET

ton:

The course topics offered arc
intended to challenge the stu
dents and provide enriching opportunities al a more lipid pace
and in smaller groups that usually found in their schools.
For more information and a
brochure on classes being offered
call 1-502-442-4753.
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Is there
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ON NOVEMBER 3, VOTE FOR

emotional trauma following a sexual assault?

a sexual assault
Most, it not all women experience some sort of emotional trauma after
— but they can be a
years
even
or
—
for
months
up
show
not
may
disturbances
These
very real cliruption in your life
developing serious
Sexual assault victims are at higher risk than other women for
affects someone
depression, substance abuse, and emotional problems. HOw the rape
attacker was.
the
who
and
violence,
of
level
the
depends in part on the type of attack,
will dream
she
afraid
usually
is
victim
the
because
problem
a
be
may
Difficulty sleeping
about the attack
victim needs
Counseling & strong family support is very important for the victim. The
attacker.
harm
the
by
further
from
safe
reassurance that she is

HENLEY
County Judge-Executive For
Calloway County
Your Experienced Candidate
Paid For By Melvin Henley For County Judge Executive
Tim Miller. Treasurer
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Providing personalized medical care to woMen for over 45 years
Menopause Treatment & Thera'
Saturday Hours•New Patients Welcome•High & Low Risk Obstetrlci•
Laparoscopir Surgery
Incontinence Treat meld•Infertility Treatment•Gynecologic Surgery•Advanced
In Office Ultrasouqs•Diagnosis And Treatment Of Osteoporosis
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Yankees advance to World Series
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — As far
back as May, this night seemed
inevitable.
The New York Yankees weren't
just good, they were great.
After winning 114 games- during the regular season, anything
less than the World Series would
have been unacceptable.
Well, they're there.
"We expected it," shortstop
Derek Jeter said Tuesday night
after New York won its record
354.11_Amerienu 1 eag if pennant,
beating Cleveland 9-5 to win the
AL championship series 4-2.
They almost ignored clinching
a playoff spot, didn't bother to
celebrate when they clinched the
AL East. A first-round sweep of
Texas was just another step.
Finally, with this one, they: kt
loose a little.
"Somebody's dry over there!"
Jeter shouted in the clubhouse,

spotting owner George Steinbrenner.
A few seconds later, the Boss
was all wet.
"Give me a towel." Steinbrenner said as the champagne dripped
down his face.
New York. which opens the
World Series at home Saturday night
against Atlanta or San Diego, hadn't won the AL title at Yankee
Stadium since the Reggie Jackson-Thurman Munson-Ron Guidry
team in 1978.
Still, amidst the celebration, there
was a feeling that there's work to
be done: winning the Series for
the second time in three seasons.
"There's another step to go,"
said ALCS MVP David Wells, who
likely will start the Series opener.
On May 17. Wells pitched a
perfect game against Minnesota.
Right then, it seemed like this would
be a special season for baseball's
most storied team.

Beat Indians 9-5
From June 28 to Aug. 20, New
York set a major league record
by leading in 48 consecutive games.
Also in August, the Yanks became
the first team ever to clinch a
playoff spot in that month. On
Sept. 4. the Yankees won their
100th game — the earliest date
ever — and later broke the AL
record for wins set by Cleveland
in 1954.
No such magic for the Indians.
who beat the Yankees in the first
round last year and came within
two outs of winning their first World
Series since 1948. On Tuesday
night, they failed to force a seventh game because they made three
errors — leading to five unearned
runs for only the second time against
them this year.
"Absolutely disappointed that we
didn't go on," Indians manager

like Hargrove said, "but we have
to recognize the Yankees have a
very good ballclub and they played
better than we did."
As soon as the game ended,
thoughts turned to Darryl Strawberry. and his picture went up on
the scoreboard behind the right-field
bleachers. The Yankees outfielder
underwent cancer surgery Oct. 3
and watched the game at a hospital. With Strawberry on the line,
players passed a phone around the
clubhouse after the game.
"Darryl. this is yours. You
pushed us," manager Joe Torre
said. "I know you're going to be
all right."
Scott Brosius seemed to finish
Cleveland off with a three-run
homer for a 6-0 lead in the third
inning. But David Cone nearly
gave it all back, allowing a grand

slam to Jim Thome that pulled
the Indians within a run.
"I let them back in the game,"
Cone said. "But they picked me
up, and that's been out trademark
all year."
Jeter then restored the safety
margin with a two-run triple in
the sixth, a drive to'right that
Manny Ramirez tried to snag with
a leap at the top of the wall. But
the ball landed on a hop at his
feet.
"I didn't think it was going
out, but I thought it was going to
the wall," Ramirez said. "I turned
and saw it hit. I was surprised
where it landed."
By the eighth inning, fans were
taunting the Indians with chants
of "1948." Responding to a remark
by Cleveland's David Justice that
the only way Yankees fans could
get tougher would be if they brought
Uzis to the ballpark, one fan hung
pictures of a machine gun from
the upper deck for each strikeout

by Cone, who fanned eight.
"I try to get the guys fired up
any way I can," Wells said. "Sometimes, it's ncit the right way."
Forgotten with the win was
Chuck Knoblauch's blunder in
Game 2, which allowed Cleveland
to tie the series and blunt New
York's momentum.
"What a great team we've got,"
Knoblauch said. "They gave me a
lot of support when I was down.
We don't have to worry about that
now."
After Thorne's grand slam pulled
Cleveland to 6-5, Ramiro Mendoza blanked Ckveland for three
innings, allowing just one hit.
Indians shortstop Omar Vizquel.
who has won five straight Gold
Gloves,opened the way to the threerun seventh by making a throwing error on Brosius' grounder.
."I'll have the whole year to
think about that error," Vizquel
said.

First two
weeks of
NBA year
wiped out

Lakers nip MHS
1-0; tournament
picture unsettled
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
lir about two- hours, -the -Calloway
County Lakers and Murray High Tigers
managed to muddy what was once a
clear postseason picture.
Needing only a victory over the Lakers to secure the top seed in next week's
Second District tournament, the Tigers
failed to score a goal in two halves of
a closely-contested match.
Meanwhile, the Lakers' path to the
No. 1 seed required them to outscore
Murray by four goals.
But the two squads combined for just
one goal' on the night in a 1-0 Calloway victory that leaves the Lakers,
Tigers and Marshall County in a threeway tie heading into the tournament at
Calloway.
According to Tiger head coach lames
Weatherly. a coin toss will serve as the
tie-breaker to determine the tournament's
No. 1 seed.
"Since we have beat one another
once apiece, you have to look at goals
for and goals against," he explained.
"The Way I understand it is that us and
Marshall -County are plus one and Calloway is at minus two. So, there will
have to be a coin flip between us and
Marshall,"

Tyson is
declared
OK to box
By TIM DAHLBERG
AP Sports Writer
Now
LAS VEGAS (AP)
that the doctors have had their
say. Mike Tyson's return to the
ring is only three votes away.
Declared mentally fit by a team
of doctors to return to the ring
despite being diagnosed with a
host of emotional problems. Tyson
goes before the Nevada Athletic
Commission once again Monday
in search Of his boxing license.
Hell need to convince at least
three of the five commissioners
that the positive psychological
report outweighs other concerns
--- most of them surrounding
Tyson's alleged attack on two men
following a Maryland traffic accident a month and a half ago.
"I've demanded that Mike tell
us about Maryland." commissioner Luther Mack said.
Doctors who examined Tyson
for five days last month found
him to lack self-esteem and to
often he depressed. But they said
they believed he- would not snap
again. as he did when he bit Evander Holyfield's ears 15 months
ago

"We are glad to get the win, but we
needed to win by four goals to get" the
bye for the tournament," said Calloway
head coach Mark Kennedy.
Matchups and starting times for the
district tournament have yet to be determined.
In a purely defensive match, the two
squads headed to halftime in a scoreless tie.
The lone goal of the contest didn't
come until 5:30 remained in regulation
when Matt Yezerski scored off. an assist
from Jason Smith. The goal' was scored
on a ball that appeared to be deflected
by a Murray player,
"We missed a penalty kick and a
couple of good opportunities," Kennedy
noted. "We were finally able to put the
ball behind their defense to score the
goal."
Weatherly described the game-winning goal.
"It looked like Yezerski and Chris
Baurer were crossing over the ball and
Chris deflected the ball into the net,"
explained Weatherly."It's just one.of those
things that happens."
The Tigers played much of the contest without leading scorer Micah Cathey.
who suffered a hamstring injury earlier
See Page 9A

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

Murray's Tom Masthay (19) tries to get a handle on the ball as Calloway's Andy Sheridan (13) follows close behind during Tuesday's match at CCHS Field. The Lakers
came away with a 1-0 triumph over the Tigers.

Lady Lakers get
sweep over MHS,
teams to meet
again in tourney
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
On the strength of two goals fronk Brooke Lencki,
the Calloway County Lady Lakers ealilp a No. 2 seed
for next week's Second District soccer tournament.
Lencki and Tiffany White provided all of the offense
Calloway (10-5) would need as the Lady Lakers pulled
out a 3-1 win over the Murray High Lady Tigers Tuesday night at CCHS field.
"We knew that we were going to have to_ face them
again, but we obviously wanted to win this game," said
Calloway head coach Mark Kennedy II. "We're where
we want to be right now ... We feel like that we're the
better team."
Calloway and Murray, the No. 3 seed in the tournament, will meet for a third time this season, opening
tournarnent action next Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at CCHS
Field. .
White got the Lady Lakers started by scoring the
first goal of the contest with 10 minutes gone in the
first half.
The first half was mostly a defensive battle as Calloway hung on to a 1-0 lead at halftime.
Murray High head coach Chris Hays said he liked
his squad's chances after the first 40 minutes of play.
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
"We were in pretty good.5shark," Hays explained.
Murray High's Annie Hutson (20) dribbles the ball upfield against Celloway's Lacey McCuan (30) as Brooke Brittain (8) looks on during soccer acPage 9A
tion Tuesday night at CCHS Field. The Lady Lakers took a 3-1 victory ove r II See
the Lady Tigers.

By. CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — The
NBA's perfect record — 35,001
games over 52 seasons, never once
interrupted by a strike or lockout
— is history..
The league wiped out the first
two weeks of the 1998-1999-season Tuesday, canceling regularseason games because of a work
stoppage for the first time ever.
The action was taken when collective bargaining talks .between
owners and players broke off after
about 3 1/2 hours,
"My job is to put • on games
for the fans, not to cancel them.
It's terribly disappointing," commissioner David .Stern said.
A total of 99 games from Nov.
3 through Nov. 16 %k ill not be
played or made up, and the 'Majority of players will miss their first
paychecks Nov. 15.
The union put forth an 11thhour proposal. — a luxury tax on
players re-signing under the socalled Larry Bird exception — to
address the owners' concerns over
escalating salaries. But it wasn't
enough to save the full 82-game
season.
"It's evident we're not going
to reach an agreement any time
soon, so we are reluctantly canceling the first two weeks," a
dour-faced deputy commissioner
Russ Granik said from a podium
at a midtown Manhattan hotel.
Sitting beside him was Stern,
who looked equally glum.
The NBA had been the only
major American professional sports
league that never lost a game to
•
a labor dispute.
Baseball's disastrous strike ot
1994-95 wiped 'out the World
Series, the NHL suffered through
a 2 1/2-month lockout that ended
in January 1995, and an NFL
strike in 1987 lasted about a month.
Two previous NBA lockouts in
1995 and 1996 ended before any
.games were missed.
The .next move in this dispute
will come from the owners, who
will deliver a counterproposal later
this week. Tuesday was the 105th
day of the lockout.
"It doesn't look promising,"
Stern said. "The reality is that the
owners had no choice. The union
indicated some flexibility. hut the
reality is that their proposal doesn't completely address what we've
focused on."
The sides met for two sessions,
one in the morning when the union
made its proposal and one in the
afternoon after the owners discussed it.II See Page 9A
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Ten-time world champion kick-boxer and action film star
Don "The Dragon" Wilson (center of photo) visited Murray
Oct. 3, presenting two seminars at Martial Arts America.
More than 75 children and adults were in attendance to listen to Wilson share the secrets of his success, challenges
that he has faced and upcoming events in his career. Wilson, at age 44, is preparing for a return to the ring in the upcoming year.

Laker Little Dribbler signups Saturday
Signups for the Laker Little Dribblers, open to boys in girls in grades K-2, will
Saturday from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the Calloway County High School
gym The cost is $25. which includes a T-shirt.
The emphasis of Little Dribblers will be on the basic fundamentals of basketbe

ball (dribbling, passing, shooting). They will meet each Saturday beginning Oct.
24 and continuing through Dec 19 in preparation for halftime performances at
various high school and Murray State games.
For more information call Tommy Futrell at 759-1423 or Scott Sivills at Calloway County High School
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"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
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National League
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Monday, Oct. 12
Atlanta 7 San Diego 6. San Diego
leads series 3-2
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San Diego Hitchcock 9-7) at Atlanta (Glavine 20-7). 420 p m
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San Diego at Atlanta 8 15 p m if
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"We players feel we're taking
steps to bridge the gap." union
president Patrick Ewing said."Now
the ball is in their court to take
steps to get closer to us."
The union's luxury tax proposal
would require owners to pay a tax
on certain exorbitant contracts such
as the $126 million, six-year extension signed by Kevin Garnett of the
Minnesota Timberwolves last year
when he was just 20.
A source close to the talks,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said the tax would kick in on
any contract worth more than $18
million, with a rate of 50 percent
for the amount over that threshold.
If Michael Jordan signed another
$33 million contract, the tax on
Chicago owner Jerry Reinsdorf
would be $7.5 million (50 percent
of the $15 million overage).
Money collected from the luxury tax would be redistributed to
low-revenue teams, much like the
system baseball owners have
adopted.
"I think we definitely surprised
. them," union director Billy Hunter,
said. "Our intention was to put
something bold on the table.
"The message here is that we're
trying. What kind of response they
make will determine what kind of
progress we can make and whether
we can salvage the rest of the November schedule — or the rest of
the season," Hunter said.
Stern said the idea of a tax was
something the owners would look
at, but by itself it was not enough to
stop the league from canceling
games.
"We had a somewhat more constructive dialogue, but it's hard to
say if we got closer to an agreement," Granik said. "We promised
to come back with our own set of
proposals."
The owners imposed the lockout
July 1, and the summer and early
fall passed with the sides meeting

Kenned) said his team played
only twice for formal bargaining From Page 8A
well, but missed several scoring
sessions. The talks Tuesday were
chances in the contesr
"We really felt like that we could
the third between the sides.
"We've got a good soccer team
In addition to Ewing, Dikembc win the game when we were down
right
now, but we should have
Mutomho, Ray Allen, Antonio 1-0 ... I think, as a whole, we
scored
a lot more than we did toDavis and John Starks were among probably had as many scoring opnight. We missed a lot of opportuthe players attending the meeting. portunities as they did, but they
nities," said Kennedy.
Owners were represented by Gor- were able to finish their shots and
"It was not a pretty game, but
don Gund (Cleveland), Les Alexan- we didn't."
we were still passing and doing the
Lady
The
Tigers (6-10) pulled
der (Houston). Abe Pollin (Washright things out there. We played
ington) David Checketts (New even with just two minutes gone in
well against a quality soccer team."
York) and Jerry Colangelo (Phoe- the second half as Mallary France
Hays said Calloway was able to
nix). Both sides are still awaiting a scored an unassisted goal to knot
win the match their way.
the score at I-1.
"It was a rugged match," he
decision from arbitrator John FeerBut then it was Lencki's turn.
said. "Both teams played physical
ick, dean of Fordham Law School,
Lencki put the Lady Lakers
and aggressive tonight. But they're
who will rule by Sunday whether
ahead for good with 18:19 remainbetter suited for that style of play
more than 200 players with guaraning in the match on an unassisted
than we are. We're really not used
teed contracts must be paid during
goal to put the score at 2-1.
to that type of game."
the lockout. Just six minutes later, Lencki
The Lady Lakers completed the
In the last labor agreement in
struck again.
season sweep of the Lady
regular
the
pay
to
agreed
owners
the
1995,
The Calloway offense peneTigers with last night's win.
players between 48 percent and
trated the Murray goal as Lencki
Hays said the pressure will he
51.8 percent of revenues. If the per- battled Lady Tiger goalkeeper
Tifcentage went higher — and owners fany Goldhammer for possession of on Calloway to complete the hat
trick in the tournament game next
claim it reached 57 percent last sea- the ball.
Tuesday.
son — the owners had the right to
As both players fell to the
"We certainly would have liked
toss out the old deal and seek a new ground, Lencki got enough on the
to have won this game going into
one,. which they did.
kick to nudge the ball just over the
the district tournament, but now
; They have demanded "cost cer- goal line and into the net for the fithey have the burden of -beating us
tainty" from the players, meaning nal 3-1 advantage.
for a third time. And it's hard to
they want to put an absolute ceiling
Calloway outshot Murray by a
on the-amountof money-that-can-be - 16-12 count. EacE team managed ----beat a team three times in - a season."
devoted to payrolls. The union calls 10 saves.
such a system a "hard" salary cap
and has refused to accept one.
The union had previously proposed a concession slowing the
growth of the salary cap from year
to year if the amount of money devoted to player salaries exceeded
63 percent of revenues.
When they made another offer
in August, they replaced that '.'cap
credit" with a change in the maximum raise rule, offering to decrease the year-to-year increases in
player contracts from a maximum
•VIP Suites•Video Viewers
of 20 percent to 10 percent.
•Harmonic Stress Relief•Massage
Their new offer contains both
•Body Shampoo•Hot Lotion
concessions, as well as an agree•
ment to add marijuana to the
banned substances list and give
In-home, hotel or office by appointment.
teams the right of first refusal for
Call Today 759-9555
players finishing their three-year
EMS:9 a.m.-II p.m.
rookie contracts.
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WORLD SERIES
(FOX)
Saturday. Oct. 17
Atlawa-San Diego winner at New
York. 7 p m
Sunday, Oct. 18
Atlanta-San Diego winner at New
York, 6.55 p.m
Tuesday, Oct. 20
New York at Atlanta-San Diego
winner. 7 20 p.m
Wednesday. Oct. 21
New York at Atlanta-San Diego
winner, 7.20 p.m
Thursday. Oct. 22
New York at Atlanta-San Diego
winner, 7 20 p m if necessary
Saturday, Oct. 24
Atlanta-San Diego winner at New
York, 7 p.m if necessary
Sunday, Oct. 25
Atlanta-San Diego winner at New
York. 655 p m CST, if necessary

Watch Your Team

From Page 8A
this season.
"We knew that he wouldn't be
much of a threat to break away, but
we were hoping that he would draw
some' attention and give some,of
our other players a chance to tie the
game," said Weatherly.
"This was a great soccer match.
Our guys played well. We had our
chances and they had theirs. It
could have gone either way."
Calloway outshot Murray 16-10.
The Lakers saved 10 shots while
the Tigers stopped 15.
. needed to
Kennedy said his team
finish its shots in order to beat the
Tigers again, should the two squads
meet in the district tournament.
"If we continue to outshoot
them, we need to make sure we finish our shots and score the goal,"
he noted."We passed the ball well,
but we're not finishing it."

Miss Nude Galaxy '98
Too many credits to list
Nov. 11th thru 15th

8 p.m.• 10 p.m.•12 p.m.

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

029Super Farm Boss 16"Chain Saw
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304 Maple St.• Downtown• Murray

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington. Illinois

games
I them.
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Lady Lakers...

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.
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Cuts Prices
On the World's Largest Selling Chain Saws!

From Your Chair
1998-99 Racer Basketball
Reserved Chair Seats
ON SALE NOW!
Reserved chair and bleacher seating
for Racer Basketball in Murray State's
Regional Special Events Center GO ON
SALE THURSDAY, October 15th at 9
a.M. Good seating remains to catch
the high-flyin' nationally-ranked Racers
in their new home. Coach Tevester
Anderson's team plays 14 home
games in 1998-99.
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SAVE
$40

NOW ONLY

95

6C)

11%.116a..

762-4895
Regional Spedal
Events Center

FOR INFORMATION
or stop by the
MSU Ticket Office

11C75 LeafBlower
•25.4 cc •9.5Ibs
• 135 mph •377 cfm
•E lastoStartIm Handle
•Top-Rated

RACERS

•57 cc •3.5 ci
•3.8 bhp
•18" & 20" bars
also available

STIHL ONLY

14014'
Save SS° '29tc).91:)

•IntelliCarbTm
Compensating
Carburetor
•If you're a serious
wood cut-ter, this is
your saw!

017 14"Chain Saw
•30 cc •1.8 Cl
"Best Value" Home
Mechanix
Magazine
•Lightweight, only
8.6 lbs
•STIHL quality at an
incredible low price

ONLY

Gret•
Nrattse.

025 16"Chain Saw

•2- 1 -1 -LIFE-LIFE

sessions.
he union
IC in the •
ers

1

.44 cc • 2.7 Cl
•3.0bhp
•Exdellent mid-range
saw
'Lightweight; only
10.3 lbs
•IF bar also
available

NOW ONLY

soe ss°

'96
.)2S9

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO OUTDOOR DIVISION

Chestnut St., Murray

753-2571
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Murray State to host KMTA state convention Oct. 17-20
Murray State University's music
department will be. hosting Me
Kentucky Music Teachers Association (KMTA) annual state convention Oct. 17-20.

On Oct. 17 and lb,: the Music
Convention
will
activities
include numerous recitals, lecture Teachers National Association
presentations, competitions and (MTNA) and Bluegrass Competimaster classes. Several of the events tions will take place. The cateare open to the public at no charge. gories of competition include piano.

owe. woodwinds. brass and chainher music. Performers represent
elementary, junior high, senior high
and college levels.
The various winners of the corn-_
-448

MID AMERICA GARAGE BUILDERS

Are You A

Mother, Ky. • Owner - Terry Burnett • 502-674-5779
"Our Goal? Service That Exceeds Your Expectations"
Shingle Roofing
Variety of Colors

2x6 Rafters
Steel Overhead
Door

---.

12" Plywood Decking

You are invited to an informal
Masonitt,
or Vinyl
Siding

• Et
..?....-, me unalifi En',zpil_------•
....
12" Blandex
Under Vinyl Siding

Service Door
Anchor Bolts In Concrete
FREE ESTIMATES

PLUS OFF-LEVEL LOT

CARPENTER BUILT — NOT PRE-FABS!
ACT FAST...SAVE BIG ON THE GARAGE OF YOUR CHOICE
Deluxe Models with Vinyl Siding
Standard Models with Hardboard Siding
$4.080
$3,680 1 'la Car 112k20)
1'/2 Car (12x20)
2 Car (18x20)..
Large 2 Car (22x22)
2' 2 Car (24x24)
Large 2t/2 Car (24x30)

Graduate

from the 1960s?

Fascia Aluminum
or Wood Covered

-41111111mums.,...
'imiammommab.
......
______
7
—
__,- ....
—
Treated
1111111•111111111
Llak=:;E:111=11-=
FT=
.
Bottom
=if 18811111111111111111161:--= III 1..
Plates

4" Reinforced
Concrete
Slab

I Calloway

$4380 2 Car (18x20)
$4680 Large 2 Cos (22x22)
$4880 2'12 Car (24x24)
$5,380 Large 2'/2 Car (24x30)

honoring all graduates of a
Calloway County School during the 196N.
Drop by before the Homecoming Game!
October 16, 5-7 p.m.• CCI-1S Cafeteria

$4,780
$5,180

Come back and see old friends!

$5,380

Sponsored by the
of Calloway Co. Schools
Associates
and
Alumni

$5,880

Compare Bottom Line Prices!

torium. Katahn's appearance is
petitions v.ill perform in a recital
made possible through the collabOct. 18. at 5 p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall of the Doyle orative efforts of the Murray Civic
•
Fine Arts Building. Visitors are Music Association and KMTA.
Tickets to her performance may
welcome to attend the winners'
recital. There is no admission be purchased at the door. Katahn's
latest compact discs will. be availcharge.
A Kentucky Composers Con- able for sale at the concert.
cert will also take place at 8
The concluding event of the
p.m. Oct. 18 in the Fai-rell Recital convention is the All-State Piano
Hall. Composers included in the Ensemble Concert, to be given at
concert will be Steve Rouse. Larry noon on Tuesday in the Curris
Barnes, Michael Kallstrom, Gregory Center Ballroom. More than 80
Parrtain, Charles Smifff and Marc pianists will be performing on 18
Satterwhite.
electric keyboal-aS. The pianists of
The featured composition on middle school and high school age
the recital is "Passagework," a represent all areas of the state of
piece which was commissioned Kentucky.
specifically for the convention by
The conductor of the All-State
KMTA and MTNA. The work was Piano Ensemble will be Susan
written by Marc Satterwhite of the Ogilvy of Denton. Texas. The feaUniversity of Louisville.
tured piano soloist of the EnsemPerformers of the commissioned ble Concert will be Janet Bass Smith
work will be Edith Davis, sopra- of Bowling Green. There is no
no; Dallas Tidwell, clarinet; and admission charge to the All-State
Brenda Key, piano, all of the Uni- Concert.
versity of Louisville music faculFor more information about
ty. The public is also invited to the KMTA Convention, contact the .
attend this concert at no charge.
MSU music department at 502On Oct. 19, at 8 -p.m., Enid 762-4288. The local convention
Katahn_coneenlion artist, wilt pre. votodinator is--Dr. Stephen -B.
ent a -piano recital in Lovett Audi- Brown.

Murray State University to offer
Internet seminar on Oct. 21, 28
It has become more common
by the day. There it is: www.company.com. It's printed on most
everything, appears on radio and
television commercials and is
included in newspaper ads.
Web site addresses on the internet are a standard feature in all
communication today. If you are
not yet fully attuned to this new
technology Murray State University can help with an evening seminar on how the Internet operates
and how to send and receive email.
MSU is offering a two-hour
course this semester designed to
help launch you into cyberspace.
Under the direction of Hal Rice,

99's Are Rolling In.
It's Time to Punt
These 98's Out of Here! N
Come Catch the Savings.
1998
Dodge Intrepid

For all your heating &
cooling needs-.

SEE WHO'S
THE BEST...
PUT US TO
THE TEST!.

41414111111L

SSIEV
98336

&Mali

V-6, auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt &
cruise.

V-8, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise,
cassette, R/AC, 3rd seat

Our services include:
•Local & Long Distance Hauling
*Safe, Secured Storage Facility
•24 Hour Emergency Service

Serving the area
with Honesty &
Experience

Stk. # 98345

media and training coordinator for
the office of information systems,
"Internet and E-mail" will meet
from 7 to 9 p.m. Oct. 21 and
again Oct. 28.
The course will be held on the
2nd floor computer lab in the
Lowry Center on the campus of
MSU. Enrollment is limited to 10
individuals for either of these sessions.
To receive a catalog of noncredit courses offered by MSU or
to enroll in "Understanding Investments," contact MSU's Office of
Conferences and Workshops locally at 762-3662 or toll free outside of Calloway County at 1800-669-7654

Also specializing in
commercial, refrigeration
& cooking equipment,
window & mobile home units

24 hr. Emergency
Owned &
Operated By

Glenn
Cossey
ILICLICM03400

1998
Plymouth
Neon Coupe

1998
Jeep
Cherokee
98331

Stk. #98476

A/C, PS/PB, AM/FM, cloth seats

9307 State
Rt. 94E
Murray

753-5562
Hwy. 121 S., Murray, KY

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
-3ormorgra,

98352

V-8, auto., A/C, P/VV, P/L, tilt & cruise,
white letter tires, sliding back glass,
two tone paint.

753-9911

4 dr. Sport, 4.0 6 cyl., auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt
& cruise, floor mats, luggage raCk, rear
wiper/washer/defroster

TERM

ANNUAL
l'ERCENTAGE
YIELD

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

182 Days

4.05%

$1000

9 Months

4.05%

$1000

12 Months

4:30%

$500

18 Months

5.00%

$500

60 Months

4.80%

$500

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yeilds are effective October 13, 1998.

110"111

"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company."

0

/49EPPiecf

0
Dodge
DodgePurss

Dodge

2400 E. Wood St.• Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
'All rebates applied down.

111RISLER
Plymoutfl

Jeep.
Eagle

PeoplesBank
Murray,
Of
r
Kentucky
iiu
Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch:
12th & Chestnut • South Branch: 12th &
Story • Kroger Money Market • 767-BANK

Gr
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Group to collect umbilical-cord blood
•

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Louisville hospital group will start
collecting and saving umbilical-cord
blood, a painless but pricey procedure that supporters compare to
taking out an insurance policy for
the baby.
Advocates say the process could
save the baby's life should health
problems arise down the road. But
medical ethicists and some doctors doubt that the process is worth
the money and suggested that it
preys on the fears of parents that
the blood will be needed, when
the odds are that it won't. .
Blood from the umbilical cord
and placenta is rich in cells that
have been shown to rebuild vital
bone marrow after it has been
damaged or destroyed by disease
or radiation.
For $1,500. Alliant Health System will process the cord blood,
then store it in a deep freeze,
where supercold liquid nitrogen —
and a $95 annual storage fee —
will preserve it for an indefinite
time.
Alliant. which
owns six
Louisville hospitals, will be the
first hospital group in the region
to collect and store umbilical-cord
blood. So far, most health-insur-

ance companies have shied away
from paying to collect and store
cord blood, deeming the procedure experimental and unproven.
Jack Gable, director of the Family Link Cord Blood Storage Program, said the so-called "stem cells"
can eliminate the need for a bonemarrow transplant and the sometimes long process of finding a
suitable marrow donor, who must
submit to painful marrow-extraction,
"For the newborn, it is a perfect match," Gable said, adding
that siblings and parents are often
good matches as well.
But Arthur Caplan, a bioethics
professor at the University of Pennsylvania, said the chances that a
Child or a close relative will ever
need the stored blood are low.
"Expectant parents are prett)
guilt-prone, and it's hard to know
what is a reasonable thing to do
and what isn't," Caplan said. "There
is a danger that people won't make
rational choices and will act on
guilt or fear or hype or marketing."
Gable said families with a history of leukemia and other diseases that destroy the bone marrow's ability to produce blood cells
and platelets should consider the

procedure.
"We sort of look upon this as
an insurance policy." he said.
Immediately after birth, the
umbilical cord is cut from the
infant and clamped. Once the mother has expelled the placenta. a

Support Local Arts

tube with a needle at one end is
inserted in the cord to extract the
blood and deposit it into a sterile bag similar to the one used to
collect donated hlood.
Expectant parents must contact
Alliant ahead of time. Gable said.

SAVE UP TO $500 PER YEAR ON GAS!
9tacv /949

Prrtuount Grade Gas

11A
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FOR SALE or LEASE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

•

INA .f"ills/IPPY1
A HOMEOWNERS POLICY
YOU CAN LIVE WITH
Your home is filled with memories, photos and dreams.
Unfortunately, a fire or burglary can dramatically change,
even destroy your home or lifestyle.
Meridian Insurance understands the value of your home
can't be measured in bricks and lumber. That's why we've
created the Pacemaker homeowners policy. It delivers
affordable coverage with flexible options and premiums.
No one can replace the memories, but we're there to
help you rebuild. Call your Meridian agent to see how a
Pacemaker policy gives your home a strong foundation.

McNutt
Insurance

One Year
Guarantee
753-4451
Gas Price
with the
Meridian
Insurance
Purchase
or Lease ofa
New Tank fir-4,41S4
118 S. 5th St. Murray

local desist Is

Lake Region
Propane Gas, Inc.
31 Small Lane
Hardin, KY 42048
753-8011
toll free 800-354-8050

Doing the right things
right.. for you.
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1-Serpentine Chest By Southern. Sand Dune
Finish. List $899.95

NOW
1/2

1 -Wrought Iron Adjustable Barstool. Either 24" or
30" stool with swivel. White Finish. Upholstered
Seat. List $349.95

NOW
598'

1-3 Pc. Table Group. Transitional Style. 2 End
Tables And 1 Cocktail Table. Light Oak Finish.
List $449.95

NOW
'198"

Twin Size Electric Bed By Jamison. List
$1,099.95

THURS., FRI. & SAT ONLY

NOW
628"
NOW

Sled Cocktail Table By Peters-Revington. List
$749.95
5 Pc. Corner Computer Group By Riverside.
Light Oak Finish. Includes Computer Desk
w/Hutch, Corner Desk, Writing Desk, And Chair.
List $2,099.95

NOW
898"

NOW
2-Wingback Chairs By Hickory Hill. Gold Tone
On Tone Fabric. Ball & Claw Legs. List $699.95 '288°'ea.
1-Midnight Blue Leather Double Reclining Sofa
By Lane Action. Floor Sample. List $2,399.95
1-7 Pc. Iron & Wicker Dining Group. 1
Rectangular Wicker, Iron & Glass Dining Table,
2 Arm Chairs, And 4 Side Chairs. List $1,999.95
1 -Entertainment Center By Riverside. Wrap
Around Doors. Will Hold 31" TV. Light Oak
Finish. List $999.95
Light Oak Dresser, Mirror And Queen Size Bed
W/Rails. List $1,749.95
Sofa & Loveseat By Hickory Hill. Burgundy,
Green, Navy, And Gold Fabric. Camelback Style.
List $1,699.95

Group Of Swivel Rockers

NOW

Large Entertainment Center By Riverside. Will
Hold 35" TV. Pocket Doors. Your Choice - Brown
Cherry, Oak, Pine Or White Washed. List
$1,119.95
Queen Size Slatted Sleigh Bed. Brown Cherry
Finish. Dresser & Mirror Available For $698.00 &
Chest For $398.00. List $750.00
2-Double Dressers By Lea. Cherry Finish
W/Formica Tops. Slightly Damaged. List $585.00

788"

NOW
988"

NOW
'577'
NOW
888"
NOW
988"
NOW
'168'ea.

Group Of Assorted End Tables, Cocktail Tables
& Sofa Tables. Values To $549.95

1 -Queen Size Sleeper Sofa By La-Z-Boy®.
Traditional Style. Tight back. Green, Burgundy &
Gold Plaid Fabric. List $1,099.95

NOW
'488'
NOW
1/2

2-Large Wingbacks By Southern. Ball & Claw
NOW
Legs. Beige Background Fabric With Burgundy. '288°'ea.
Navy & Green. List $799.95

NOW
'398'
NOW
238"ea.
NOW

1 -Twin Size Bookcase Headboard With Trundle
Storage Unit. By Lea. Rustic Oak Finish. List
$780.00

NOW
'398'

1-5 Pc. Table & Chair Group. 4 Windsor Back
Side Chairs And Rectangular Table. Natural
Finish. List $549.95

NOW
'328'

1-5 Pc. Table & Chair Group. Ball & Claw Leg
Single Pedestal, Table And 4 Side Chairs. Oak
Finish. List $999.95

NOW
528"

1 -Traditional Style Sofa By Hickory Hill. Blue,
Burgundy & Green Plaid Fabric With Matching
Arm Pillows. Semi-Attached Backs. List $899.95

NOW
'498'

1 -Teal Leather Recliner By Distinction Leather.
Tufted Back. All-Leather Construction. Floor
Sample. List $2,138.00

NOW
'698'

1 -Light Green Ladies Recliner By Best Chair Co.
Floor Sample. List $499.95

NOW
5228"

1 -Burgundy Leather La-Z-Boy Tilt Back Chair &
Ottoman. All Leather Construction_ List
$2,995.00

NOW
1/2

68 to '98

1 -Sofa & Loveseat. Tuxedo Style. Olive Brushed
Cotton Fabric. List $1,498.00.

NOW
798"

8 Pc. Dining Room Suite. Cherry Finish. Includes
Lighted China Cabinet, Oval Leg Table, 2 Arm
Chairs, 4 Side Chairs. List $3,995.00

NOW

Genuine La-Z-Boy Chaise Rocker Recliner.
Available In Blue Or Brown Velvet Fabric. List
$519.95

NOW
1/2 ea.

Computer Rolltop Desk. 54" Wide. Medium Oak
Finish. List $1,299.95

NOW
'698"

3 Pc. Table Group By Ashley. 2 Rectangular End
Tables And 1 Rectangular Cocktail Table. List
$449.95

NOW
198"

1-Stepback Cupboard By Southern. Washed
Pine Finish. List $1,299.95

NOW
5398'

1-54" Wide Rolltop Desk. Medium Oak Finish.
Matching Chair Available. List $1,299.95

NOW
'699"

1 -King Size Set Of Ultimate Foam Bedding By
Jamison. 20 Yr. Warranty. Floor Sample. Full Set
Available For $448.00. List $1,099.95

NOW
'748"

1 -Hall Tree By Pulaski. Black Painted Finish
Mirrored Back. Discontinued. List $799.95

NOW
248'

1-2 Cushion Traditional Style Sofa By La-Z-Boy.
Semi-Attached Back. Green, Gold & Purple
Plaid Fabric. Floor Sample. List $1,399.95

NOW
5588"

1-5 Pc. Solid Oak Table & Chairs By Keller. 1
Rectangular Leg Table, 4 Windsor Back Side
Chairs. List $1,698.00

NOW
$648°°

1-2 Door Cherry Curio By Peters-Revington.
Halogen Light. 36" Wide. List $1,299.95

1 -Full Size Sleeper Sofa By Overnite.
Innerspring Mattress. Green, Navy & Burgundy
Plaid Fabric. Matching Arm Pillows. List $899.95

NOW
699"ea.

1 -Chair and a Half Sleeper With Storage
NOW
Ottoman. By Overnite. Available In Green & '598'ea.
White Stripe Or Beige Fabric. Innerspring
Mattress. List $999.95

1 -Queen Size Rice Carved Bed. Cherry Finish.
Dresser & Mirror Available For $599.95, Highboy
$599.95, Tall Nightstand $298.00. List $1,099.95
1 -Cuff Link Chest From Universal's Alexander
Julian Collection. List $1,330.00

NOW
$628'
NOW
554800
NOW
'588"

1-Chair & Ottoman By Hickory Hill. Loose Pillow
Back. Traditional Style. Plaid Fabric. List
$1,119.95

NOW
1/2

3-La-Z-Boy Chaise Rocker Recliner. Teal Fabric
Floor Sample. List $569.95

NOW
1/2 ea.

1 -Traditional Style Sofa By Hickory Hill. Tight
Back. Lawson Arms. Burgundy, Green & Gold
Stripe Fabric. Discontinued. List $1.099.95
1-TV/VCR Chest. Available In Pine Or Cherry.
Floor Sample. List $299.95
1 -Black Iron & Glass Sofa Table By Kessler.
Discontinued. List $479.95
1 -Transitional Style Leather Match Sofa By
Palliser. Taupe Leather. List $1,050.00

NOW
1/2
NOW
'168"
NOW
5188"
NOW
'679"
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YMCA expands programs
Most people join the 1 to get
"fit." Some join to meet people.
Others join to get in a specific
program (like aerobics or water
exercise).
24 Dula Madman
Whatever the reason, the YMCA
is proud to offer a variety of fitness services to the community.
fireworks.
exknses including staffing, phone
However, your membership dolHeld at the NISU RSEC build- calls, meetings, personal contacts.
lars go beyond the "gym" and ing. we had over 200 teens from planning. set-up and tear-down.
help us serve our mission to build all over the region. There was live The investment by the YMCA was
strong kids. strong families, strong
pizza (thanks to Dominos. Mr. well in excess of $1,000.
communities.
Gatti's. Snappy Tomato. & Papa
The YMCA spends thousands
The YMCA is unique among John's). free Pepsi. miniature golf. and thousands each year to build
most non-profit agencies. As a fee- a DJ. basketball and Extreme strong kids. strong families, strong
for-service association, we can help ,Games. The extreme games con- communities. Bundling our strong
subsidize our community service sisted of three humongous inflat- membership base with our great
projects. Our primary financial ables. One inflated into a large community support (United Way,
dependence is on membership. not 30-yard long obstacle course; the groups like Rotary, local busidonations.
other into 3-story high slide: and nesses and concerned individuals).
Don't misunderstand, the YMCA the third into a gigantic Twister we are able to do more for the
needs donations to continue to game.
community every year. When you
offer wholesome community proThe Teen Extravaganza success become a member of the YMCA
grams. We have actually expand- was best expressed by a story told you make a contribution to the
ed our community focus within by Shelley Todd, the RSEC man- community!
the last year and a half.
ager. On her way home from the
Expanded, but why? For one event (about 2 a.m.) she was pulled
Why? Because without strong
reason, juvenile violent crimes in over by a police officer. Being kids and families, you won't have
the state of Kentucky rose 368 questioned about her late night, a strong community. Another nail
percent from 1985 to 1995. An she told him about the Teen Extrav- in the bad-statistic coffin will be
estimated third of all children in aganza. He immediately respond- the building of a full-facility
our state are overweight. Accord- ed by saying he had noticed fewer YMCA. If we follow the lead of
ing . to American Sports Data kids on the streets this year.
other Kentucky towns like flepresearch, the number of teens parEven though the games, food. kinsville, Mayfield, Madisonville
ticipating frequently in sports is and chaperones were either cov- and Glasgow. we can make a poson the decline.
ered by in-kind or financial dona- itive impact within our communiHere's part of our answer. We tions, the YMCA had numerous ty. Watch!
opened the YMCA Teen Center
as a service to members and nonmembers. Last year we offered an
alternative Halloween Fall Fest
party to all children in Murray/Calloway County, complete
with tailgate trick or treating, hot
chocolate. games and prizes.
Groups like WATCH, Alterna*Office Furniture &
*Kitchen Cabinets
tive School. Murray and Calloway
Entertainment Centers
Vanities
&
Schools. Big Brothers Big Sisters,
Surface
Countertops
'Solid
Domestic Relations and others all
have used- the Y facilities free of
charge.
301 Andrus Drive• Murray
Beyond that, the YMCA is helping to plan and deliver free events
to the community. This year we
brought you the Mattel Kids Parade
at Freedom Fest; adult sport leagues
like basketball. softball and (forming now) volleyball; and the Corporate Cup Run/Walk , which
East Main • 753-5606
focused on employee health and
General • Monarch
wellness.
66.
0
And perhaps the best example
Laramie • Firestone
of what the YMCA is accomolishing
BF Goodrich
in Murray was expressed through
PAIICIONLAW ,
the Teen Extravaganza. This event
sstatad SO mu.IS WONG
ON VOW
Open Saturdays Until Noon
was designed to give teens, an
J.
alternative to carousing on the
streets after the Fourth of July

FALL IS QUILTING TIME
at
Edna McCleary and Laurine
Elkins in the living room at
Hickory Woods.

vaezdief veoc4.4

Custom Cabinets
Woodworking

502-759-9672

04.0000000000000000

HOLLAND TIRE CO.

40

Hickory Woods
1Ss.

Retirement Center

Laurine Elkins in the
activity room at Hickory
Woods.

(502) 759-8700
SUPPORT YOUR HOMETOWN

cx

40

It's a dark and stormy night. The curtains are pulled tight
as thunder crashes behind them. Your TV glows from the corner, and you're drawn into the unfolding tale of intrigue. You
reach for another handful of popcorn, but there's a tentacle in
your way! You drop the remote to reach for your laser, but it's
too dark... you can't find it...and when you finally do - your
hands are so greasy from the popcorn that it slips right *out of
your hand!
Just another quiet evening at home with Sci-Fi Channel.
From classic horror to techno-thrillers and news from other
worlds. Sci-Fi Channel has what you want to see, no matter
how many eyes ybu have.
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Jim Bunning
Candidate for US Senate

Melvin Henley

Ed Whitfield

Candidate for Calloway County
Judge Executive

Candidate for US Congress

Thomas Collins
Kenneth Imes

Candidate for Magistrate District 4

Pa

Candidate for Coroner

Where: Howard

Brandon Farm,641 South

(at old Steam Engine)

When: Saturday, Oct. 17, 1998
Time: 3:00

p.m.

51n the erent of rain the rally will be held at the National Guard Armory

Meet and hear our candidates, enjoy viewing the
Brandon collection of antique cars 8( airplanes.
You can roast your own hot dogs, or we
will do it for you!

O
o

000000.0000•0000.0
Your local
connection to
other worlds...

84 Utterback Road
Murray, KY 42071

Bite

Paid for by Calloway County Republicans, Joe Ballard Treasurer.

HOT
SPOTS
Dreams can come true., inviting contemporary in
Campbell Estates with spacious bedrooms.
Palladian window adds extra charm. Newly landscaped & backyard deck make for a lovely setting
Formal dining room for your Thanksgiving dinner.
MLS #3500327

All•MMI=

Cen

Po

Slice

Ba

1000

Gr
Arched accents inside & out create a Spanish design
on oversized lot in Gatesborough. Newer carpet,
vinyl & countertops. Two living areas, interesting
floor plan. MLS #3500311

Canterbury Special...The foyer opens to both dining
room with chair rail molding & living room. "Great
room" has fireplace & easy accessibility to kitchen.
All hardwood floors down & attractive wide slat
wood shetters. Bring an offer and be in for the holidays. MLS #3500326

Now part of the Marquee Connect Package
from CableComm!

Are you connected?
Call Today! 753-5005

CABLE
GonnecT81)

Who wouldn't want to use on Peach Orchard? One
lull acre with 3 bedrooms/2 baths. Light. pleasant
deco; with central work station in kitchen 8x16
outside huildine Pnced in 10's. MLS #3500118.

What Half of the World Wants. Three bedroom
wonderful country borne on wooded lot on I 8
acres AND WE HAVE IT. Just installed central
heat/AC. gutter & dishwasher. Large country
kitchen & peaceful atmosphere Make offer and
watch the autumn leaves turn. MLS #3500328.60's
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LYNDA GREY HOUCK,BROKER
502-759-2001
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Festival slated for Oct. 24 at LBL

2011U1

VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER.
FOOD STAMPS & WIC ACCEPTED
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT QUANTITIES.

LOW LOW 'PRICES
Bush's Great Northern or

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew

99

01

12 Pk.
12 Oz. Can

16 oz
Can

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew

Roundy's Corn & Green Beans
15 Oz. Can

3

2 Liter

99°

Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Pepsi 6 Pk. Non-Returnable 20 oz. Btl.

For$1

Costumed characters. lace painting, and a marshmallow roast will
he featured when The Nature Station presents its fourth annual Howl0-Ween festival Oct. 24 from 6
to 8:30 p.m.
The Nature Station is located
at TVA's Land Between The Lakes
National Recreation Area, north of
the Golden Pond Visitor Center.
The Howl-O-Ween event also features an evening guided tour of
The Nature Station backyard, where
fun characters such its "Blanche
the Black Widow Spider" and the
"Old Bat" tell stories.
"Halloween may he spooky, but
there's also a fun, non-scary side
to the holiday that we emphasize
at Howl-O-Ween," said Amber
Pogue. event planner. "The evening
is great for kids of all ages, but
it's especially appropriate for families with children who may be
too young for the haunted houses and other scary Halloween celebrations."
Tours begin at 6 p.m., with the

For 5

Paramount Hamburger Dill Slice Pickles
Crush, Dr. Pepper,
12 pk. 12 oz. can
7-Up

32 Oz. Jar 138°

—

Sugar

PURE
SUGAR

II7

Limit 1

1 Lb

Box

'
48

401 N. 4th St.

762-0000

Lipton Family Size Tea Bags
$149

Mardi Gras Paper Towels
4

59

last tour leaN mg rhe Nature Station at 8:30 p.m. Pogue advised
visitors to dress for brisk, fall weather and bring an umbrella in case
of rain. Admission is $5.50 ages

13 & up. S4 ages 5-12, and 4
and under, free.
For more information, call (502)
924-2020 weekdays, or visit the
LBL website at www.lbl.org.

Alison Hill of Hopkinsville (third from left) was crowned
Homecoming Queen during Murray State University's 1998
festivities. Hill was honored during ceremonies prior to the
MSU vs. UT-Martin football kickoff. The queen's court included (from left) Elana Kornegay, Montgomery, Ala.; Sarah
Clark, Georgetown, Ky.; Hill; Shanna Moore, Marion, Ky.;
and Tori Squires, Parma, Mo.
FABSITG
EASY N
ON

!

At Your MoneyPlace CashAdvancer
Yes! Get Money-in-Minutes". Up to $300 TODAY!
Just bring driver's license, latest paycheck
stub, bank statement, and personal check.

50

The
MoneyPlace
513-A So. 12th St.
Murray, KY
(502) 759-8900

Off Fee For First
e) Cash Advance

(I With This Coupon

WHAT A PLACE!The MoneyPlace!
- Come in Today.' 9-5 Mon.-Fri.
at the big. hold, bright-as-gold MoneyPlace Sign

To The Citizens Of Calloway County

24 Ct. Box

Roll

See
Ronnie
Melvin
For All
Your
Tire
Needs.

Melvin's
Tire
Store

Vista Saltine Crackers

98
• Bag$2
Bite Size or Chunk 18 Lb.

slp

Dean
and
General
Tires

Roundy's 5 Lb. Bag

Sunshine Chunk Dog Food

1998 •

1Howl-O-Ween

FOODS
0
.
.

October 1998

OCTOBER 14

QUALITY MEATS

My name is Larry Elkins and I am the Democratic candidate for Calloway
County Judge Executive. I am a life long resident of Calloway County having
grown up in the Faxon Community.
I am married to the former Janie Kemp. We have three daughters; Tracy,
Michelle, and Cortnee. My father was the late Beauron Elkins. My mother,
Johnie Elkins, and my sister Jo Ann Hannon and husband, James, reside in
Murray.
Most of my adult life has been spent as a member of the Murray Police

Department, beginning in 1972 as a dispatcher and retiring in 1995 as Chief
of Police. As Chief, I was responsible for the supervision of thirty employees
and a budget in excess of one million dollars annually.

As your Judge Executive I will:

,
,a
gi.65 Lb

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless am

Center Cut

1.69
1.19
'
Bacon
Ground Chuck *1.19

Pork Chops

Chuck Roast

Lb

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Sliced Slab

Shoulder Roast $1.39

Lb

Lb

Beef

100°0 Pure

Lb.

$1.39

Stew-Meat

Lb

•

FRESH PRODUCE
Red or Gold Del. Wash. State U.S. Extra Fancy

Apples

*Use the same service oriented approach and conservative financial management that was successful during my tenure as Chief
of Police.
*Work to maintain and improve county roads. I.will propose to the
Fiscal Court that a long-range road plan be developed that treats
all sections of the county equally and is based on need rather than
politics.
*Work with the Sheriff and the Fire Department to secure grants
and otherwise provide the resources necessary to maintain a
safe community.
*Take an active role in economic development, working closely
with the Chamber of Commerce and others in the areas of
industrial recruitment and the promotion of small business,
farming and tourism.
*Support the park and other youth programs.
*Appoint a board to study long-range solutions for solid waste disposal and the expansion of the water districts.
Elect a County Judge Executive who will listen to the public
and make informed decisions!

On November 3rd
Lb.
Del Monte Premium

Bananas
Seedless Navel

Oranges
D'Aniou

Pears
Whole Peeled Baby

Carrots

c Slicing

3 98 Cucumbers 3/98°
5/98,
3/98c
" Peppers
38°
68c Onions
U.S.#1
1.48
98° Potatoes
Lbs

Green

Ida Sweet

Lb

Lb

Russeff

1 Lb. Bag

10 Lb Bag

- ELECT

LARRY
ELKINS
A Proven Manager...
...A Proven Leader
PaOtorbythecamildateAmeneFalviell.Treasurer
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HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday,
Oct. 15, 1998:
A partnership plays a significant
role in your year, both emotionally
and financially. You'll find that because of a newfound trust, you will
be able to share more of the vicissitudes of your life. The realizations
and conclusions that you arrive at
are a direct result of your willingness to pull back and look within. If
you are single, romance knocks on
your door.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have:5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Get into work,and pace yourself. There is a lot that you need to
accomplish quickly. You have more
energy than you think, once you
start rolling. Schedule a dental
checkup. Take advantage of
someone's sound financial offer. Tonight: Don't work too hard!
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** Your serious approach
helps you, but don't deny your cre-

ativity. Follow through on an idea;it
might hold a lot of surprises. An
attraction could be building. Think
before you leap. Others respond to
you quite strongly.Tonight:Let more
naughtiness into your life.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20t
**** Direct your high energy appropriately. You operate from a solid
footing as you make various necessary changes.A family member questions your decisions. Listen carefully to the feedback;it allows you to
be even more grounded in your
choices. Tonight: Homeward bound.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** Communications are enhanced by your ability to tell it as it
is. Reach out for others,and make a
difference where it counts. You are
strong-wilted and know what you
want. Expand friendships, and be
willing to meet new people in new
places. Tonight: At a favorite spot.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Yes,expenses can get out of
whack, and easily. Stay centered,
knowing what you need to do. Honor
responsibilities, no matter how uncomfortable you are. Someone is
demanding, but you aren't going to
change him; consider negotiating.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Your smile rarely wins as
much agreement as it does now. Ask
for more of what you want,While the
universe gives you the high sign.
Read between the lines with someone who is at a distance. It isn't what
he says but what he doesn't that's
important. Tonight: Beam.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take a deep breath before taking any strong action. One-to-one
relating is instrumental to building
a good relationship.Seriously weigh
financial matters before you commit
in any way. Don't feel pressured by
others. Take your time. Tonight: Do
your own thing.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** A partner might not mean to
corner you, but ultimately that is
what he does. Act on ideas, and
remaining focused. Listen carefully
to someone. Make strong decisions
about what you want.Someone will
agree with you eventually. Tonight:
Be with The crowds.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Stay on top of work, as challenging or pertiaps burdensome as it
can be. You might not feel up to
snuff, but you can handle whatever

situation arises. A boss pushes hard
to get what he wants from you. Stay
focused on the ultimate goals. Tonight: In the limelight.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Allow more creativity and
caring in your life. Inadvertently,
you could be cutting off someone.
Stay centered as news comes from a
distance. A lot ofactivity surrounds
communications. Don't listen to any
gossip, especially M the office. Tonight: Let your mind wander.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Stay focused on what you
want. Listen carefully to a partner
who means well. Together, you create a new understanding. A business venture succeeds beyond your
wildest imagination. Be willing to
put yourself on the line. Tonight:
Happy with your favorite person.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Evaluate whit others are
saying. You might not like the style
ofcommunications,but you will find
that they are worthwhile. You need
to keep discussions open,even if you
want to walk away. Your ability to
handle high tension helps you. Tonight: Visit a friend.

FRED'S HAFT
SUPER DOLLA% STORES
Low Prices and So Much More!

tiAlitAntIC

MURRAY, KY
928 SOUTH 12TH STREET

SALE ENDS OCTOBER 31ST!

WI BEWITCHING BARGAINS THROUGHOUT OUR STORE M

YOUR
CHOICE

2.00

Hershey's Snack Size
Candy. A large variety of
,'our favorite chocolate
candy. 12-16 oz.

Colgate sponsoring
youth campaign
Local clubs and troops of the
six largest national youth organizations, representing some 13 million young Americans, are invited
to enter their best community service projects as part of the "Colgate Youth for America" campaign.
Company
Colgate-Palmolive
presents cash grants of up to $2,000
for the most creative and best executed projects by local units of
the Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, Boys
and Girls Clubs, Girls Incorporated, Camp Fire and 4-H.
A celebrity panel of judges who
volunteer their time and talent to
the campaign will determine the
top winners.
Past judges have included Alex
Trebek, Andrew Shue, Ethan
Hawke, Jackie Joyner Kersee,
Phylicia Rashad, Jack Wagner, Dean
Cain, Yasmine Bleeth, Jonathan
Silverman and more than 40 other
popular stars.
Clubs have until March 15,
1999 to develop and execute Programs of value to their communities and send their reports to the
Colgate Youth for America campaign. Participants range from 5year-olds to high school teens.
Recently announced top-winning
projects in last year's campaign
reflect the ingenuity and resourcefulness of today's kids in their
approach to modern problems.
A Girls Incorporated unit from
Georgia renovated an old school
cafeteria to resemble a dinner theater, then wrote and performed for
the community with productions
addressing peer problems.
A Boy Scout troop from Missouri constructed an outdoor classroom on the grounds of an elementary school that had become
a local dumping field, and the
. project has become a model for
the state's environmental education program.

Let A Grange
Insurance Agent
Help You Protect
The Things
Closest To You.

YOUR
CHOICE

1.49

M&M Mars Chocolate
Miniatures. Choose from
Milky Way Snickers. 3
Musketeers or Twix. 8 oz

Orange

A Girl Scout troop from Maine
created "safe spots" throughout their
community where children could
stop if they were hurt or felt
unsafe, and merchants or officials
could call police .or parents in an
emergency.
A 4-H club from North Carolina collected suitcases for children in- foster care and initiated a
public awareness campaign, speaking at community churches and
events and posting flyers throughout their town.
A Boys & Girls Club from California created a program which
introduces video production to teens
by broadcasting live community
events and city council meetings,
and has produced several programs
on the history of their town.
A Camp Fire group from Washington cares for special needs children on Saturdays and at summer
camp after completing a training
course in sign language, CPR, first
aid and responsive play.
To date, the Colgate-Palmolive
Company has awarded close to $6
million to America's kids through
"Youth for America." The campaign, initiated in 1972 to encourage social responsibility, has been
honored by The White House under
five different administrations, has
received a Freedoms Foundation
Award, is included in The Points
of Light directory, and is praised
annually by members of Congress,
governors and mayors across the
nation.
Entry forms are now available
through regional offices of the
national organizations, or by sending a stamped self-addressed envelope to Colgate Youth for America Campaign, P.O. Box 1058,
FDR Station, New York, NY 101501058. Entry forms can also be
obtained on-line at www.col$:,ate.com
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INSURANCE

Your partner in protectio•

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Tony Boyd

1.00

YOUR
CHOICE

Meister Peanut Butter
Kisses. Made with real peanut
butter. 14.4 oz.
Witches Broomsticks Candy.
Fun flavored taffy. 11 oz.

1.00

Traditional
Halloween
Costumes.
Always a sure
favorite! Mask
- Included.
Reg. 4.00.

Farley's Halloween
Bagged Candy. Harvest
Mix, Candy Corn,
Pumpkins or Indian Corn.
16-oz. tie-top bags.

Y('
BOSS

Show your boss how much you appreciate him with a gift from...
English FarmsTM Specialty Foods
Let us help you choose a unique selection of coffees, teas, popcorn tia,chocolates, snack mixes & more designed to suit the male or female boss. We'll
even gift wrap & deliver your selection locally at no extra charge (on purchases of $15.00 or more.)
Boss'Day Friday, October 16th

1176iZI)

I, A
oule

/MI

3.00

YOUR
CHOICE

Triaminic. Assorted formulas
4 oz

Great Value!

1.00

SPECIALTY FOODS

3-PK.

Ivory Bar Soap. 3.5 oz each
8-Pk. Ivory Bar Soap
4 5z each

3 00

10th & Arcadia • Murry • M-F 10-5/Sat 10-2 • 753-0921

14- Accent Lamps or
Novelty Night Lights.
Several styles to choose
from. All U.L. Listed.

ATTENTION HAIRDRESSERS!!

Family Windsuits

Kentucky State Board of Cosmetology approved for
6 continuous Educational Units

Assorted styles, colorsa
and sizes.
BOYS' or
GIRLS'

12"
MEN'S or
LADIES'

5.88

Children's Sock Tops.
Choose from your favorite
character. Sizes 1-4. 5-10

• Pr

• Ni
acc

of

RR
Ladies'
Plus
• 1688

VVWJD Throws. Double
woven. 50 x 60- You won't
want Just on&

Fashion Trend Hair Cutting
and Hair Coloring

• Of
net\

curris Center • Murray, KY

15"
L.A. Girl Nail Polish.
Assorted colors Perfect for
halloween

Hund
in WE
need
homE
be re
famil

ENGLISH FARMSTm

EVERYDAY!

1.00

400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111

Children's Lic
or Looney Tunes
Costumes. A wide
assortment of
characters.
Reg. 5.00.

LA

Celeste 6-Roll Bathroom
Tissue. 2-p.y

Warehouse
•m-. Tire

YOUR

CHOICE

ontr.t.cw,

302 N 12th St
Murray
753-5842

Sunday, November 1, 1998
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Cost:$40.00

INFANTS'

888
TODDLERS'

1088
II••••II III

To Rcgistcr: Send check payable to
.
GLS
2813 North Mill Place
Bowling Green, KY 42104

Also send name,
address, phone number
and class location.

Questions:(502) 781-5599 after 8:30 p.m.
or (502) 622-3929

• No'
• Jar
• Fet
• Api
• Jur
*July
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'frees available
from foundation
Ten tree shade ti cc, v‘iiilve. gReii
to each person who joins The
National Arbor Day Foundation during October 1998.
The free trees are part of the
nonprofit Foundation's Trees for
America campaign.
The 10 shade trees are Sugar
Maple, Red Oak, Pin Oak, Green
Ash, Thornless Honeylocust, Weeping Willow, River Birch. Tuliptree. Silver Maple and Red Maple.
"Spectacular fall colors are
among the many benefits of these
beautiful shade trees.- John
Rosenow, the Foundation's president, said.
The trees will be shipped postpaid at the right time for planting between Nov. I and Dec. 10
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MARK YOUNG/Ledger &Times photo

ROTARY OFFICERS: The Murray Rotary Club's 1998-1999 officers and directors are (front,
from left) David Taylor, director; Dick Weaver, president-elect; Brenda Rowland, secretary;
Betty Boston, president; Tom Auer, director;(back, from left) Rick Melton, treasurer; Jim Tate,
vice president; and Scott Seiber, director. Not pictured are Sally Hopkins, director; and Mark
Blankenship, past president.

AT

106 SOUTH

14TH STREET

OPEN HOUSE OCT. 12-17

FROM 12:00-6:00

r--

GREY'S
PROPERTIES

Lynda Grey Houck, Broker • (502) 759-2001

Super Saturdays expands
Murray State University's popular Super Saturdays program will
now be available to grade school
students in the McCracken County area. Beginning this fall, Crisp
Super Saturdays will take place
in MSU's newly renovated Paducah Campus Building on Irvin
Cobb Drive. The program is open
to school children between Primary 1 and fifth grade who have
been identified by their school as
gifted and talented or are academically motivated. The four-week

program begins Oct. 24 and rung
through Nov. 14 from 9:30 a.m.
to noon each Saturday.
Dr. Joy Navan of MSU's department of elementary and secondary education and the director of
MSU's center for gifted studies,
is the director of Crisp Super Saturdays. She has created a line-up
of courses designed to appeal to
a variety of children's interest.
Among the course topics are
guitar playing and songwriting;
aviation and aerodynamics; the

Fall Senior Days Oct. 31, Nov.21
The school relations department be held from noon to 5 p.m.
Fall Senior Day will allow senof Murray State University will
host Fall Senior Day, an open iors to get information on admishouse for high school seniors, Oct. sion procedures, financial aid,
31 and Nov. 21 in the Curris Cen- scholarships, academic majors and
student organizations.
ter.
On Oct 31. the open house
The event is free. For more
will be held from 8 a.m. to I
contact Jennifer Young
information,
p.m: Students who attend this Fall
at
or toll free
locally
762-2896
for
tickets
receive
Senior Day will
the MSU" football game that day. outside of Calloway County at 1
On Nov. 21. the open house will (800) 272-4MSU.

0

with enclosed planting instructions.
The six to twelve inch trees are
guaranteed to grow, or they will
be replaced free of charge.
To receive the free trees and a
six-month introductory membership, send a $10 membership contribution to 10 SHADE TREES,
National Arbor Day Foundation,
100 Arbor Ave.. Nebraska City,
NE 68410,
. by Oct.
. 31.

Come
and
browse
till your
heart's
content!

DISCOUNT PRICES
on

rA ALCOA
Vinyl Siding &
Replacement Windows
[ Ask About Our Garages
& Metal Buildings

ARMOR SIDING &
WINDOW COMPANY
1-800-957-3404 or (901)644-1555

Do you have a neat
holiday yard decoration? If so, give us a
call to be included
in our Fall
Decoration Photo
Essay. Deadline is
Oct. 23.

Civil War in Kentucky; ,archaeology; and multi-media production.
Also included is a course for parents to help them keep pace with
their children on•surfing the internet plus inter-active television.
Programs and registration forms
for Crisp Super Saturdays are available from gifted and talented coordinators at area schools or by calling MSU's non-credit program
coordinator in PaduL.ah at (502)
442-4753 or 1-800-669-7654.

Call 7534916
Ext. 27

Is she waiting for you?

The following is a list of Florida fruits and nuts available through Farm Bureau.
Deadline order date is Oct. 30. Delivery date is the week of November 30 to be picked
up at the Farm Bureau office. Call the county office, 753-4703, or send this form to P.O.
Box 469, Murray, Ky. 42071 no later than Oct. 30.
Telephone No.(502)

From

Street Address
QUANTITY

rGIVE
A CALL

;

FARM BUREAU FLORIDA
FRUIT PROGRAM

Do you
have a hot
news tip?
The
Ledger
will pay
$10 for the
best news
tip of the
month.

V)Call 753-1916
Ext. 27 4
To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

Zip Code

City

DESCRIPTION
Box Navel Oranges, 4/5 Bushel
Box Juice Oranges, 4/5 Bushel
Box Red Grapefruit, 4/5 Bushel
Box Tangelos, 4/5 Bushel .
Box "Sunburst" Tangerines, 2/5 Bushel
Case HiDensity Orange Juice Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans
Case HiDensity Grapefruit Juice Concentrate, 12/12 Oz. Cans
Case.Lemonade Concentrate, 24/12 Oz. Cans
Case Bluebird Grapefruit Juice, Ready to Drink, 48/6 Oz. Cans
Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts, 12/20 Oz. Cans
Case Southern Fried Skinless Peanuts 6/4 Lb Cans
Case Honey Krunch Peanuts, 12/11 Oz. Cans
Case Redskin Southern Fried Peanuts, 12/20 Oz. Cans
Case No-Salt Dry Roast Peanuts, 12/16 Oz. Jars
Case Select Shelled Pecan Halves, 12/1 Lb. Pkgs
Case Roasted Pecans, 12/9 Oz. Cans
Case Pure Peanut Cooking Oil, 8/64 Oz. Jugs
Case Krunchy Peanut Butter, 6/2.5 Lb Jars
Case Smooth Peanut Butter, 6/2.5 Lb. Jars
Case Dirt Squad Citrus Hand Cleaner, 12/16 Oz. Cans
Case Brittle Bites, 12/12 Oz. Cans
"Nut Case" Peanut Gift Pack, 4 packs of 3 cans each

PRICE

TOTAL
PRICE

$12.70
$12.20
$11.20
$12.95
$11.10
$32.20
$16.25
$15.15
$14.20
$31.70
$40.85
$24.90
$30 40
$23.60
$60.20
$4000

$37.20
$23.70
$23.70
$20.20
$27.70
•$30.70

'Each pack includes 12 oz. Bnttle Bites, 11 oz Honey Brunch Peanuts, 12 oz Southern Fned Skinless Peanuts

Mesh Fruit Bags, 1/4 Bushel Size -.100 Bags
Mesh Fruit Bags, 1/2 Bushel Size - 100 Bags

$36.00
$40.00.

Please return this form by October 30 to:
Calloway Co. Farm Bureau, P.O. Box 469, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Foster Parents Needed
*Full or part time
*Single or married
*Compensation provided
Darlene Taylor at

call:
Hundreds of children
(502) 442-0457
in Western Kentucky
need safe, caring
or Betty Peckenpaugh at
homes until they can
(502) 825-2191 ag
be reunited with their
families.
A"service of Kentucky Baptist Homes for Children

Announcing Another Hometown Advantage

"Better Than Free"
Checking
Bring Your Checking Home
inuts

'Take Classes Onlinell

West Kentucky Technical College

REE CHECKING

14'

MICROSOFT CERTIFIED SYSTEMS
ENGINEER CLASSES
• Offering a series of classes leading to credentials for Microsoft
network professionas.
• Prepare to pass rigorous certification exams.
• No need to interupt your work schedule because you can
access these coases from any computer via the Internet.

Classes are as follows
• Nov. 2, 1998
• Jan. 4, 1999
• Feb. 22, 1999
• April 12, 1999
• June 7, 1999
•July 26. 1999

Networking & Basic Operating Skills
Implementing and Supporting Windows 95
Windows NT Administration and Tech Support
Supporting Windows NT Server in the Enterprise
Internet Working TCP/IP on Windows NT 4
Supporting Microsoft Internet Server

Each class costs $865. Registration and payment for the first
class must be completed by October 26!
Contact: Stella 3enton at (502)554-4991, ext. 207
An Institution of the Kentucky community and Technical College System
Equal Edt.ation and Employment Opp°,turtles SA, F

sir

No Monthly Senice Charge
Unlimited Check Writing with
no excess check fees
Sel No Minimum Balance

FREE GIFT
When you open a new
checking account, we
have a special gift to
welcome you home!
Overdraft Privoege beginning 60 days
alter account opening we will approve
Lverdralts up I.. $300 including te.:s If the
accoeht is maintained in good standifig as
defined in our overdraft Privilege POKY
Our normai NSF 00 tees wis apply to
each item overdrawing you actount Other
terms and conditions which apply are stat
ed in our disclosure boolOet Available for
personal accounts ow,
/

OVERDRAFT PRIVILEGE
We will cover you up to your pre-set
limit if you write a check or access
your account for more money than
your checking account balance.

about bringing your banking home.
If you have been thinkingyour choice just became easy and Free with "Better Than Free"
checking. You can now enjoy the hometown advantages of
Murray's only local, independent bank. Save Time and Money.

PeoplesBank
The Hometown Bank
MURRAY,KY • MEMBER FDIC
MI:MBF.R I•DIC
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
Discilas ‘d,
$6.25 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run
i All 3 411 Must R WraA4a 6 Day Perwa
S2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesda), (Shopping Guide)
Reader Ads

Ad Deadlines

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

Publish Day
Monday
Tuesday ____
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

xucuucdi.
30s per word, $6(X) minimum :et day 64 per word per day for each .ddivana
$2_00emus for blind hoe ads
12-00 cave for Shappa (rues , Classifieds so duo Shopping Guide )

Just Say "Charge It"

Deadline
Day & Time
Fri. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m
Thurs. 3 p.m.
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Legal
Notice

Yard Sale Prices
lx2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 Insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion

National Rates
CALL FOR INFORMATION

Legal
Notice

LAO
Nodes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO. 98-CI-00224
PLAINTIFF.

PEOPLES BANK OF MURRAY, KY
NOTICE OF SALE

GREGORY L. EDMONSON,
LINDA EDMONSON,
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court entered September 16, 1998, in the above cause, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on Monday, October 19, 1998, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County.
Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Beginning 12-16/33 rods west of the northeast corner of the
Southwest Quarter of Section 4, Township 1. Range 5 East:
thence west 37-1/2 yards; thence south with Providence Road
about 51 yards and 13 feet; thence east 6 rods 3 feet; thence north
about 51 yards and 13 feet to the point of beginning.
Gregory L. Edmonson obtained title to the above-described property by deed from Teddy Hicks, dated the 29th day of December,
1995, and recorded in Book 221, Page 490, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with
good surety for the purchase price, bearing interest at12% per annum
from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(301 days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 1998 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 25th day of September, 1998.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PEOPLES FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY SUCCESSOR
IN INTEREST TO BANK OF MURRAY

Legal
Notice

Legal
Sok.

All stored items in storage units 114, 159
& 187 at Key Mini Warehouses, 1850 State
Route 121 South Murray, KY 42071, have
beef' abandoned and if all charges for storage units 114, 159 & 187 are not paid in
full on or before Nov. 2, 1998, Key MiniWarehouses will have legal possession of
all items stored in units 114, 159 & 187. A
sale date for said items stored in storage
units 114, 159 & 187 will be posted at a

PLAINTIFF

LEGAL NOTICE
lit accordance with Chapter 65 and 424 of the
Kentucky Revised Statutes, the following information and supporting data may be inspected
by the general public at County Clerk's Office
between the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

Calloway County Fire
Protection District #2
Board Members
Chairperson
Stuart Conover
550 Edgewood Drive
Murray, KY 42071
Treasurer
Linda Lester
269 Dunbar Road
New Concord, KY 42076
Secretary
Mildred Smith
3326 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071

TINA L HUFFMAN,ET AL.

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue-of a Judgment and Order of Sale of the Calloway Circuit
Court entered September 16, 1998, in the above cause, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday,
October 19, 1998, at the hour of 10:00 a:m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lot 27, Scenic Acres Subdivision as show on plat in Plat Book 3.
Page 52, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
This property is subject to the restrictions as set forth in Book
153, Card 1944, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
Being the same property conveyed by Essie Bailey, a single person to Tina L. Huffman, a single person and Roger James, a single person, by deed dated March 22, 1996, as recorded in Book
224, Card 482, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County
Court.
ALSO INCLUDED IN SALE: 1993 Southland 28 x 64 doublewide Mobile Home, ID #6287AB.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit
of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to execute bond with good
surety for the purchase price, bearing interest at 129 per annum from
the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30)
(lays. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security.
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property
shall be Sold subject to the 1998 ad valorem taxes.
DATED this 25th day of September, 1998.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

CLASSIFIED

100% reinsured'
investment
grade assets'

100%

McConnell
Insurance
Murray, KY

753-4199
MOVIE SALE
Hundred's to choose from,
$6.95 or less. Lots of children's movies. Video
game sale $9.95 & up.
Tanning Special, 10 visits,
$24.95. Limited time only.
Video Gold
1206 Chestnut
759-4944
PEOPLES Bank of Murray
will accept bids on a 1997
Ford Explorer, fully loaded,
with approx. 1,XXX miles,
until Oct. 16, 1998. For details contact Ross Wilder,
Peoples Bank of Murray,
767-2265

Roommate
Wanted
needed,
ROOMMATE
large 2br home. Half utilities/ no water bill. 436-5446
or 753-4697 ask for Dedra.

Earl Hicks
253 Dunbar Road
New Concord, KY 42076
Lee Russell Lyons
452 Hillcrest Drive
Murray, KY 42071

GERMAN Shepherd 10
mo. Name Bobo. Reward
offered for returned dog.
436-2045

SUMMARY FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Calloway County Fire
Protection District #2
For Fiscal Period
July 1, 1997 to June 30, 1998
$750

July 1, 1997

NOTICE OF SALE

Monthly income
available'

040

Kay Brookhiser
277 Neale Trail
Murray, KY 42071

Beginning Cash Balance

VS.,

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST.
Guaranteed 5 years

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

later time.

Jeff Shields
P.O. Box 93
New Concord, KY 42076

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.98-CI-00204

Homes For Sale
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In memory
- Happy Ads
Special Price

460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

060

01ri

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

VS.,

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
r r should be reported immediAny error
ately so corrections can be made.

nip

010

010

ADJUSTMENTS

165 Antiques
180 Lawn & Garden
190 Farm Equipment
195 Heavy Equipment
200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
240 Miscellaneous
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
290 Heating And Cooling
300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Instruction
120 Computers
130 For Sale Of Trade
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances
160 Horns Furnishings

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
le
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

Receipts:
Real Estate Taxes
Tangible Taxes, etc.
KADDFT Grant
Miscellaneous
Interest
Total Receipts

$31,067
$9,395
$2,500

24
198
$43,184

Expenditures:
Fire Protection
Administration
Total Expenditures

$37,978
1,380
$39,358

Ending Cash Balance
June 30, 1998

Notice
ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502-753-5323

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700
MACHINE Quilting. Regular size. $31 50. Murray
Sewing Center 753-5323.

$4,576

LOST: Black Lab in campus area. If found please
call 767-0795.
LOST: White English Setter Birddog in Farmington
& Coldwater area. Reward
offered' Please call
489-2642, 489-2854

ADJUNCT Faculty. Mur CHURCH Program Direc
Fullme
ray State University is in- tor for 650 member conBenefit packaie
terested in establishing a gregation. Enthusiastic, needed.
availablP \VpIN in person
pool of highly qualified and well organized individual
at Owen, 1- ,od Market,
motivated individuals for needed to direct children's
part time teaching both on youth and adult ministries.
Main St., Murray.
the main campus and at Activities Center construcNo phone calls plow.
campuses tion underway. Housing is
extended
DRIVERS
throughout western Ken- available. Send resume
Earn S1.00/ Mile!
tucky. Murray State is and references to: SPRC
FLATS WITH SIDES
committed to academic ex- Chairman, First United
Ghurch, Run I-65 North & South
cellence and to expanding Methodist
access to higher education PO.Box 1386, Fulton, KY making $1.001 mi loaded
empty to the truck. Averin the region through the 42041.
age 3 turns a week from
prooffering of additional
Chicago to Portland, TN
grams in innovative formats, including evening, COMPUTER Users Need- Average truck revenue
weekend, and off campus ed. Work own hrs. $20k- 51800/ week. Call Sid for
courses. Only those who $75k/yr 1-800-348-7186 more details.
1-800-235-7479.
possess appropriate aca- x486.
demic credentials and
work experience will be
considered for appointSALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
ments as adjunct faculty at
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
the University. We are parYOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career? Do you want to earn $50K+ per year?
ticularly interested in idenDo you want a benefit package second-to-none? I am going to
tifying individuals with
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
earned doctorates capable
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements. The people I
looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
am
of teaching upper division
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
and graduate level courswould want to be treated .l work strictly above board, and I
es. Minimum qualifications
expect the same work from the people that work for me. If you
have these qualifications. I would very much enjoy talking to
include a graduate degree
you, and explain the benefits our company has to offer.
with at least 18 graduate
Murray Memorial Gardens
teachthe
in
earned
hours
Call Mr. Sheperd
ing field. If you possess
11-4 Mon.-Sat.•(502) 753-0580
the appropriate academic
Cell for directions it needed. No resume please.
(hire people, not paper. E.O.E.
credentials and are interested in being considered
to teach for a dynamic and
growing university with an
C..)CIANIILTON-RYKtft_
outstanding academic repLA
utation, we would like to
hear fron you. To apply,
send a copy of your re1-or assembly. Apply in person or call:
sume and a transcript of
all graduate work to Adjunct Faculty Pool, Center
Hamilton Ryker
for Continuing Education
908-C S. 12th St.
and Academic Outreach,
Bel-Air Shopping Center
P.O.Box 9, Murray State
University, Murray, KenMurray, KY 42071
tucky 42071-0009. All ap759-0650
plications will be reviewed
by departmental and collegiate faculty for consideration for appointments as
adjunct faculty. Actual
teaching assignments will
be based on the scheduling needs of the individual
department. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment
CELEBRITY is Breaking Through!
opportunity, M/F/D, AA
Home Time every 7-10 days!
employer.

060
Hp Wanted
ATTENDANTS needed for
massage, body shampoos,
& hot lotion application fulltime & part-time. Earn
$500+ per week. No expeWill
rience necessary
train Apply at: Murray
Men's Club Salon & Spa,
304 Maple St, Murray.
759-9555.

ATTENTION
COSMETOLOGISTS!

Are you starting your career or having trouble
building a profitable one at
your current location?
Beauty & The Beach is
PETS, PALS &
now offering excellent 8
PUMPKINS
Is now open during Octo- immediate career opporber. 3 30pm-6 30pm week- tunities in one of the areas
days. 8am-6pm Saturday, most professional & pro12pm-4pm Sunday. Come gressive salons. Openings
by for fall decorations and available for a licensed
let the kids piay with our hair stylists, nail technician
animals or walk through & massage therapist. Apour maze. Hope to see ply in person at 34 N Main.
you soon 94 East, look for Benton or call 527-7717
AVON
signs.
Earn extra money for
Christmas now!
1-888-669-6820
Ind/S1s/Rep

Orscheln
is having a flallowoon
. Pie Baking Contest
Oct. 12th-17th. Call st'
for details.

7 -81

DOLLIES
World Glass Men's Club
now hiring entertainers
Earn $1,000 plus per
week
Managers, waitresses & door persons
also needed Work for the
Call
around
best
(901)247-3965

Henry
Center
for of I
ices.
sponsi
'lig an
the tic
yrs exi
cial CIE
be in
and pc
s.ation
HCMC
ces, F
TN 38

FU
Run I
makint
empty
age 3
Chicac
Averai
$1800,
more(
1
HIRIN(

tions,
Apply
dy's,
2pm-41
Val or I
MEDIC
wide n
cal bil
quired.
No ex
train. 1
NURS
as nee
full tinn
Ole &
expero
matun
workin
Pleast
good
Apply
race L
View I

r

A

'I gn

•Bnr

'Sol

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS

2(
L

PROFESSIONAL DRIVERS

BECOME A CERTIFIED
NURSING ASSISTANT
Looking for meaningful
employment that allows
you the opportunity to really make a difference? Britthaven of Benton is offering a nurse assistant
class. Class begins soon.
Britthaven offers! *Paid
•Employment
Training
once certified 'Kentucky
Certification. Apply in
PERSON at Britthaven of
Benton. Hwy 641 S, Benton, KY Drug Free Work
Place EOE/AAE.
BULK Mail Production Assistant. Sorting, baying.
metering. Driving & lifting
required. Apply in person
at Automated Direct Mail.
87 Spruce St, #B, Murray

Great Miles - Paid loaded or empty!
Vacation, insurance, 401K.
Ail Conventional Trucks
Call Walter 1-800-925-5133

The Murray Ledger & Times is presently accepting applications for the
Classified Ad Department. Applicants
must have computer and typing skills
and be able to do multiple tasks.
Courtesy & friendliness essential. Full
time position w/bmefits.
Please bring resume u)I references to:
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell
Murray, KY

1

ye

PC

at

CARPENTERS &
Laborers

CAPTAIN D'S

to

H&G Construction Co is
accepting resumes for experienced carpenters & laborers Please send resume or write work history
to Carpenter/ Laborer,
PO Box 8409, Paducah
KY 42002-8409 No phone
calls please EOE

Captain D's at 700 N. 12th St,
Murray, Ky now interviewing for
counter positions and an Assistant
Dining Room Supervisor.
Full and Part time positions available, flexible schedules, meal policy, vacations, m.*r medical available, opportunity for advancement.
Apply at Captain D's afternoon
betWeen 2-4pm.

a

FULL-TIME legal assistant
for small law office Prior
legal expenence & knowledge of WordPerfect a
plus Salary commensuexperience
with
rate
Please send resume to
PO Box 1040-H, Murray.

KY 42071

Equal Opportuinity Employer

a
Si

MURRAY LEDGER &

150
Hee Wanted

limp Wanted
_1

Articles
For Sale

270
Mode Homes For Safe

320
Apartments For Rent

FINES

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 14 1998

320
Apartments for Rent

Say

5B

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

.1985 14X70 3br. 1 1/2 bath. 2BR duplex on 1304-A NICE 2br apt, Mission Valley 753-5731
Valley-wood Dr $375/mo
near MSU On rented lot
NOW taking applications
759-4406
753-9866
1988 28X56 SOUTHERN 2BR duplex, economic for 1 2 & 3br apartments
Hospitality, 2-3br, 2 bath heat pump, all appliances Apply at Mur-Cal ApartSALES- CEMETERY
753-117211
fireplace, wood siding, furnished, carport, outside ments, 902 Northwood Dr
Be one of the highest paid
OpportuniHousing
pets,
Equal
deposit
No
storage
LAWN EQUIPMENT RENTAL
shingle roof, lake area
PART-TIME help wanted ,r1 America. Call 1 1 amWith double lot or 9 lots. required Call 753-7947 or ty 759-4984 TDD* 1-800
LANDSCAPE SUPPLY CENTER
Apply at Pam s Deli & 4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580
247-2510
Days 753-8841, 436-2538 753-3778
Cakes, 410 Main St, Mur- WANTED- SECRETARY/
• Aerators
• Nlurns
2BR duplex, Northwood VERY roomy 2br. 1 bath
after 6pm
ray. No phone calls
OFFICE ASSISTANT
• Mulch
Spreaders
•
applianw/garage
duplex
appliances
furnished,
Dr,
1989 SUNSHINE 14X76
please
Good communication, typ• Blowers
• Grass Seed
central h/a No pets Lease ces furnished, central gas
tub),
(garden
bath
2
2br,
ing and computer skills are
• Bulb Auger
lease, 1
• Bulbs
SPORTABLE Scoreboards
extra clean. Must be & deposit required. 753- h/a, $550/mo lyr
-One `st.p Shopping'.
must for this position
a
mo. deposit No pets. 753has a full-time entry level
7185.
435-4305.
moved.
Minimum 30 hours per
80$ Coldwater ltd., Nlurray
sales position available.
1995 16X80 3br. 2 bath, 2BR duplex, refngerator & 2905.
week with possible upof
north
minutes
5
stove,
8am-5pm
M-F
are
Hours
gas heat, stove, refrig,
grade to 40 hours per
Call Charlene in Sales afdishwasher, washer, dryer, Murray. $250 deposit
week Send typewritten reter 3-30pm. 759-1600.
underpinning, 8X10 & $275 rent. 489-2918
1040W,
sume to PO Box
room
10X27 deck 436-5977 call 2BR upstairs apt. water & SLEEPING
Murray, KY 42071.
TECHNOLOGY
garbage paid. $250/mo $150/mo Coleman RE
for appt.
TRAINING SPECIALIST
WENDY'S
753-9898
FOR SALE Princess & 2 CUSTOM Crimson's to plus deposit. Call 753Part-time position (20
MANAGEMENT
Erin Ty Beanie Babies. pick from. When they're 8355 between 8am-5pm
hours per week) with parti- Wendy s has openings for
gone they re gone. Can M-F.
Call 492-8566.
For Rent
al benefits. Education and/ experienced management
not order for same price. 2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
FORMAL
sizes
dresses,
or experience; Two years personnel for the Murray
New Units
11/12 to 15/16. Call 762- 1. Crimson retail sheet- central h/a, appliances fur- 1BR house, appliances
of college level work in area We offer excellent
$57,679 buy for $49.850. nished, $475/mo, lyr
ask
for
4445,
753Alison.
pets.
No
umished.
Available
Sizes
All
pursuit of a degree and compensation and benefits
2. Crimson retail sheet- lease, 1 mo deposit, 753- 0728 after 4pm.
two years of relevant ex- package. Reply to. Randy LEER topper, red, fits
$61,717 buy for $49. 990. 2905 or 753-7536
2 & 4BR houses, lease
perience required. Direct Heathcott, Area Supervi- Dodge Dakota extended
Will go quick at this price. 2BR. central gas h/a, ap64X80.
Good
condicab
deposit required
experience may be ex- sor, Voice Mail (502)245furnished.
Don't miss Me boat. Hur- pliances
753-4109.
changed for education. Ex- E623; Fax (502)623-6847. tion. $350 obo. Call 474RE,
Coleman
S300/mo.
Home
CenWilson
to
ray
8340 after 6pm. Please
2/ 3BR house. Coleman
cellent oral and written EOE.
753-9898.
ter. The 'No Pressure"
leave message.
RE 759-4118.
communication skills re3BR apartment at 703 S
LIKE new Bob Marshall sales lot. Murray, KY.
quired, Must have the abil070
condition, 2BR brick, 2 bat, stove.
good
St,
4th
1-800-540-7956.
DRIVERS
Oarnestis &.10* flex saddle, $800.
ity to quickly adapt to rapw/d. $450/mo plus dekosit
26X60 GORGEOUS home new carpet, refrigerator &
Earn $1.00/ Mile!
753-2905.
Childcare
idly changing job require/53-4837 M-F 8am-5pm
$300/mo
furnished.
stove
make
to
down
marked
FLATS WITH SIDES
PIONEER stereo and cabiments Familiarity with ewith $300 deposit. 1 year '53-4/1 7 after 5pm.
Hun I-65 North & South mail programs and connet. Includes receiver, 6 room. Save thousands at
2BR, 1 bath, electnc heat,
of
Years
15
Call 436-2935 or
lease.
disc CD changer, dual $42,900. Wilson's Home
making $1.001 mi loaded & cepts, Web technologies,
stove & refrigerated fur753-0839.
1KY.
Murray,
Center,
cassette deck, speakers
Experience.
empty to the truck. Aver- electronic
presentation
$500/mo. No pets
nished,
103 S. 3rd • Downtown Murray
No
apt.
3BR downstairs
and more! Start Christmas 800-540-7956.
age 3 turns a week from tools, Microsoft Office
753-2905.
sit
with
Will
753-3621
deposit.
$400/mo,
pets.
bath,
luxurious
2
3BR,
today,
Call
shopping early!
Chicago to Portland, TN. Suite, and NT networking
2BR, stove, refrigerator,
Redman Home. Plywood" 5353 121 S. 489-2296.
Mike or Erin 753-2240.
Average truck revenue concepts desirable. Resick or elderly.
bath, stove, dish- wood or electric heat, de$1800/ week. Call Sid for sponsibilities include dewasher, floors fireplace water shut- 3BR, 2
PRESSURE
Call 762-0154
washer, refrigerator, cen- posit, references. 8 Miles
more details.
3,000 PSI, 13hp, Honda offs, upgrade carpet pad,
veloping and delivering
tral h/a, large yard. Laun- SE of Murray. $300/mo
1-800-235-7479.
electric start cart & 25' delivered & set for as low
training materials for MSU
or 759-8061 ask
dry room, Close to MSU. 492-8594.
to
month
per
$239.59
as
delivhose. $995. Day 753HIRING daytime, all posi- faculty and staff, the
for Brenda.
qualified buyer's. Can see $600/mo 901-642-0784.
HOUSE on Wells Blvd.
Night
753-7687.
1844,
standard
in
of
ery
courses
tions, & nighttime closers.
3BR, central h/a, low utilit- 3br, 1 bath, carport, gaSEE us for your barn or at Wilson's Home Center,
Have referApply in person at Wen- university software, proies, walk to campus. 2 rage, walking distance of
preroof metal. Cut to length. Murray, Ky
dy's, Murray between ducing handouts and
apartments available. Call University. NO PETS. De1-800-540-7956.
ences if needed.
many
as
inches,
36
written
in
Covers
sentations
2pm-4pm, ask to speak to
753-8767 or 759-4696.
BANKCREDIT,
BAD
posit required. Call after
&
Metal
colors. Economy
well as Web-based forVal or Mel.
& DUPLEX 2br. Coleman 5:30pm. 502-753-2480.
REPO'S
RUPTCY
B&G Cleaning Service
489-2722.
Co.
backSupply
providing
and
mats,
MEDICAL Billing. NationCHARGE OFFS. Been RE, 759-4118.
Subdivision
KY
Lake
e- Spring Cleaning. Church- SHELVING unit, $800.
wide needs full/ PT medi- up coverage for campus
n Why Pay Higher Prices
A
Northwood. house for rent. 2br, living
down over & over? DUPLEXCall
turned
Homes.
es.
Offices.
753-4793
$8.99
Salary
support.
mail
recal billers. Home PC
On A Rental Vehicle?
753-0900.
specialWe
up!
give
ta.21
Don't
for
753-9188
appointment,
room, dining room, kitchapplicaquired. Salary to $30K/yr. per hour. Request
bath,
One
1
br,
1
credit
in
problems.
ize
nice,
EXTRA
or
1-901-644-9849.
appliances.
all
bath,
2
en,
(502)762No exp. necessary. Will tion by calling
phone call can be the turn- central gas h/a, appliances Lake access with boat
my
in
2147 or apply in person at BABYSITTING
train. 1-800-600-1844.
ing point to putting you in furnished, including w/d, ramp. $475/mo, $400 dehome. Day only. Referen- REFRIGERATOR, $125
Sparks
Resources,
Human
Rental and Sales
NURSES Aide, PRN work
that new home of your 5375/mo, lyr lease, 1 mo posit. 354-8009 after 6pm.
Hall, Murray State Univer- ces. 753-4287.
759-0986
12th Murray, KY 42071
So.
112
as needed/ all shifts. Not a
Call
wait!
pets.
Don't
No
depOsit,
dreams.
after
&
sity, PO Box 9, Murray, KY CHILDCARE
SMALL house. 753-6012.
full time job, Must be flexiset,
&
753-6910
Phone:
dryer
WASHER
now! Wilson Home Center.
753-2905.
42071-0009. If available, school drop offs available.
ble & dependable. Prefer
$19.95/wk. Call 753-4663. Inc., Murray, KY 1-800- FURNISHED efficiency.
or Monthly Rates
Weekly
Daily,
Has
Meals,
snacks
included.
include copies of written
experience, but will train
540-7956, Ext. 101.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
Come by to check out our low, low, lowest rates in
(hard Almo area. 753-9077_ .
pages
Web
work,
mature person who enjoys
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.
COME see our 32ft wide HAZEL Apartments, 1st &
copy of URL's) and/ or CHRISTIAN mom offers
working with the elderly.
and our Cedar sided new Center Sts, Hazel. KY is
that might your child TLC in her
presentations
atmosphere.
Pleasant
Neon Beach
help demonstrate your home. Reasonable rates, 2PC living room group, metal roof homes. Wilson now taking applications for
good working conditions.
occupancy.
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663. Horne Center, Murray, KY. immediate
Mini-Storage
this references available.
in
perform
to
ability
Apply in person, Fern Ter759-9090.
Call 492-8721 TDDI*
role. An EEO. M/F/D, AA
group, 1-800-540-7956.
BEDROOM
All Size Units
race Lodge, 1505 Stadium
1-800-217-2510.Equal
CLEANING houses is my 515/wk. Call 753-4663.
employer.
model
Older
SELL!
MUST
Available
View Dr. EOE.
Call tte
Call
Reliable.
Opportunity.
business.,
OAK roll top desk, $500. 12X65 2br, 1 bath, has Housing
753-3853
Linda. 759-9553.
apt,
bath
2
2br,
LARGE
Asking
room.
753-7934, leave message. utility
ERRAND SERVICE
furnished,
appliances
OVER- Under washer/ dry- $2,500. 759-5426.
C-STORAGE
to
get it
Not enough time
washer & dryer hook-ups,
er combo $450 obo Neu10x15 storage units, 4th St
all done? Let us run that
Aurora
Near
utilities.
low
tral color sofa $150.
& Sycamore E. Next to
errand for you. Shopping,
• Justin Crosser
on Hwy 68. $450/mo. Call
753-4076.
Cunningham Auto Repair
pet service, home check.
354-8824.
or
174-2774
T Computer Repair, Upgrade. Trainin
SELL, Buy, Consign pre753-3571.
Call 436-5372, Mon-Fri.
2BR, $25t9 mo 753-6012
Reader & Advisor
MANOR
& Installation,
MURRAY
owned, good used furniIN home license daycare,
2BR, 2 bath. Rent to own APARTMENTS: Make it
accessories.
&
ture
God
from
A true Born Psychic: Gifted
close to town, now has
(502) 853-3967
ai
in Grogan's Trailer park. your home! Great 1 or 2br
753-2733.
openings, with daily activi•I give advice on Business, Marriage, and Love Affairs
Central h/a. Coleman RE. apartments with great
04e3e arril Rd „Milf`dY,
1 709 C.
ties. 767-0791.
'Bring Your Problems to Me-I will Help Solve
753-9898.
price, central h/a, laundry
All Sizes Available
Antiques
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
2BR, stove, refrigerator. facilities. Office hours
100
Don't Compare Me With Imitators
Plus storage building. No 8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri
Business
October Special!
ANTIQUE 8f1 showcase
pets. $225 plus deposit.
Equal
(502)753-8668,
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
beveled glasstops. Footed
Wiggins will pay all sales tax
437-4386.
Housing Opportunity.
CREEKVIEW
Bring Ad In For Discount
the month of October.
WORK From Home. Mar- bath tub. 753-3619.
through
country.
in
bath
2
3BR,
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3 Self-storage warehouses
For Appointment Phone
208 S. 12th Street
kets in herbal, botanical.
deposit.
$350/mo
plus
Bedding?
dry&
w/washer
Furniture?
4br
house
Need
(502) 767-0508
on Center Drive behind
Murray, Ky. 42071
UI Swiss skin care, cosmet753-8995.
I.
Farm Equipment
er, furnished, near MSU. Shoney's
$20-$40/mo.
with FREE
prices
possible
best
For the
ics, nutritional products.
DOUBLEWIDE 7mi east of Inquire at 1210 Main St. 759-4081
to...
go
setup
and
delivery
Unbonus.
car
Mercedes
753-1252 before 5pm.
8FT International wheat & Murray. Call Linzy Beane,
limited income. Call Pam
436-2582.
753-0606 after 5pm.
small seed drill, $500. 753Perry, 502-522-8758.
SMALL doublewide.
7934, leave message.
VERY nice 20r, 2 bath du2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
753-6012.
140
plex, central h/a, fully apFOR Sale- L2500 Kubota
(across from Memorial Gardens)
285
Want b Buy
plianced, w/d hook-up,
with front end loader, tiller
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
Mobile Home Lots For Rent carport, clean. $560/mo
Register For Classes Now!
attachment & box blade.
12, 24 or 36 month financing
With
ANTIQUES & collectibles
Offering Cheerleading
plus deposit, lease. Crystal
Only 39hrs. Call 489-2842
119 Main • 753-6266
Free Delivery • 753-4566
.1 nmo
1 piece or all Call 753- after 5pm.
Classes
Brook Ln. 759-5477.
753-6012
9433
Beginners-Advanced For
VERY good Massey FerBoys & Girls Ages 3 & 1 p
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys. guson tractor 175 diesel
w/bushhog, grader box
Old or New. 753-7185.
Cull now for scheduling
CASH paid for good, used blade, factory front end
Instructor: Marty McBride
rifles, shotguns, and pis- loader, good tires, p/s,
87-A Spruce St.. Murray • 502-759-2355
tols. Benson Sporting $7.000 firm. dase 530
rr.
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Mur- Backhoe, good condition,
Various size Suites
SLOW
Triple
good tires, diesel, $7500.
ray.
Walnut Plaza
and
Double
CREDIT
753-2905.
Anti&
COLLECTIBLES
104 N. 5th
Single Wides
ques. We buy 1 or whole
OK!
220
or
753-8302
In Stock
estates. Call 753-3633.
Musical
753-9621
WE are looking to buy
mostly Pre- 1970 toys, ro- BALDWIN organ, excellen DOWNTOWN office space
"Home of the
bots, cars, trucks, play condition, has phantom available Rent from $95 to
Deals."
Unbeatable
sets, dolls, anything con- fingers, double keyboards $150/mo, including utilitsidered. We also offer In- & much more. To inquire ies Call Greg McNutt
ON THE SPOT
Tapes
753-4451
ternet Service to sell all call 901-247-9354.
kinds of items. Top pnces
LOAN APPROVAL
CD's
MELVILLE Clark piano, OFFICE or store space in
from all over the world.
Southside Shopping Cenleave
753-7934,
$500
1 DAY ONLY!
I IC, Car Audio
ILJP
PL IC.
Check out rates, best in message
ter 753-4509, 753-6612
the area! Call Kerry or JuSunset Boulevard Music
BUILDING
dy 502-759-3456.
753-0113
Dixieland Center
FOR RENT
150
to S300.00
at 214 N. 15th St.
Ankh*
Assume
$500 DOWN
Range
••••"
You Need a House Payment Around
Do
For Sale
Campus-MSU
On
payments of $167/mo on
(2) BURIAL plots at Me
Call anytime at
1996 Southern 14X50 2br,
Check Out These Homes While They Last.
mortal Gardens, $1.850
1 bath, located in Coach
753-6111
NOW
WAS
NEW AND USED
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
753-5917 Estates, Lotk D-4 For
753-5436,
S13,995
$4-Er9S5
your Medicare Suppliment Policy. These
Home
nights
Nice
BR
2
Lana
#2-313
more info contact
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
$13,995
S-4-57g95.1-800-554-8717
2 CHOICE Burial plots in
3 BR, 2 Bath Deluxe!
#2-391
651/2,
to
65
age
and we write all 10. Also at
$29.995
Murray Memorial Gardens
S.327900
New!
from
pick
Bath
Doublewide!
TO
12X60,
2
2
BR.
3
#1-1310
according to Federal Law,they are all guaranCall Linda Overcast at $3500, delivered and set 1 OR 2br ants near clownS19,900
S.1,2-;98tr3 BR, 2 Bath Affordable! New!
#1-1561
teed issue regardless of health.
Murray Plaza, Mon- Thur
at
starting
102
Murray
ext
own
502-767-0000
S59,900
S627e00As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
#1-1428 3 BR, 2 Bath Hugel Triple-Wide
2 MATCHING living room 12X70 2BR. 1 bath, partly 5200/mo 753-4109
S8,995
consideration now should be:
131:1
1
S4-432 BR, 1 Bath Cozy'
chairs Good condition & remodeled, 3mi from MSU
#2-485
1BR Diuguid Dr Call Cole1 Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service
$13,900
9517r
7
rriced reasonable.
S-14,
Owner moved, must sell man Realty 753-9898
#1-1542 2 BR, 1 Bath Cheap! New! .
We represent 7 "A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
753-7631.
$13,900
No reasonable offer re- 1BR near campus No
S4Er-400Remodeled
Bath
Completely
2
BR.
3
#2-514
rates
possible
best
companies to give you the
5HP Super Tomahawk fused Call Amy
pets 753-5980
and service. We may be able to save you
chipper, $475. 753-7934
931-648-1101
PLUS MANY MORE IN STOCK AT DRASTICALLY REDUCED
•
several hundred dollars per year. We have
leave message
BEDROOM duplex AT,
2
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
PRICES AND LOW MONTHLY PAYMENT PLANS!
ANTIQUE barber ,.hair, 14X60, 2br. 1 bath on rent- 1402-B Duigtud Or, all apwould like to be your Agent
$650 Temporary electric ed lot Price Reduced
pliances. furnished includ753-2791
NO CREDIT! SLOW CREDIT! BAD CREDIT???
pole, $150 Amana Radaring washer & dryer. Owner
with 14X60. 2Br, gas h/a.
microwave
ange
managed.. 753-0697 days,
1 DAY ONLY! DON'T MISS IT!
wood cart, $225 Metal Coleman RE 753-9898
759-1928" nights
Approve Your Loan Application On The Spot
well cover. $125 Call 489- 14X70 FLEETWOOD. 2br, 2BR apt in Northwoo-cf.
2346.
1 bath on rented lot Has $325/mo. 759-4406.
Finance your home, land, well, septic, driveway, etc. Special low interest
storage building & satellite
rates and easy credit approval for this promotion.
905 Sycamor•
h'a,
FOR Sale
Nice Call 753-7798. after 2BR duplex, central
building
Portable
microwave,
11X28
dishwasher,
Murray, KY 753-4199
5pm
Vinyl siding, finished inw'd hook-up No pets
Nationwide toll free:
conditioner, 1984 14X80 GOOD condi- $420/mo Security deposit
air
side,
1-800-455-4199
tion, $9,500. 489-2908
492-01393
porch $6,000. 489-2042

CUSTOMER Service Representative Work directly
with customers & coordinate all aspects of bulk
irailing iobs Estimating,
consulting, and planning
Computer experience required Bulk mail knowledge & customer service
experience helpful Send
resume and/or letter of application to Automated Direct Mail, 87 Spruce St.
$03. Murray, KY 42071
DIRECTOR
OF ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES
Henry County Medical
Center is seeking a Director of Environmental Services. Individual will be responsible for housekeeping and laundry services at
the hospital. Required: 2
yrs experience in commercial cleaning & supervisory
skills. Prefer experience to
be in healthcare facility
and post high school education. Send resume to:
HCMC, Human Resources, PO Box 1030, Paris,
TN 38242.

NEED full-time professional clean-up men in automotive clean-up shop
Good hours, good pay
Day 753-8904. nights
759-1703

PART time help wanted
Apply at Footprints, 605A
S 12th St Murray No
phone calls please

ATTENTION
Hunters & Outdoorsmen
Huge Sale on dog supplies, hunting clothing &
thousands of items to
Kenlake
choose from
Tennis Center, Kenlake
State Park. Oct 15th-25th
Come on down, you won t
be disappointed
BEANIE Baby collection
for sale 753-0602
COOKWARE
BEAUTIFUL NEW 17
piece set, Heavy dinner/
party type! 7 ply surgical
stainless steel! 100% waterless! Retail $1,499, Now
$3951 $80 Bonus'
800-434-4628,

-Att.

W
G
Boat Storage
& Mini Storage
Hwy. 94 E. Jct. 280
436-5075

1-4 rognottax

A Quality Bedding at affordable prices
A Come see what you've been missing
-A Mattress sets starting at $1.69.00.

lile!
IDES
& South
oadeci &
k. Avertek from
ind, TN.
revenue
I Sid for

ARE
OR

?r year'
going to
Tay and
people i
and be
ray they
1, and i
e If you
liking to

"STOP"

HALEY'S

Crossed'Wires?
No Problem!

„Tech Support
Specialist

Mrs. Ann

641 Storage

ER

r.Tri

GS

(502) 759-8662•

753-5585

opporturtity

EASTSIDE

McBrides Gymnastic
Academy

Wiggins Furniture

STORAGE

RS

IN

REDUCTION

Office Space

3

sentthe
:ants
skills
asks
Full
hr

/ ALPINE,
)ockfordOzgalzt

Clarion

SALE

Sat., Oct. 17th

VOLUNTEER HOMES INC.

FALL SUPER SALE!HUGE SAVINGSI
'?
s200°°,_

TURNING AGE 65?

it,
for
;tant
/ailpolivaillent.
on

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Hwy. 79 N.• Paris, TN •642-4466

6B

Ou(OBEN 14

WEDNESDAY

MURRAY LEDGER a !IMES

1998

L.

440

400

Bud Cars

Lets Fest.*
storage
NORTHWOOD
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

Yard Sale
Thurs -Fri -Sat.
8 a.m 3 p.m.
1101 Story Ave.

earriencial Pro0For Site
12TH STREET COMMER
CIAL GEM- Aluminum sid
ed 11 2 story. Plenty of
parking potential for busi
ness or office, gas heat
B-4 Zoned immediately
available REDUCED TO
S85,000. OWNER WILL
CONSIDER ANY REASONABLE OFFERS. Call
Century 21 ask for Barbara Barnett at 753-1498,
ext 105 MLS#4000848
BUILDING on court square
Paris, TN 2 story. 2 500
sq ft per floor. 759-4713
Petri & Scippkes
AKC Registered Miniature
Dachshund puppies Black
& Tan & Dapples dVc1Ild
ble 502-753-8506

New & used pet shop
merchandise, aquan
urns
items

huuSehold
Too

items to list

niany
Good

Neat 2 BR, gas heat,
kitchen
updated
appliances, 502 N.
5th St. $34,500.
FMHA, 3 BR, baseboard heat, well insulated, carport, deck.
trees, 700 Fairlane.
$53,500.
30' liv. & din. combination, 3 BR, 1-1/2
ba., central heat &
air, 1640 Farmer.
$72,500.

16 5 ACRES with 1995
16x80 3br 2 bath mobile
home Large barn with
workshop fenced for horses. 8 miles north of Murray. $62.500 753-0736

3 FAMILY
GARAGE SALE
Rd
310 Dunbar
(from Bob's Store,
New Concord take
Hwy. 444 to 1st
house on left.
Thurs.. Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m..?
pool
VGH'sitapes,
stick. doilies, clothing, dishes toys, lots
more

CROP acreage for lease in
Harris Grove area. Corn
lust cut. Ready for wheat
Land owner to get clear
third of crop proceeds
435-4602. 559-8510.
SECLUDED 5 acre farm
3br home 1700 sq ft work
shop deck lots of extras
$89,000 obo New Con
cord, 436-5744

YARD SALE
Thursday
7 a.m.-11 a.m.
1609 Locust St.
Apt. A

[1231 Acreage

Bath tub safety bar,
electric logs for fireplace, odds & ends.
Canceled if rain

Lre•Steeit & Suppties

Real Estate

REGISTERED Stallion to
sale 759-9215

IMMEDIATE
POSSESSION

buys,

AKC Shelties. 2 males,
7wks. $200/ea 489 2908
AKCpuppies
AKITA
CKC, champion bloodlines, shots & wormed
$250. 382-2214.
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858
MALTESE puppies AKC
Registered, 1 male and 1
female Wormed and first
shots 382-2120
MINIATURE Schnauzers
AKC, black & salt peppers
$200. Call 502-885-6153.

Your Ad
Could
Be
Here!

IN saddle Creek (Southwest area) Very nice
neighborhood. restricted
$18,500 753-2556
LARGE lot in Oaks Estates near golf course
753-5121 or 489-2922_
NORTH WOOD
BUSINESS PARK
1.25- 2.5 Acre lots for
business & light industry
City limits All utilities 753
1362 ext 129

3 BAY garage with roughed in upstairs on 3 wooded
lots (502)474-8441 after
6:30prri
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking ot selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
ous and
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 11 Main St

Vow"
.
9

Lots For Sale
A tremendous range of choices in city limits
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.k en tu ck y.ho mes.com
E-mall: carolwood@msn.com

FOR SALE BY OWNER - EARL NANNY
1105 FA1RLANE(C1RCARAMA)
Earl Nanny designed and built this home while he was a
building contractor. It was built with the finest quality
rnatenals and workmanship. 3 BR. 2-112 bath, large family room, many built-in features. large clusets. Pella win
dows 753-3881 or 753-4097

2204 Quail Creek In Gatesboro Subd.
•

.OM...
,
A.A.

5 bedrooms, 3 baths, Colonial, 2 large great
rooms. study Ai/custom bookshelves, 3,500
sq. ft living space, 2 car garage w/workshop
exercise loft large storage Great yard!

For Sale By Owner
"Under Appraised Value"
753-8276 Day or Night

121,2 ACRES of woodeo
and Very pnvate and se
cluded in Calloway county
354-6062
14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Prop
erty located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & pro
posed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view property, review post
ed data, then please call:
502441-2253.
40 ACRES, 7 miles east of
Murray. 11/2 mile roaa
frontage. for development
$1,800 per acre Terms
753-4984
5 ACRES, nice building
sites, 10 minutes east of
$8,950. Easy
Murray
terms. 753-9302.
5 TO 275 acres, owner financing possible. Coldwater. 489-2116 or 753-1300.
91/2 ACRES off 94E on
Highland Rd. $10,000
Firm. 502-437-3018.
BEAUTIFUL building site
Rolling 3.66 acres w/pond.
well & septic. 5 Minutes
north of town. Call 7532905, 753-7536.
PARIS Tennessee, 20 partially wooded acres, fish
stocked pond. Excellent
view building site, 15 minutes to Land Between the
Divorce forces
Lakes
sale Reduced $3800 to
$44,000. $4000 Down,
$351/mo or $43,000 cash.
901-247-5643.
PURYEAR Tn, 5 acres, 15
minutes to lake and 10 minutes to Paris. Nice building site $12.500. $1000
or
$101/mo
Down,
$11,000 cash. 901-2475643.

Must see - 3 BR, 1-1/2
story cen. heat & air,
bsmt., I 40 ac. 639
Radio Rd $74,500.
To See call
s Properties
'
Grey

759-2001
Ask For Jean

AI TRACTIVE 3br, 2 bath
brick home with screened
porch, landscaped, painted & new lighting features
6/98. D.W., ref, stove
1996 Hardwood floors.
Priced mid $90's Call 7670735 or 435-4649.
FLAIR!
FLEETWOOD
Five bedrooms, 31/2 baths,
plus loft and office Covered private patio plus cellar. A must see! Under
$293,000. Century 21, Call
Barbara 753-1498, Ext
105 MLS#4000878.
HOME in country secluded
setting 3br brick by owner.
Low $70'5. 492-8299.
ONE owner, 3br, 11/2
baths, 2 miles east of Murray. Hardwood and tiles
floors, woodburning stove
in den carport & 2 car garage. Priced in the $80's.
For appointment to see,
call 753-0444.
REDUCED!
Southwest Villa home featuring 4br, 3 bath. Well laid
out plan for family living.
Formal dining with hardwood
Parquet
floors
floored entry. Priced at only $141 900 Call Kopperud Realty today for your
753-1222.
showing,
NLS#3001427.
REDUCED- 2 houses on
Metcalf Ln in North Villa
Subdivision Red brick 3br
house, natural gas, all
appl. Beige brick house,
hot tub, large attic space,
3br, all appliances, landscape. 437-4783 or 7538237.

2BR, 1 bath, all applian
ces, new roof in '97, 1 acre
shaded lot, outbuilding
Close to town. $38,000
753-6885
3BR brick home. 94 E
miles from Murray. lmme
diate possession. $44.000
Phone 759-1824 or
753-1813
3BR, 2 bath brick, hard
wood floors, carport Old
Salem Rd. just off 121 S.
possession
inunechate
Phone 753-9711.
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
garage, applianses Coleman RE 753-988.
A STEAL! 3br brick home,
1450sq ft, 1 acre extra
at
appraised
nice
take
Will
$71,000
565.000 Call 753-6050
NICE 4t:i house on 2
heat.
electric
acres,
$49.500 Ten minutes east
of city 753-9302

PUBLIC AUCTION
Thurs., Oct. 15, /998• 1 p.m.

From Murray.
Al the home of Mrs. Ela Pounds, In Missing Hills, part of Ky. Lake.
Baptist Church
Ky.. take 121 S. through New ( iiiioi d. lurn left at Nese Mt,Carmel
as nit,.ing
onto Kline Road F..11ow to 4114.1101i Watch for anction signs. Mrs Pounds
the following items
to Murray &
silver nlatc.rial
1875 ohenty ,.ent coin in eood oinairion old siker dollar and isher
paihied
_old
ware - old wood smoking cabinet cainisal glass pieces
hold
spoon
jarsalt
ord
pieces
',ion
dept.
gicen
k.ase
manic'
oto
stand
bowls - old Present'
.aseline glass piece
er - old tooth pick holder -old stom owing howls hand panned pitcher
& china blue
- nice cups & saucers 15 + salt seller old wheat pattern china other old glass
shaving mug Manton
dishes - sery old Helsea china - old IS I Co china old slicer e. glass
eelluloid
ware hand painted hen & rooster. chicken shaker set - small stone jut. tea set old
items - eastiron pieces pieces - old kerosene lamps - kerosene lantern wired globc - what not
old & unusu
old costume Jewelry old sewing basket - fancy needle work - old tlat irons sery
bought new in 191tt
al fern stand o1d bookcase - glass door dish cabinet - (mi. old ,:edar chest
lamps nice entertain
- knec nok desk - bedside table - coffee & end tables ser or old table
pottery ref howls mem cabinet records & cassettes - Nintendo & other games - Poden
gun - miter saw
piece King ',lie bedroom suit - chest freezer - belt sander - dnll motor - heat
compressor - old lc(
small dnll press small table saw - shop vise - bench grinder small air
& tools - log chain
box - gas line trimmer elect tiller hand Nag. mei,. ',ink wieiichcs
2rews - gas Look
&
bolts
nutk.
tools
yard
tic
hand
motor
boat
lack stand - large Esinrale
stove - porch furniture - nice Ky long nfle - and much more
Auction held rain or Thine Not rriponcibk for attiihnit.
For more information & our auction needs Phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - arrell Beam'
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

1989 SEVILLE Cadillac
4dr, clean, great condition
Call 901-247-3954 to inquire
1990 VOLVO 240 DL
exceptionally
Wagon.
clean, well maintained &
serviced $8.995.
901-247-3986
1993 OLDSMOBILE 88
ROYALE, 40r, pisv, p/I,
cruise, tilt, white w/blue interior, garage kept, serviced every 2500 miles,
105xxx highway miles.
Very good condition No
dents, No dings, No
scratches. $6500 Call
474-8704
1993 PONTIAC Grand
Prix LE, 4dr. white, red inLady
loaded
terior,
owned 753-5121 or
489-2922.
1994 CAVALIER RS, excellent condition.
759-8919.
1994 FORD Probe SE,
good condition, 79,XXX
miles $4,100 492-8441
1996 CHRYSLER Cirrus
LXI, fully loaded, still under
30xxx
only
warranty,
miles, white w/leather interior, 1 owner If interested
call 489-2738

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds, tree
work 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations. slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings. remodeling, repairs,
AGC certified. 435-4272.
ALL TYPES OF WORK
superior
Landscaping,
hedge trimming, sidewalk
edging, lawn sweeping,
lawn seeding and fertilizing.
Tree trimming, removal
clearing.
Brush, briar
bushhogging, sickle mowing Gutter cleaning with
screen installation, hauling Message, 753-2092
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONALDEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
years expenence. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc. 436-2113.

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed & Insur
ed Luke Lamb
502-436-5950.
LAWN CARE
Mowing. trimming, bed
mulching. hedge trimming
leaf clean-up & mulching
Terry Joe, 753-4679
LEAF
Raking, gutter
cleaning and hauling 43E2102 ask for Joseph
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels Free estimates.
All work guaranteed'
489-6125
No job too small!
PAINTING
Interior - Exterior
Free estimates. 436-5032.
PAINTING. mulching, odd
lobs, husband for rent
753-9618

for houses, barns &
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064
sssssi

Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

www.automobilesoniine.com.
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
436-5255
RILEY Remodeling & Construction. Additions- Garages- Vinyl siding & trimRoofing- Metal Roofs- ReWindowsplacement
Decks- Pole Barns. Free
Estimates. 502-489-2907.
SUPERIOR LEAF
"Paul Lamb"
RAKING
Hauling & odd jobs. 436502-436-2269
6032 or 436-2102, ask foi
821-6907
1•800•
Ben.
Full Line of
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
lice 1rmuiuiumn
Equipment
Removal. Insured with full
Stump Remo.al
Free Estimates
line of equipment. Free esHedge Iiimming
In,./ed 24 H, Veriice
timates. Day or night,
753-5484.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dettiatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulchCUSTOS' KITCHEN CABINETS
ing. Free Estimates.
CUSTOM V/000WORKING
759-9609
All Types Of,
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaran
Custom Woodworking
teed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
years experience. Roofing,
Drop by and see our showroom
additions, vinyl siding,
SUNBURY - MURRAY (Beton Bunny Breed)
409
decks, remodeling Call
7S3-5E40
753-2592.
----.6-.
"
eilill
V•••iimeol
•
2
•
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authonzed dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-En, 1-5:30.
753-0530.
660
Fre.COttonn

1.
el.
wee zenftert

BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contractVans
ing. Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
1989 DODGE Ram wagon
builders. 502-436-2007 or
window van V-8 auto,
502-436-5264.
loaded, high miles. ExcelBOB'S PLUMBING SERV.
lent condition $5,000.
All work guaranteed. Free
753-7790.
753-1134
1990 CHEVROLET Astro, estimates.
492-8584.
7 passenger, all power,
owner local. 753-0697 CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs. Murray Carpet &
days, 759-1928 nights.
Upholstery Cleaning.
Caravan
1993 DODGE
753-6300 anytime.
SE, V6, blue, clean,
CARPET Cleaning
$6,500. 345-2800.
1995 CHRYSLER van Emergency Water RemovTown & Country, loaded, al. Free Estimates. SatisReferences, Call
fied
blue. $56K. 492-6175.
1997 CHEVY Venture Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
short version 28,xxx miles, CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
white $16,500 obo.
motor home, boats, RVs
436-5744.
and etc. Excellent protec600
tion, high quality, excellent
Usad Inaeka'..
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
Chimney
Chim
CH1M
Sweep. Chimney cleaning
1997
services. 10% senior citidiscount. Contact
zen
Tracy Manning, 435-4006.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages. decks,
Red & silver, runs
remodeling, vinyl siding.
great. looks great, is
20Y rs experience.
great. Must sell
753-5592.
FREE to good home: 1 tiCONCRETE Finishing.
though. Call
Driveways, sidewalks & ny loveable kitten. Call
759-9215 after 4
753-0224.
patios. Free Estimates
p.m. or leave
435-4619.
furniture, couchUSABLE
message.
CUSTOM BUILT
es, chairs, bed, box
priced
Reasonably
Wooden decks, fencing, springs & mattress
for fully loaded,
pole barns, sheds, car753-3619.
fully safety
ports. Also repair 7 rebuild.
Excellent workmanship.
equipped truck.
Affordable rates.
1995 POLARIS 4X4 4753-7860.
wheeler, 425 magnum re- 1977 CHEVY Silverado
bulldozing &
CUSTOM
duced to $3,200 obo
126,XXX miles, runs good.
backhoe work, septic sys436-5744
$1,200. 753-5194
1996 YAMAHA Big Bear 1981 CHEVY pick-up. tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
4X4 nardly used, mint Very nice. New front tires. Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Servcondition, hunter green
$3,000. 436-5856, call afices. "Cleaning" vinyl sidw/extras Must see to ap- ter 5pm.
preciate $3,900 759-1663 1991 XLT Ford Ranger ing, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways.
leave message
with topper. $4,750.
parking lots, all exterior
WANTED: Pre 1976 mo502-492-8614.
cleaning, acid cleaning
orcycles 931-320-0060
1993 CHEVY Silverado
available. David Borders
Dixie Custom Conversion,
With the Classifieds'
1121
Insured. Completely Mo&
white.
blue
platinum
Sport Utility Vehicles
bile. Phone 502-759-4734
753-4801.
Find a home in your
Cellular 502-853-1108
Super
XLT
1994
FORD
1985 JEEP CJ-7 • speed
range or rent your
ELECTRICAL
cab, 28xxx miles
summer place in our
258 6 cylinder, hard top
New construction, remod436-5365
Classified pages.
g000 shape. $4,000
eling, or just replacing a
1994 SPLASH Ranger,
Check our
489-2771.
Insur&
Licensed
switch.
Real Estate listings
1996 BLAZER 4wd, 4dr, loaded, ext cab, 48,XXX
ed. Off. 753-0834
daily.
loaded leather interior, cd miles $8.770 obo 753Hm. 759-9835
trans. 1820 evenings.
auto
player.
ELECTRICIAN
$16.000 437-4999
R&R ELECTRIC.
Boats &Motors
New construction, rewirPeoples Bank of
ing, mobile home hookwill 1994 17 ALUMAWELD, ups, electrical mainteMurray
w/ice nance & repair Call anybottom
56"
accept bids on a runners 1995 60hp Mercu- time.
Murray, 762-0001,
ry &tiller handle & power Cell# 519-1592
Ford trim
1997
trolling motor, LCR
Explorer, fully depth finder & SS prop Midway FENCING
Fence Company
trailer, $5800.
with drive-on
Chain link, & custom wood
loaded,
753-1844 days, 753-7687
privacy fences, at reasonapprox. l,xxx nights.
able prices. Dickie Farley.
759-1519.
miles, until Oct 1997 YAMAHA WaverunGARDEN tilling, bushhog8hrs
used
ner,
1200cc
16, 1998. For
ging, small jobs, dnveways
$5,600 obo Must sell
graded with box blade_
details contact
436-5744
Gerald Carroll 492-6159.
Ross Wilder, FALL Special' 1994 Ebb
GUTTERS:
tide 190 bownder, priced
Peoples Bank well below book. 4.3LX V6 Quality Seamless Aluminum Gutters- variety of
Merc 10, stainless prop.
of Murray.
colors. Free estimates. LiBimini with complete snapcensed. Affordable prices.
767-2265
on enclosure, matching Vinyl Shutters- variety of
trailer, 1 owner. $8,995 colors, vinyl siding supobo. Phone 753-1323, af- plies West KY Seamless
ter 4.30pm phone
Gutters, 753-0278.
753-5763
carpentry,
HANDYMAN
work.
yard
plumbing,
1976 OLDS 98. 2dr, 455.
proches & decks Any job
needs main bearings &
Call Danny Paschall
crank See at University
A-1 Tree Professionals
492-8509
Tire Best offer 753-5945
tree HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
removal,
Stump
1982 FORD Granada
spraying Serving Murray, wanted No job too small
cream stationwagon. good
Calloway Co since 1980
Ph 753-2388 or 436-5759
or
753-5436
Call
condition
Free estimates 437-3044
HARDWOOD FLOOR
753-5917 nights
or 492-8737
Installation & finishing
1987 TOYOTA Corolla
Custom design Affordable
Al Al A Tree Service,
4dr. new tires & exhaust
removal,
tree rates 753-7860
Stump
$1,500 obo 436-5744
To place a Classileed ad
raking. HM & Sons Mobile Home
1988 FORD Taurus Good spraying, leaf
Of YOU own, call
437-3939
Service
Moving
trimming.
hedge
landscapNeeds
body and motor
ing, mulch hauling & mulch 6168 0,c1 Olive Rd, Hardin,
753-1916.
some transmission work'
spreading, gutter cleaning. KY 42048
753-6356
Murray
L&J HOME BUILDERS
1988 MAZDA. burgandy. Licensed & insured Full
&
Ledger
disc brakes, auto, moon line of equipment Free es- New construction RemodTimes
ling Electn:al vinyl siding
roof shade, am/fm cas- timates Tim Lamb,
Plumbing repair
436-5744,
sette stereo $1.500 Call
753-0353
2.
1-800-548-526
_
30pm
759-8473 As' 5

F-150
Ford Lariat
Extended Cab

ing
Metal Roof
sheds. Metal

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Tree Trimm
Cleanup
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Se

Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
..Removal
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HOME IN
ON A
NEW HOUSE

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair

Now is a Great Time to Build
Ii ‘4,11 .ticloalllg tor till WI%
.ptil ui It
building tuuiil ratior.
brdon.
.1 root Pitt
5%1.. ran give
t phi,
start. If you arc u nat.(i dciI %%t• %101'k 011 .1(:1),
comply %%1111.111 I Ili

lit•ss t II% 1011141111g lilac,,

ruction of Like
horo.-4, largc or

Bruce Greet:
,flortiting ('ootiacto...,,
502) 75.3-8_34_i

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
.
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit. repo's OT bankruptcy.

Call Kenny at
(502) 247.9300 or (800) 874.0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

Mayfleld
Kentucky
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DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT

L

•••=11.

•
'

mem.

LOOKING BACK

I have been in similar situations
responds to medication, such as
len )ears ago
DEAR ABBY. My wife and I live
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
Haldol
with three friends in order to save and have a solution. I take the
Bill Rouse was named "OptiTo give you related information, I money. One of our housemates is woman aside and say, "I may be mist of the Year" by the Murray
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 80 Should I
sending you a copy of my Health my wife's brother. I can't stand him. wrong, but I get the feeling you're Optimist Club at a dinner meetam
have a pneumonia shot' I had pneu"burette's Syndrome." Other He's bossy and always wants things attracted to my husband, and it
Report
monia last year. Could the shot cause
at Sirloin Stockade. New club
readers who would like a copy should his way. The other housemates makes me uncomfortable." They ing
a recurrence?
him and let him do what he always deny it at first, but I treat officers installed are Rouse, Dan
ignore
long,
a
send
plus
$2
self-addressed,
DEAR READER: Pneumonia can stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017, wants. I am the only one who seems them with dignity and honesty, and Cross, Bill McCarthy. and Dick
be caused by hundreds of different Murray Hill Station, New York, NY to have a problem with him.
it earns me their respect. I have no Ford,
types of microorganisms, ranging 10156 Be sure to mention the title
Abby, last night he held a -fami- more problems with them. In fact, I
The Bank of Murray is among
from bacteria and yeasts to viruses
ly meeting" and asked my wife and get the sense they're relieved to 175 banks in the nation recently
does
What
DR.
GOTT:
DEAR
One cause of pneumonia is the pneume not to fight on the front porch. have been stopped in such a loving
identified by Money Magazine as
mococcal bacteria, of which there are "chronic lumbar dysfunction" mean, We don't fight very often, but there way. It works.
more than 80 strains. Pneumococcal and what causes it?
A WIFE WHO CARES the safest in the nation.
two
about:
are
things
we
fight
DEAR READER: This is a catchall
infection affects upwards of 500,000
Births reported include a girl
money and her evil brother. I have
***
people a year, with a fatality rate of as phrase that means very little. considered telling him what to do
to Virginia and Mark Houk, and
much as 10 percent. Patients at high- "Chronic" indicates that a condition with his thoughts on many occaDEAR ABBY: I gave up my child a girl. to Cindy and David Roberest risk of life-threatening infection has lasted more than a month; "lum- sions, but I have kept my mouth for adoption when she was 7 days
Oct. 7.
are the elderly, people with AIDS and bar" means that your lower back is shut because my wife gets upset old. It was one of the hardest things son,
and Mrs. J.T. Phillips will
Mr.
alcoholics,
is
a
deficiencies,
"dysfunction"
involved; and
other immune
when I criticize her brother. She's I have ever had to do. Please do not
patients with disease of the spleen favorite medical word meaning some- very protective of him and feels he get me wrong; the choice I made be married 50 years Oct. 15.
Twenty years ago
thing isn't working right.
and people with sickle cell anemia.
can do no wrong. She thinks I'm was a loving choice. I did what I felt
Murray Optimist Club presentYou've got chronic back pain. The vindictive if! disagree with him.
The pneumococcal vaccine is safe
was right for my child. You see, I
and does not cause pneumonia. You term "chronic lumbar dysfunction" is
Should I keep my mouth shut for love her more than the very air I ed the "Optimist of the Year"
— and anyone over the age of 65 (as just a fancy way of saying this — and the sake of peace, or do I have a breathe, as I do all my children.
award to Jim Fain and the "RookThis happened approximately 18 ie of the Year" award to John Hill
well as those in the high-risk groups I it doesn't help your symptoms.
right to say what! think of him?
mentioned> — should have it.
FED UP IN WEST VIRGINIA years ago, and I have since had two at a banquet at Kenlake Hotel.
Your pain could result from abnormore children. The child I gave up Scott Sieber is the new president
But, remember- This vaccine pro- malities in the nerves, muscles or
DEAR FED UP: As long as has met her sister and knows that
vides resistance against only 23 of the bones. Therefore, you probably should
and John Dale was guest speakmost common pneumococcal strains. have further testing, such as a CT you're living under the same she is her sister. Now, as she er.
she
birthday,
18th
her
approaches
be
to
roof,
wise
you'd
keep
your
protect
problem
to
your
MRI,
—
define
or
NOT
scan
It will not — repeat
A $210,000 state grant to the
has made it clear that she wants to
against all kinds of pneumonia. with greater precision. Then the doc- mouth shut.
city of Murray to be used to
meet me face-to-face.
physical
medication,
prescribe
can
tor
Nonetheless, it is an appropcjate preAbby, I am terrified to meet her. dredge and clean channels on the
therapy or a visit to a specialist to
ventive measure.
DEAR ABBY: Regarding your I don't know what to say to her. East Fork of Clarks River has
relieve your discomfort.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Please give me
response to "Irritated in Minneapo- laiuld you please advise me about been announced by Gov. Julian
r: 1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
information about Tourette's synwhat to do?
lis," the woman who was distressed
Carroll.
drome. I have had a nervous disorder
SCARED IN VISTA,CALIF.
a minister's widow was
because
DR. GOTT
bye Mills and Mary Nell Bucy
all my life and recently learned that my
chasing after her husband at
.have their art works on display at
sister and father were also afflicted.
church: You said the widow probaDEAR SCARED: Tell your
bly needed "verification that she's daughter exactly what you have the Murray Art Guild.
DEAR READER: The cause of
PETER
Thirty years ago
still attractive to men."
burette's syndrome. a rare neurologtold me, and do not be afraid.
Abby, you excused this woman's The most important message
ical disorder, is unknown. People with
Judy Kelso, daughter of Mr.
GOTT, M.D.
behavior and minimized the wife's
the syndrome suffer from motor tics
you can give her is that you and Mrs. Glenn Kelso of Lynn
distress. The minister's widow
(twitching of the face, neck and shoulnever stopped loving her, and Grove, has been named as Disshould know better. She does know
ders). vocal tics (grunts and words)
you did what you thought was trict Dairy Princess at a meeting
better if she is trained in the holy
and behavioral tics (sudden outbursts
best Mr her at the time.
of the District American Dairy
Scriptures, which are guidelines for
of profanity). The disorder usually
Association at Mayfield.
what is appropriate and what is not
between the sexes.
The widow has already had a
CONTRACT BRIDGE
TREASURY
husband of her own, and though it's
A MESSAGE FROM THE U S DEPARTMENT OF THE
unfortunate he's deceased, pursuing
someone else's husband hi her own
church, yet) is not only inappropriChoose Direct Deposit to receive your Federal government payment.
ate, but disloyal to the man's wife.
be assured of scoring four diaPeople like the widow invade West dealer.
monds, a heart, two clubs and at
vulnerable.
side
Neither
others' boundaries and count on
two spades — enough for his
least
NORTH
"compassion" in order to continue
But when West turned
contract.
3
5
6
Q
4
their game. The husband is not
up with the club king and cashed
.ro learn more, visit any bank, savings DIRECT
V 852
POSIT
always "not attracted," and it's not
two hearts,they would finish down
+ 876
and loan, or credit union. Or ask your
the wife's job to find the widow a
.Simple. Safi. Secure.
one.
J 72
new man so that she won't steal
Federal paying agency.
The unvarnished truth, howEAST
WEST
hers.
.4 publi, >rot,' fhb paid', alli.001
MIS 1,1,1, gut/eft
ever, is that after East returns a
4 10 9 7 4
•J 8 2
heart at trick two,South is certain
Q10
V K J 763
to score nine tricks — regardless of
•9 4 3
• 10 5 2
DAILY COMICS
who has the king of clubs or how
+10983
+K4
the hearts are divided.
SOUTH
BLONDEE
The key play comes at trick
+AK
two, when South should take the
IF A 9 4
ace of hearts instead of ducking a
•AKQJ
second time. He then cashes two
4A Q65
spades and four diamonds to bring
The bidding:
his total to seven tricks. At this
North East South
West
point, his hand consists ofthe A-Q3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
6-5 of clubs and nine of hearts,
Opening lead — six of hearts.
while dummy has the J-7-2 ofclubs
It is not difficult to make three and Q-6 of spades.
Instead of leading a club now,
notrump on this deal if declarer
takes the time at the start to form declarer exits with the nine of
along-range plan ofplay. But many hearts. West wins and cashes two
players would go wrong by playing more hearts,dummy retaining the
the hand mechanically instead of queen of spades and jack of clubs,
expending the time and effort nec- while declarer is reduced to the ACATHY
essary to reason out the proper Q of clubs.
It doesn't matter which two
approach.
THE ACCOUNT GROUP
3TNCE WOULD TAKE OVER
TED SHOULD BE MAKING
West actually has left at this
cards
ducking
by
start
might
They
WOULD BE DOING IT, BUT...
FOR TED BUT.
THIS PRESENTATION INSTEAD
two heart leads and win- point. He must lead a spade or a
first
the
OF 40U, Cf11114, BUT...
ning the ace on the third round. club, giving declarer the last two
(THE ACCOUNT GROUP
..TOLIGE WAS CANNED
After cashing the A-K of spades tricks with the queen of spades
HAS
AND
CANNED
WAS
BEST
OUR
STOLE
AND
TED GOT CANNED WHEN
A-K-Q-J of diamonds, they and ace ofclubs,or the A-Q ofclubs
and
SEPARATE
SIX
FILED
CLIENT TO GET EVEN.
tUE DOWNSIZED, AND IS
WRONGFUL TERMINAwould next play the ace and queen in his hand. Either way, South
WRITING A TELL-ALL BOOK,
TION LAWSUITS.
ofclubs, hoping East held the king. ends up making his contract, losIf East had that card,South would ing only four heart tricks all told.
Tomorrow: Error prevention.

It Pays to Plan the Play

Simple. Safe. Secure.
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CROSSWORDS
team
34 Type of
horse
35 Coin of India
36 "— Cold
Blood
37 Write
38 Inclined
roadways
39 Pedal digit
40 Switch
position
41 False
appearance
42 Mentally
sound
43 "Nightline"
host
45 Jack the —
47 Golfer Tiger

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
PLEASEDT0 MEET YOU,LADS

CAN I GO- LAW A COP 0'
TEA"? OR ,SOMEIHIN'
STRON6ER''
r-T- THIt•IK
I pcx,

wt.

WE SHOULD
DRINK ON THE
SOB,SIR I

THIS ISN'T A Uce,
MR PATTERSON "THIS
'ERE VS GOING-TO
BE PuRE

PLEASURE
)

•

ild

Ehal

oil I.
it
• N\(

CiAlIFIELD
HELLO? NO,THIS ISN'T ZONTAR, STRANGE
CALL
KING OF THE PIG PEOPLE

NO TIME TO
VISIT. I'M
HEADE(' TO
MY LO2GE
MEETING

•

1 Cutting
utensil
6 Work into a
mass
11 Tennis plays
12 Oslo's locale
14 Mr. Guthrie
15 Actor Lee
Van —
17 Maiden loved
by Zeus
18 — Aviv
19 Metal
fasteners
20 In addition
21 That man
22 Hard resin
23 Speck
24 Electriccurrent
indicator
26 Hard mineral
27 Sudsy brews
28 Harbor
29 Coded on
map
31 Cincinnati
III1

2

3

3 Workers'
5 Gets away
6 Evil omen
7 Negatives

8 Building lot
9 Exclamation
of protest
10 Fastidious
11 Earl — Hines
13 Sing Swiss-

style
7

8

9

10
1

12
15
i

16 Falsifier
19 Famed
20 Chief artery
22 V I P
23 Combine

25 Guatemalan
26 Make no —
about (admit
freely)

21

28 Pungent
29 Fiber
30 Before this

24

29

PEANUTS

256

THIS TIME

I DREW ANOT/4tR PICTURE
OF YOUR D06. DO YOU
WANT TO BUY 117

IT'S IN

COLOR

1

(•nod

vW 00615
BLACK AND
WHITE

PONT YOU LIKE
PURPLE P0657
a

time
31 Drunken
loafers
32 Leo's son
33 Curl the lip
35 Wading birds
38 Regretted

37

39 'Lights out'
41 Mail center

iti .

abbr
42 Health resort
44 River in Italy
46 That is (Latin
abbr )

43
it

u(ky

I

TODAY IN HISTORY 1
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Oct. 14.
the 287th day of 1998. There are
78 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 14, 1947, Air Force
test pilot Charles E. Yeager became
the first person to break the sound
barrier as he flew the experimental Bell X-One rocket plane over
Edwards Air Force Base in California.
In 1066, Normans under William
the Conqueror defeated the English at the Battle of Hastings.
In 1912, Theodore Roosevelt,
campaigning for the presidency, was
shot in the chest in Milwaukee.
Despite the wound, he went ahead
with a scheduled speech.
In 1944, German Field Marshal
Erwin Rommel committed suicide
rather than face execution for
allegedly conspiring against Adolf
Hitler.
In 1960. the idea of a Peace
Corps was first suggested by Democratic presidential candidate John
F. Kennedy to an audience of students at the University of Michigan.
In 1964, civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. was named
winner of the Nobel Peace Prize.
In 1968, the first live telecast
from a manned U.S. spacecraft •
was transmitted from Apollo 7.
In 1977, singer Bing Crosby
died outside Madrid, Spain, at age
73.
Ten years ago: The government
reported that wholesale prices had
risen a moderate 0.4 percent in
September.

ifOittri

calDelivery
RATES
$18.001
$36.00
"
72.00'

10-14 (t) 1998 United Feature Syndicate

1 — AbdulJabbar
2 — and void

18

Fifty years ago
Murray's first contingent of 15
peacetime draftees left here Oct.
12 for Owensboro for preliminary
physical examinations, according
to Mrs. Mary Neale, clerk of the
local- draft board Members of the Mothers Club
of Dexter School discussed ways
and means of making money at
its meeting with Mrs. Ella Edwards.
president, presiding.
Mrs. A. Carman presented a
program on "African Violets" at
a meeting of the Garden Department ,it* the MurraN. Woman's Club,

sm

9fP
4 12 ins

5

Forty years ago
The Murray Housing Commission will apply for 100 low rental
housing units for the city of Murray, according- to William G. Nash,
commission chairman.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Culver, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Cherry, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Denflip, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Knight. a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Rexie Stalls, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Milby, and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Maness.
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'Having done some painting
over the weekend, we have acquired
more respect for painters." from
the column,"Seen dr Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams,
publisher.
George H. Ligon of Murray,
district governor of the Lions International, spoke at a 'dinner meeting of the Murray Lions Club.
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MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

1 Subscritpion
RATES
$49.50
mo.
$59.50
no.
$85.00
1 yr.
Money Order
M/C

Check
Nisa
Name__
Street Nddress

City
Zip

State
Daytime Phone

Mail this coupon ss ith
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call

(502)753-1916
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Prison pay telephones gouge inmates

JOIN THE FIRM.

chose the carrier, Norlander said. most efficient price," he said. "But
The Federal Communications
900 numbers are
But the agency never followed up. here, the competition is basically
PHILADELPHIA(AP)— When and no 800 or
conago
years
few
a
n
Inmates can make only Commissio
"Normally, competition provides to drive prices up for the person
Dannielle Hadley picks up the allowed.
and cannot choose a sidered regulations to allow the the most efficient service for the paying the bill."
phone to talk to her two teen-age collect calls
I \I 1:( lI
to
bill
person paying the phone
carrier.
sons. her toyed ones dig deep into cheaper
their pockets. A t•pi•-al 15-minute collect call
to Philadelphia on a Saturday night
costs her $7.05. The same call
through AT&T's automated long
distance ser• ice would usually cost
her only $4.79.
But Ms. Hadley's circumstance
are unusual: She's an inmate at
the state Correctional Institution
in Muncy. 120 miles northwest of
Philadelphia.
The reason Ms. Hadley and
1407 Main
other inmates pay more is due to
Deli Hot Line
the multimillion-dollar commis82
753-46
Phone
753-7811
sions paid by phone companies to
We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
secure exclusive state prison con
We Do Custom Bar -B-61 Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
tracts..
Despite monthly phone bills thai
can sometimes add up to more
than $95, Ms. Hadley doesn't have
a choice. Along with thousands ot
other prisoners across the country,
inflated phone bills are the price
for keeping in touch with family.
inmate-advocates call ii exploitation of a captive audience. Prison
officials say too bad.
"I think there is a general underBryan -.7
standing that as part of being
inside an institution, there are
Lb.
things you don't have access to
Original-Classic-Dinner
Lb
Franks
that people on the outside do,"
Sliced Free
said Michael Lukens, a Pennsylvania Department of Corrections
spokesman. "Part of that is paying more to use a telephone."
Nearly every state awards exclusive contracts for prison phone service based on which company offers
the most lucrative deal — provided they also have the state-ofthe-art technology to prevent cred3-4 Lb. Avg.
it-card fraud and other phone scams.
In 1997, New York collected
Campbell's
Star Kist Oil or
Weston
Bush's 15 oz
more than $20 million from MCI,
Water Pack
Tomato
Chili Hot
a sum that included a 40 percent
Oil
commission on inmates' long-dis6 oz
MCI
tance calls. Florida charged
10.75 oz
Lb
•
year.
last
million
$13
collecting
half.
California collected $18.7 million.
Michigan $9.5 million; and Pennsylvania $6 million.
While prison officials defend
the. policy, saying the phone fees
Coke, Cat. Free Coke
pay for prison- programs so that
taxpayers are let off the hook.
Diet Coke, Diet Caf. Free Coke,
prisoner-rights advocates say. the
Cherry Coke
system is a way to gouge inmates'
families.
"Here, basically, you have a
tax on the very poorest people."
said Gerald Norlander, deputy director of the Public Utility Law Project in Albany. N.Y., a consumer
watchdog group. "This hits them
where they have no choice. For
these poor -families, their main
contact to loved ones is by phone.In Pennsylvania, the phone commissions are divided between the
state's general fund and a welfare
and recreational fund for imitates.
Other states, such as Michigan,
use the money to pay for county
09
prisons or for programs like boot
4 Roll Pkg.
camps and electronic monitoring.
"We give (inmates) a warm.
dry. safe place to sleep: safer than
some of the places they come
from, and that costs money. And
RC &
we're going to find ways, like
this, to get money," Matt Davis,
24 pk.
a spokesman for the Michigan
12 pk
Department of Corrections, said
So Dri
Peter Pan
Tuesday.
12 oz. or
Trix
00
2/$3
Pennsylvania's 24 state prisons
have 1,277 telephones for inmates.
14-18 oz
18 oz.
Heinz Squeeze
all owned by AT&T. All calls are
screened by an anti-fraud system
Tropicana Pure Premium
Crocker Asst. Variety

New Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. & Sat. 8-8

Prices Good
Oct. 14 thru
Oct. 20

7toot good 9(1E41

9.4ad 9aad

Miss Goldy Boneless Skinless

U.S.D.A. Select Boneless

Fryer Breast
Corn
89
$2
Dogs

Sirloin Strip
99
Wieners

$2

"
$1

1/4 Pork

Owen's Best Family Pack

Loin Chops

Ground Beef

$1 29

Soup

Beans

Tuna

2/7r

Honey Nut Cheerios or

Cheerios

14-15 oz.

.•

$239

Peanut Butter
Betty

Our CD Rates
Bank-issued, FDICinsured to $100,000

5.10
2-year
Minimum deposit S5.000
'Annual Percentage Yield (APY)—Interest
cannot remain on oeposit periodic payout
of interest is required Effective 100.4/98

99'

Specialty Potatoes
Vlosic Sandwich

$1 79

Stackers

16 oz
Betty Crocker Hamburger

Helper

Prego

Northern Bathroom

Spaghetti Sauce

Tissue
$1

28 oz

& Cheese

Compare

59'

I

3/$400

00
2/$3

Coke, Diet Coke, Cat Free Coke,
Cherry Coke, Diet Cot free Coke

$109

Wheaties

$239

Paper Towels

$1 99

Ketchup

Orange Juice

64 oz

Campbell's Chunky

Soups

2/
1/2 gal

BBQ Beef
299
Lt)

Owen's Best
Honey Baked

Owen's Best
Deli

Golden
Ripe

Ham

Roast Beef

Bananas

$399

$489

$

Eric Penniston
520 Main St.
Murray. KY 42071
753-7401
VIVAV

often:hones corn

Edward Jones
N•r‘irig Individual Investors Sint r 1871

Beans
$ 39
it.

Field Americar

idealh)BcVen
$2 9

Cheese

$289

I

'
18 Oz.79
$1 99
1/2 Liter 6 pk. I

2 Lb. Calif.

Fresh
Green

Carrots

Cabbage

79' 4

Lbs.

Call or stop by today.

Owen's Best
BBQ or Baked

28 oz.

Diillf2

12ci
Owen's Best

Cake Mix
Coke, Diet Coke,
Sprite

Flay-O-Rich

Whole Milk

2/100
$129

Betty Crocker

$300

19 oz.

RC Products

$A79

1

White
Seedless

3 Lb. Bag
Delicious

5 Lb. Bag
Red

Grapes
$ 1 29

Apples
$ 19

Potatoes

Lb

1

99'

•

